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PREFACE

The research work on the H. Cheviot area was undertaken

with three primary aims in view,,

1) to provide usaterlal which would he of practical uae

2) to provide material which would he of academic interest

3) to satisfy the writer's need for experience in.his
chosen subject.

It is maintained, that as the geologist is to the geo-

morphologist, so must the geoaorphologist be to the geographer,

by providing in his work material of both prac'tie&l and

academic interest. Like the geologist, the geomorphologiat

must be prepared to provide detailed descriptions, as well aa

generalising about the landforms, a need more than ever

enhanced following the recent appearance of the loil lurvey

who also work close to the ground and in detail. Again,

who can estimate what uae a thorough study of an area may be

in the hands of County Planning Authorities? At the outset

the writer makes no apology for the length of the text, for

what is included is considered to be appropriate. However,

to ease the reader's task, pictorial representation is.

employed to the full. To cover only part of the area, the

Geological Survey run to four memoirs, and, like the Survey,

the writer has striven to satisfy needs for the particular

as well as the general.

In the academic sphere the writer has noted the deficiency

in the knowledge of denudation chronology in Northern England.

In time it should be possible to correlate the "surfaces"
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suggested by the writer, but at present, for the reasons

stated in the text, it Is considered better to await the

results of adjacent areas. Glaelation and its effects bear

markedly on the landforma and rivers in the area, and also

have been considered. Here, too, unfortunately, the story

is an incomplete one, but at least a beginning has been made.

The reader, plodding through the essay details will find

frequent rhetorical questions, and, whilst these may

occasionally be irritating, the writer asserts that progress

and experience come from attention to the exceptions,

There Is little need to go into the details of the third

aim as it represents a bridge which all must cross.

To conclude this general preface , the writer wishes

to add several comments about the work itself. Field

mapping was carried out using the provisional 1:25,000 sheets

(War Iditlon) chiefly. The new 1:25,000 sheets were used

for part of Tweedside, but, sine© the 6" reductions (with

coloured contours) were found to be nior-e satisfactory, the

new sheets were abandoned. Again, because of the nature

of the ground and the area involved, the most suitable scale

for mapping the results of fieldwork was found to be thejp
seal©. It cannot be too strongly recommended that vertical

air photographs be used during the later stages of field-

"*Tt is a matter of chance whether or not satisfactory air
obliques are available to the worker.



work, and in the period following fieldwork. The air

photographs at about 2|-" scale were found to be beat suited

for this type of work* They are excellent for showing apace

relationships, eeoromical and they give the user adequate

detail, besides which, they Hatch the field map scale* It

is noted, for example, that in the Bowmont valley the lava

strike shows beautifully on 2^" air photos, covering the area

and can be appreciated more quickly than in the field*

Quickly, too, the worker has to decide whether he will work

systematically or attempt to take a broader view of the

geomorphology. Personal experience shows that an average of

one important geomorphological feature comes along each day.

Further, since many geomorphologists are also geographers, it

is considered by the writer to be a better thing to write

about the lardforms and landscape first, than merely to

abstract and generalise immediately, leaving the reader

to wonder Just what the ground really does look like.



THE GEOMORPHOLOGY OF THE E. CHEVIOT AREA.

Lying at the eastern end of the Border hills the
Cheviots look down on Teviotdale and Tweedside to the north
but, in contrast, are backed by bleak moors and fells about
Redesdale to the south. To the east''.they are separated from
the coastal plain by one major and two minor cuestas,
developed on sedimentary rocks and disposed roughly en
echelon. Whilst the Cheviot (2,676') dominates the surrounding
country, its summit is truncated and is now virtually covered
by bleak, cheerless, peat hag. Looking westward from this
summit the observer is impressed first by the ridges and
incised valleys falling away northwards from the principal
watershed, then by the still lower summit levels of Lower
Teviotdale, above which igneous masses rise in places.
Immediately south of and parallel to the Border, in Upper
Coquetdale, a trough of relatively lower ground is drained
by deeply incised streams, but further afield to the south¬
west, the tabular outlines of sandstone fells appear. To
the south of Cheviot, both Cushat Law and Bloodybush Edge
stand as monadnocks upon plateau fragments, and beyond the
Cementstone vales of the AIn and mid Coquet the overlying
sandstones form an imposing scarp face. In the eastern
half of the Cheviots, relics of erosion surfaces give rise
to a bold stepped sky line. In the northeast sector these
steps are more numerous than in the southeast sector, where
breaks of slope are therefore greater. Again, from the
same vantage point on Cheviot, the inward facing, occasionally
multiple sandstone scarps can be seen sweeping round from
near Rothbury, to the east and then northwards. In this
traverse, too, the tripartite division of the Cementstone
area into basins becomes apparent, with the lowest of them
(Milfield basin), forming an appendage to the Merse drumlin
area. Beyond the major cuesta, to the east, the inward
facing whin crags of the Farne Islands and Budle are just
visible, whilst the Longridge to the north can also be seen.

In the core area lies a mass of Lower Old Red Sandstone
•lavas representing the denuded remnants of a volcano, which
originally must have been comparable in size to (the present)
Mount Etna. Subaerial in nature, the lavas are now limited
in the north and south flanks by boundary faults, and,
whilst they pass under Carboniferous sediments to the east,
the base of the series and underlying Silurian sediments are
exposed on the high ground to the west. Within these lavas
and extending to about 22 square miles (of Northumberland) is

(See M.F. p. 2)
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the Cheviot granite. Originally interpretated as a
laccolith, this granite is now considered to he a replace¬
ment and probably it occupies the major vent of this old
volcano. Subordinate, but nevertheless responsible for
many minor features in the field, are the various types of
porphyrite dykes. These form two swarms aligned N.N.W.
and N.N.E. respectively and also pierce the granite.

The bulk of the lavas are andesitic although felsite,
ash and agglomerate also occur, and, as might be expected,
the different igneous rocks vary in their resistance to
subaerial denudation. Ashes weather in rough, irregular
fashion? weather)," agglomerates show knotty surfaces ,whilst
glassy andesites. weather into smooth faced angular blocks
with a tendency to exfoliate. Again, whilst the andesites
about Cheviot granite form an aureole of tougher rock, gray
in colour, north of the River Glen the alternating hard and
soft flows correspond to ridges and troughs in the present
landscape. The granite, too, is variable, and although its
outcrop area is broadly coincident with the highest ground,
this is by no means a hard and fast rule.

In this igneous complex two fault and crush systems are
recognised, an older N.N.W. and N.E. system together with
a younger W. - E. system. Associated with these are two
crush breccia types, a quartzose type which is resistant
to erosion and tends to form minor upstanding features, also
a less resistant calcitic type now generally associated
with gullies and depressions. Without doubt the effective¬
ness of crushes in influencing present topography can best
be demonstrated about Scotsman's Knowe (1 mile south of the
Cheviot). Here running S.W./N.E. across the massif is the
Harthope crush (traceable for 15 miles) whilst the valleys
of the upper Davidson burn to the S.W. and the upper
Breamish to the S.E. also coincide with crush lines. On a
smaller scale, too, the coincidence of stream and crush
lines is frequently to be observed in the massif. Finally,
one also notes how circumdenudation and differential erosion
fates have produced fault line scarps along the north and
south boundaries of the igneous area. These features,
although eroded, do give the Cheviots a horst-like appearance,
particularly when viewed from the east.
(See M.F. p. 3.)

Girdling the igneous complex in crescentic fashion lie
sediments of Lower Carboniferous age, whose inner margin
extends eastwards from near Kelso then south by Wooler before
turning westwards then north-westwards towards Chesters (Rox¬
burghshire). Outwards from the lavas to the N.E., E., S.E.,
and S. the sediments become progressively younger in age
although there is duplication to the east because of faulting;
(See M.F. P. 1.)
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Igneous material also occurs in the Carboniferous area,
and as with the O.R.S. there is much variety in type and
distribution, for whilst Lower Carboniferous plug and trap
rocks lie in the horns of this crescent, Upper Carboniferous
dyke and sill intrusions occur in the E. and S.E. of the
area under consideration.

The sediments are mostly arenaceous in composition but
shales and limestones, though subordinate, are common,
whilst marls and thin workable coals are restricted. The
basal Cementstone group (like the Scremerston Coal Measures)
shows a facies change when traced southward, and although
the Tweed, Till, upper Aln and mid Coquet valleys lie in
rocks of this group it also forms bold ridges in the upper
Aln valley (the Glanton ridge and Wandystead ridge). The
Fell sandstones which overlie the basal group are responsible
for the most striking topography in the sediments. Massive
sandstone is characteristic with strongly developed vertical
and horizontal rock jointing frequently seen e.g. Kyloe Hills,
St. Cuthbert's Cave. Whilst the sandstone is finer and less
resistant in the north, shales become important enough to
divide the group into three in the south, thus forming a
triple line of crags along the right bank of the Aln, (at
Callaly, Lorbottle and Edlingham) each corresponding to the
sandstone. Above the Fell Sandstones come the Scremerston
Coal Measures and the Limestone group which both contain
thin workable coals, shales and limestones - but all subordinate
to sandstones. These latter occasionally are associated
with craggy landforms but except in stream courses and coastal
sections the limestones rarely,produce distinctive natural
features.

The present structural arrangement of the area is believed
to be predominantly Hercynian in origin, with the faulted
and folded Carboniferous sediments adjacent to the Cheviots
bounded by the Tweed trough to the north and the Rede trough
to the west. (Structural causes have been suggested for
both troughs by Gregory and Hickling respectively). Here
lie the two large Holburn and Lemmington anticlines, both
fault bounded to the west and both asymmetrical with steepest
limbs also to the west. The Holburn anticline trends and
pitches northwards, being separated from the adjacent Hetton
syncline by the Hetton fault. Southward this anticline
dies away but is almost immediately replaced by the Lemrnington
anticline, whose axis is aligned S.S.W. - N.N.E. This
anticline is not accompanied by a complementary syncline west
of the Bolton fault, instead, the ground has been dis¬
turbed by splay faulting. In addition to these large
folds minor flexures occur, especially in the S.E., but these
do not appear to make significant contributions to the
present landscape. (See M.F. p.3, pA),
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The general fault pattern alters when traced from north
to south. North of the Holburn anticline, the faults
converge on Haggerston in fan-like fashion but southwards
the characteristic alignment becomes N.E./S.W. and throws
increase considerably (e.g. Chillingham fault 1,000' throw).
Further south still, over and east of the Lemmington anticline,
fault line alignments vary between E.N.E. and E.S.E., but
the splay faults coming off the Bolton fault to the west show
southwesterly trends.

Whilst the coincidence of the anticlines and high ground,
and the relationships of the Hetton and Coe valleys to the
Hetton and Bolton faults are immediately evident, a closer
examination of landscape details shows still further the
intimate relationship between fault line and topographical
feature (e.g. along the cuesta scarp faces, the site of the
Aln water gap). Several of these fault lines, too, have
determined the spread of the Whin Sill. This sill is a
quartz-dolerite of late Carboniferous age, and where present
in the landscape it seldom fails to create strong features.

Difficult though it be, at times, to visualize the
processes operative in more favoured areas, here in the
Cheviots there is a gap in the geological record from Upper
Palaeozoic - Quaternary timess. However, by way of
compensation, the observer is provided with a more complete
record of the later stages of glaciation, in the form of
deposits, modifications to pre-existing drainage lines and
meltwater channels. Whilst it is recognised that past
climates would produce variations in the efficiency of
subaerial denudation agents acting in the area, this aspect
has so far only received preliminary consideration. Yet
might not the landscape be described also as composite - in
so much as it has been subjected to more than one climatic
regime? With these considerations in mind it will be
apparent that "for the present only a tentative denudation
chronology can be suggested for the area, although the
presence of erosion surface fragments-*- has been demonstrated
both in the field and by the use of graphical methods.
(See M.F. p. 8, p. 9)

K0nly a solitary dyke of the Tertiary swarm crosses the area
and this, the Acklington dyke, is dated as being of late
or post-Eocene age.

tin the delimitation of these surfaces attention has been
given to the slope factor, depth of overburden and relation¬
ships to associated features e.g. valley benches.



At present the landsurface, whose major elements were
already fashioned in pre-glacial times, is subjected to
subaerial denudation under normal conditions. But even so,
from the evidence of wasting peat hags on the higher parts
of the massif, there appears to have been climatic amelioration
within comparatively recent times. As for the coast, the
writer believes that the present sea level is of comparatively
recent origin and relatively higher than that of pre-glacial
times. The views of Anderson and Woolacott, who independently
suggested late or post-glacial sea levels of 200 O.D. and
150' O.D. are now supported, whilst the recorded fragments
of submerged "forests" along the Northumbrian coast are cited
as further indicators of change in sea level. The coast is
interpreted here as being a submerged type which has been
subjected to oscillations of sea level. These have led to
partial emergence so that the present coast is now in a
youthful stage.
(See M.F. p. 29)

Examination of areas of gentle slope in the higher ground
show that these are, in fact, remnants of distinct erosion
surfaces now mapped for the first time. As the map of
erosion surfaces will demonstrate there is a greater number
of fragments on the igneous massif than on the cuestas, and
it is on the massif alone that the older surfaces are seen.

As already mentioned they are best preserved in the northern
and eastern parts of the massif where the relief rises in
terrace-like fashion into the core with "treads" separated
by "risers" of about 200' height. The following three
surfaces are easily recognisable:-
(See M.F. p. 12)

1) 950'/I.000'-1,200' Though reduced in places to the ridge
state, fairly extensive remnants remain elsewhere.

2) 750'-550/500' Also reduced to the ridge state on the massif.
3) 1,300^-l, XX)'. LRemnants of this surface are most striking
in the northwest, and it is suggested that southward retreat
of the principal watershed was early accomplished.

Between 1,550' and 1,850' there seem to be two surfaces viz;-

*t) 1, 550'/I%600' -1,700' Remnants of this surface occur on or

just south of the principal watershed.
6) 1.750'-1,850' In the core or the massif there are numbers
of accordant summits, a plateau remnant S.S.E. of Cushat Law
and a marked topographical break at 1,750'. These however
are much less pronounced than the three above mentioned.
In addition three further groupings of summit heights may
be significant.
7) 2,000' and over Few summits occur at this height within
the area and therefore there can be no certainty as to the
former existence of an erosion surface. The contrast,
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however, between the group of summits at 2,000' and those at
2.350' is noteworthy.
8) 900' - 800' Any surface at this level has now largely
been removed, but its former existence is suggested by summit
accordance on the foothills of the Cheviots.

Monadnocks are commonly encountered, indicative that higher
surfaces were formerly of greater extent, and again within
the major valleys bench remnants occasionally have been
preserved. Dissection of this ground to the ridge state is
common north and west of the College stream, but eastwards
the degree of stream dissection is less. To the southeast
a wedge of relatively low ground is driven westwards into the
heart of the massif. From the apex a former high valley
line can be traced between Lintlands and Linhope, whilst
further east the present Breamish is incised into a plateau¬
like surface at a lower level, - No. 1) above mentioned, which
has its best development here.

Of the surfaces described for the massif the following
also extend on to the sediments

1) 950'/l,000* - 1,200'
2) 750' - 550'/S00'. This surface is plainly seen in

the Quarryhouse moor area.
8) 900' - 800'. Like 1) remnants of this surface become

more numerous southward on the major eu.esta.

In addition to these is the lowest surface of all:-

5) 350' - 55Q'/600i Clearly seen on Barmoor between 350' -
h-OO1 fragmentary evidence from the head of Milfield Plain
suggests an upper limit of 550'/600'

The Longridge to the N.E. of the massif probably served as
a divide between the lower Whiteadder and Tweed in preglacial
times. South of it, now, there is first a limited eastward
extension of the Merse drumlin belt and then the ground rises
on to the minor and major cuestas. Both cuestas show steep,
though irregular, west facing scarp fronts whose northward
lowering crest levels (i.e. north of Ros Castle on the major
cuesta) have been severely modified by ice erosion. Because
of the incomplete bevelling of summits, an observer now viewing
the cuestas from the east sees the scarp front crests upon
ridge-like or hogback features which rise above the general
level of Barmoor and Holburn moss in the north. Southward,
on the major cuesta, summit levels increase, with odd residuals
in the west rising above a partially eroded 750' - 550'/500'
surface. Here the low, undulatory topography of Quarryhouse
moor shows peaty deposits in ill-drained sites and duplicates
the characteristics of the Barmoor and Holburn moss areas,
but pronounced glacial graining diminishes to the southeast.
South of the River Aln, because of structure and the state of
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dissection there is multiplication of inward facing scar.p
fronts, and summit levels increase still further to the
southwest. Along the whole length of the eastern flank of
the cuesta, slopes generally are steep although small
"treads" occur southwards (e.g. near Adderstone, south of
Warenford and, more extensively, near Rock).

The extent of the coastal plain in the north is restricted
by the Longridge, the major cuesta and the ice eroded
Whinsill crags running eastward to Budle Point. Again,
whilst the seaward end of Longridge is being actively eroded,
with the production of unstable cliffs and wave cut features,
low depositional coastal features are seen to the south.
Beyond Budle Point to Howick it is the Whinsill which pro¬
duces stronger coastal features, although low sea cliffs
occur on the arched sediments at Seahouses. Interspersed
along this stretch there are numbers of restricted alluvial
flats behind blown sand deposits and several extremely
interesting geological sections. Inland, a pocket of low-
lying ground about Belford lies adjacent to a trough of low
ground stretching southwards from Waren Hill, but otherwise
the coastal plain is undulating. From Howick to Alnmouth
the Whinsill's absence removes character from a low cliffed
coastline, whilst inland it is the Whin which forms the
inner limit to the coastal plain in the Littlehoughton area.
(See M.F. p. 25)

It will be obvious, therefore, that the present landscape,
though adjusted to structure, is not wholly due to this
alone. Major and minor elements in the present topography
are as much due to processes which were interrupted at inter¬
vals and which followed the dictates of climatic changes.
Thus, whilst the area is in a state of mature dissection it
is essential to qualify this statement by noting that
remnants of older erosion surfaces to remain on the higher
ground of the Cheviots proper.

In Pleistocene times the erosional and depositional
processes of ice moving over the area were most important,
(especially the latter on the low ground), but conditions
favouring severe weathering on the massif during late
Pliocene, Pleistocene and early Holocene must not be
neglected. It is considered that ice did not override the
highest Cheviot summits at maximum glaciation, nor did
Cheviot form a centre of ice accumulation and dispersion.
Along the east side of the massif the ice level appears
to have attained 1,700' - 1,750', and above this height
the numbers of shattered tors probably result primarily
from multigelation under periglacial conditions (e.g. the
Standrop tors, on the Cheviot also). Between 1,700' - 1,000'
there are numbers of crags which probably were covered
by ice for only a relatively short period. They, too,
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are markedly weathered and generally show alignments
consistent with ice flow directions. To explain the
peculiarities of' the glacial deposits in the massif the
writer suggests that a period of deep weathering preceeded
that of maximum glaciation. The rock waste so produced was
removed by ice, and although the bulk of this detritus was
carried afield some of it would be deposited in the valleys.
This incoming and overriding iqe which caused erosion of
obstacles and "bottlenecks" in the line of flow must
originally have been clean, for "foreign" erratics are
absent from the massif proper, appearing only on the margins
at lower altitudes. Judged by the minor landforms
produced by glacial erosion (especially in the Bowmont and
College valleys) and the variability of valley forms
within the Cheviots it appears that during maximum g.laciation
"the upper ice layers moved in directions independent to those
of the lower layers, whilst some, form of glacial protection
occurred in the valleys proper. At a later stage a series
of well-developed meltwater channels was cut round the east
end of the Cheviots from Upper Coquetdale into the Bowmont
valley. These, together with the variable and often
considerable thicknesses of drift deposits in the Till,
Breamish and Aln valleys seem to indicate a halt or retarda¬
tion in the rate of ice recession. Evidence of proglacial
lakes is variable and generally poor, but former levels
of about 5001 in the Bowmont and H-00' in the College valleys
are suggested. Much more probable however is a 300' lake
level in the Hedgely-Chatton basin (with an associated
delta between E. Lilburn - New Bewick ) Wooperton) and also
at the same height in the M. Aln valley. On the other hand
the 200' and 150' "Lake Ewart" levels in Milfield Plain
are now considered to be of late or postglacial date and not
lacustrine in origin. To seaward, erosion by southward
deflected ice has been especially severe on features lying
transverse to the direction of ice flow, e.g. the sandstone
scarp crests and the Whinsill, but elsewhere with rock
strike and/or pre-existing features correctly .aligned the
ice has merely accentuated the topographic graining, e.g.
near Embleton. Overburden thicknesses show considerable
range on the coastal plain too, but in contrast to the
inland vales the volume of drift deposits is smaller and
takes the form of a chain (e.i. the Bradford Kaim and
continuations). The form of the drift deposits and the
minor set of meltwater channels on the cuesta dip slope
presumably date from the time when ice retreating northwards
along the coastal plain had become separated from stagnating
ice in the Cementstone vales to the west.
(See M.F. P. 26, P. 27, P. 28.)

Small discontinuous benches, possibly due to periglacial
conditions, exist in the College and Bowmont valleys together
with solifruction products in the upper reaches of most^valleys.
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As yet no patterned ground due to frost action has been
examined and one wedge feature in the Thrunton Tileworks
Lake Clays (Mid Aln valley) might be interpreted equally
as a "washout" as due to frost action. There are nivation
hollows on the higher ground, but the writer does not accept
the Bizle of.Henhole on the Cheviot to be corries. Instead,
they may be relic features subsequently modified by nivation,
or entirely due to nivation.

Prior to glaciation the land surface had already reached
a state of maturity but by epicycles rather than by one or
more uninterrupted cycles. Yet, although the topography
is adjusted to structure, interruptions to denudation have
allowed fragments of higher erosion surfaces to be preserved
on the tougher rocks of the igneous massif.. At present it
is a matter of opinion whether these higher bevels (i.e.
above the 1,000' - 1,200' surface) are considered subaerial
or marine in origin, normally developed or pediments produced
under more arid conditions. Moreover it is possible that
the surface now between 1,750' - 1,850' represents the
exhumed base of Permian rocks formerly covering the area.

Despite the importance of quasi-horizontal lines in the
distant view of the Cheviots the bulk of the massif is under
steeper slope owing to dissection by rivers and modifications
by glaciation. The present pattern of the valleys and their
form appears to be most satisfactorily explained by the
following sequence of events before and after glaciation.
On the north side of the massif it is suggested that streams
originally flowed from south to north and were parallel.
Unequal rates of headward extension and the preservation of
higher residual areas (especially about the Cheviot)
because of structure and interruptions to process have led
to the emergence of a radial pattern at the east end of the
massif. Again, whilst the lower courses became increasingly
adjusted to structure in the stages following the formation
of the 1,000' - 1,200' surface further abstraction and
capture probably occurred in preglacial times. More
recently the lower stretches of the Kale, Bowmont and Kilham
burns have been diverted by ice and by glacial deposits.
Indeed, the former appears to have been temporarily
diverted eastwards and later permanently westwards. Some
may consider these diversions to be excessively hypothetical,
but the glacial deposits 2 miles S.E. and S. of Cornhill are
of the order of 100' in depth, concealing part of the pre¬
glacial courses of the Kale and Bowmont. Moreover an
examination of the deep cuttings near Wooler will demonstrate
convincingly the capacity of meltwater for erosion.
(See M.F. p. 13, p. 1*+)
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South of the River Glen the sequence of events is more
difficult to discern because there is little reliable
evidence, and some of this is subject to alternative inter¬
pretation. One factor primarily decides whether the inter¬
pretation offered stands or falls - the acceptance of the
supposition that a watershed formerly joined*the Ros Castle
(1,036*) monadnock to the igneous massif. It is considered
that during the cutting of the 1,000* - 1,200' surface, the
College from flowing northwards shifted its lower course
monoclinally. Subsequently, a tributary cutting back eastwards
from the College along the lava/Cementstone junction is
believed to have captured successive streams, up to and
including the Harthope, which were tributaries of a northward
flowing, fault guided Hetton burn. Meantime, south of the
Ros Castle divide an eastward flowing Breamish stream possibly
was joined by two S.E. flowing left bank tributaries, one
from the Threestoneburn basin and the second flowing over
part of the present Hedgely basin (Rosedean - New Bewick?).
At this period the Aln is considered to have been a right
bank tributary, a strike subsequent guided in part by the line
of the Bolton fault to a confluence point on Longlee Moor
(nr. S. Charlton). - The lower Breamish probably flowed east
through the site of the present Englingham gap to pass north
of the site of Rock, (along the line of the Rock fault) until
the completion of the 750' - 550' stage. Break through of
the Ros Castle divide from the north with capture and realign¬
ments of the Breamish and Hetton, was accompanied by diversion
of the former Aln to the south, effected by a dip slope tribu¬
tary of the Coquet which extended its headwaters over the
faulted area near Hulne.

The effects of structure and process have already been
indicated for the Bowmont, College and Harthope streams and
although the original alignment of the Breamish is problema¬
tical, Its upper valley is now coincident with a "crush" and
then with the granite/lava junction. All these streams show
deep and well established valleys through the massif, each of
which possesses its own distinctive outlines. Furthermore,
whilst*glacial deposits, odd low terrace fragments and haugh-
land are more pronounced downstream in each valley, variability
of form and thickness precludes sweeping generalisations.
The glacially overdeepened Milfield, Hedgeley and Chatton
basins were later the site of glacial dumping and in the
former the Glen and Till streams now skirt the Milfield delta,
produced when the basin was flooded to 200' O.D. Linking
these basins is the Weetwood water gap, (Interpreted as being
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of meltwater origin) and to the south of it the Till and
Breamish skirt another delta, formed beneath a 300' lake leve]s
The present River Aln shows a lower tract incised into drift
deposits infilling part of the former valley, whilst the upper
tract now appears misfitted and flowing in a valley enhanced
by glacial erosion. Youthful streams on the eastern slopes
of the major cuesta and on the coastal plain at present are
controlled by depth and form of glacial deposits, form and
alignment of glacially eroded features, besides the dip
slope itself. On Tweedside and north of the cuestas initial
stream development in drumlin topography is seen, with the
Tweed below Coldstream and the Till below Etal occupying
post-glacial valleys.

Thus the development of the drainage pattern has depended
upon the following factors

(a) The struggle between original stream alignments and
geological structure.

(b) The interruptions to development because of base level
changes with preservation of higher residuals upon
an-igneous massif undergoing exhumation.

(c) Additional changes induced by lithological variations

(d) Glacial interference.

On a regional basis the area is subdivisible into units
which correspond to the igneous massif, the basins between the
igneous massif and the major cuesta, the major cuesta and
the coastal plain. Closer inspection of these units however
suggests further subdivision is possible, into smaller but
nevertheless distinctive parts. In the delimitation of
all these physical units, whether on a regional, area or
locality basis (- map folder p. 30 -) attention has been
paid to the factors of altitude and slope, lithology and
structural relationships, state of dissection, type and thick¬
ness of overburden.

xIt is to be further noted that parts at least of the Roddam
and Lilburn valleys are of meitwater origin.



chapter i. I.

geological basis

It is proposed, under this heading to consider briefly

and so far as is relevant the salient features of lithology

and structure. Whilst the approach in this section is

broad, details of locality and site will be included in the

main essay to aid landform interpretation. In view of the

large area to be covered, the author has been obliged to

accept generally the published views of various geologists,

confining himself to checking, except in some instances

where it was possible to examine new exposures. Two other

points which should be noted concern the literature and also

the fieldwork. Firstly, there is a dearth of material

dealing with the O.R.S. sediments in Roxburghshire and

secondly, the degree of masking by superficial deposits in

low lying areas makes it difficult to reach a truly

satisfactory interpretation.
general Examination of the solid geology map (Map 1) covering the

statement. mj page i.
Cheviot area reveals the following general features

1) In the core area lies the mass of L.O.R.S. andesites,

long upstanding and therefore greatly reduced by erosion.

Their outcrops are cut off on the North and South flanks by

boundary faults, contrasting with a partial fault boundary

on the N.E. margin and still more with the western area

where the lavas in places are covered by younger rocks or

lie close to exposures of the underlying Silurian strata.

Within these lavas and covering about 22 square miles lies
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lies hhe Cheviot granite, earlier interpreted as feeing a

laccolith formed fey a single intrusion in O.R.S. times

(Geology of the Cheviot Hills. Geol. Survey 1932). The
more recent view however is that this is a replacement

granite,(verfeal statements fey Prof. A. Holmes and Dr. S.I.

Tomkeieff) and exposures examined during fieldwork tend to

support this view. Geographically the granite outcrops in

Northumberland and imparts an asymmetrical aspect to the

whole complex.

2) Girdling this core in a broadly crescentic fashion lie

rocks of Lower Carboniferous age. Their inner margin runs

eastward from near Kelso, swings south through Wooler before

finally turning W.N.W.towards Chesters. Outwards from the

Andesites to the N.E., E., S.E., and S. the rocks become

progressively younger in age, although the succession is

duplicated to the East because of faulting. The "horns"
of the crescent are distinctive in showing L. Carboniferous

igneous rocks and sediments belonging bo the basal

Carboniferous groups.

3) The L. Palaeozoic sediments do not reveal an immediately

apparent ground plan. L.O.R.S. rocks form the greater part

of exposures in lower Teviotdale with Silurian rocks showing

only in small windows through this cover. It is also

suggested that the O.R.S. sediments formerly covered a

greater area ( B.R. Geology " Southern Uplands" J.Pringle

Page 57) and have been stripped back by erosion. Recent
work too (Trans. Edin.Geol.Soc. 194-8 MacGregor and Eckford
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Eckford) in the Jedburgh area has thrown doubts on the

validity of the view that some of the local sandstones

are "Carboniferous outliers".

The most extensive Silurian outcrop occurs in the present

watershed area, showing through the covering of volcanic

and sedimentary materials.

4) There is a contrast in the type and distribution of

Carboniferous igneous rocks. Early Carboniferous

activity occurred in the northern and western areas

producing "plug and trap" whilst late Carboniferous activity

was associated with dyke and sill intrusions lying in

east and south-east areas.

5) Finally, attention is drawn to the Acklington dyke

which trends W.JM.W across the area. It is one*, of a swarm' of Ti^ptiary
age which is dated by refarandefa fhc Atdrunpbnt. bed (Tertiary
Volcanic Districts J.E.Richey B.R.Geology 1935^- The

dyke is of late or post Eocene age thus affording a datum

for geomorphological considerations.

STRATIGRAPHY

strati sc.a pht- Ttie Silurian sediments on the Scottish side of the

Border "show a fairly constant dip S.E. though now and

again these beds roll over and dip in the opposite

direction" (The Silurian Rocks of Britain. Geol.Survey

1899). The succession is one of thinly bedded blue and

grey graywackes and shales. It is also noted that

approaching the watershed from the W.W. shales become

commoner, graywackes finer. Clough ("Cheviot Hills
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Hills" (English side) 1888 Geol. Survey) notes in the

Makendon-Harden Edge area the ooourrence of occasional

coarser bands, reversals of dip and apparent uncomformity
between the softer and harder shales (compaction or

slumping effects?).

To these observations not a great deal more can be added,
save for the following generalisations. Despite
variations in the strata from a geological standpoint ,"th<zy ofe,

cehtivdy homogeneduB/i'rt,thcir.T(2stsfabC«2 to erosion. Again,
in parts of Teviotdale, although Silurian rocks are not

actually exposed, one has the impression that, like the ribs

of a thin man, they are not at great depth, and contribute
to the topographic graining.

Sediments assigned to the L.O.R.S. period occur almost

wholly in the faulted Oxnamrowhill area, contrasting

markedly to the great spread of igneous material of

comparable age. Cheviot vulcanicity is assessed to have

begun in L.O.R.S. times after orogenic movements and

erosion had affected the Silurian sediments. An earlier

paroxysmal pnase gave way to a quieter and more continuous

outpouring of lava. Activity was longcontinued and

subaerial in nature, the few isolated sandy and gritty
intercalations exposed in the lava area being taken to be

the product of surface wash (The Cheviot Hills pp.8-9 O-eol.

Survey 1932). The base of the volcanic series is exposed
on Thirl Moor, and in the basal agglomerate Clough observed
Silurian shale fragments and "foreign" felsitic fragments./



fragments. The latter cannot be matched locally, and are

inferred to belong to the initial phase.

The accepted succession is here listed, and the points

following are of note.

I

Mica felsite

Basal Agglomerate about 200' max. thickness

Silurian

1. Rocks of the acid phase are restricted in development

and in geographical distribution, lying essentially S.W.

of Cheviot peak.

2. The Anaesites show a variety of colours, dark grey,

brown, purple and red, being usually coarse grained,

compact and well Jointed. Exceptions occur in the form

of vesicular and amygdaloidal lavas which weather out to

form featureless and rock-strewn slopes.

3. Ashes occur in beds of lenticular habit, being

apparently more abundant in the south side of the Cheviots.
These ashes weather in rough, irregular fashion,

contrasting markedly with the augite andesites which tend

to weather into smooth-faced angular blocks.

4. The glassy Andesites weather into massive rounded

blocks with a tendency to exfoliate. It has been pointed/

see M-F. p<*ge 2..
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pointed out (Cheviot Hills Oreol. Survey 1932) that this

type has a "broader outcrop S.itf. or Cheviot peak and

poasibly is more resistant to alteration than the

crystalline varieties.

5. The trachytes are restricted in development and

distribution, being confined to the upper R. Alwin area.

6. Clough has noted that as a rule exposures or these

lavas do not show a predominant set of rock joints, an

observation which the writer has corroborated during

fieldwork. Fieldwork tends to support the view that the

dark grey Andesitic lavas form an aureole about the granite

(see diagram 1). This aureole might well be an important
M.F.

factor to be considered when explaining present day

topography, because of its greater resistance to erosion.

7. Finally, the orderliness of the lava types north of

the R. G-len call for comment, the alternating hard and

soft flows corresponding in the present topography to

ridges and troughs.

A diagram has been prepared (Diagram 1) upon which the
M.F pa^e-Z

results or geological investigation in the lava area are

portrayed.

Tne Cheviot granite outcrop is essentially circular,

covering about 20 square miles, together with a possible

"finger" some 2 miles long extending northwards rrom the

main mass. It has been remarked and with good reason/



reason (A.G.Jhingran >4.J.Geol. Soc. 1942) that with

exposures being so poor there is no direct evidence for

linking the Common Burn and Broadbope Hill granite with

the main mass. Inspection will at once demonstrate that

besides Cheviot itself other upstanding areas are within

the granite outcrop, e.g. Comb Fell 2132', Cairn Hill 254-5',

Hedgehope 234-81, Shielcleugh Edge, Standrop Rigg and

Dunmoor. (Of these, Hedgehope lies in the approximate

focal point.) On general considerations the intrusion

was assessed as laccolithic and represented an intrusive

phase in O.R.S. times, but, as has already oeen noted,

it is now held to be a replacement granite. Dating is by

reference to the Windy Gyle conglomerate which contains

granitic boulders (U.O.R.S. by Clough; Basal Carboniferous

by the Geol. Survey 1932). The rock itself is variable,

divisible into three types -

1. Marginal - dark grey and fine grained,

2. Standrop - light colour, medium to coarse grained,

3 Granopnyric - pink colour, medium to coarse grained.

Tomkeieff (Proc Durham Univ. Phil. Soc. 192b) has shown

that under the abundant peat cover the granite is bleached

and altered leaving a white porous rock or quartz and

white mica, there being no kaolinite present. The writer
has had the opportunity to veriry this statement in the

field.

A significant point about the mode of granite

emplacement is that if it is a replacement granite then
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then change in volume does not necessarily occur. It

follows, therefore, that the Cheviot "dome" is open to a

different interpretation -from that accepted bcfbnz 1942 OS for
©(ample Clough & oHiers (Sec diagram 2-./vvp- p-*)

On the N.W. slopes of the Cheviots, and occupying the

lower ground, lie U.O.R.S. sediments. Little has been

published recently on tnese rocks, and the writer has only

a limited experience of them in the field. However, the

following remarks appear to hold good throughout the area.

Horizontality, or near horizontality, of bedding is a

characteristic feature, tnough exceptions occur, e.g. below

Edgerston dip 25 N (Trans Hoy. boc. Edinburgh Vol. 15

D. Milne). Sandstones predominate and are usually dull

brick red, though paler varieties to near wtiite are recorded
and only rarely is their colour yellow. Usually the

sandstones tend to be "thin, soft, brittle and easily

decomposing" (The New Statistical Account Vol.3) The

marked Incision or the Jed and tributary valleys may well

reflect the comparative ease in downcutting through such

rocks. Subordinate to the sandstones are marls and

cornstones, and these do not rorm important elements in the

landscape.

Lying at the base of the Carboniferous succession are

the l&ementstones. It is estimated that these rocks

approximate to a thickness of 3000' in Tweedside, thinning
out in the Wooler area to a few hundred feet and thickening

up again south and south-westwards to some 2000* near

Whittlngham. (Geoi. Survey Memoir "Belford, noly island
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Island and Fames" considers diminution of thickness the

outcome of overlap) Although the Gementatones are

dominantly freshwater and estuarine deposits, when traced

southwards marine limestones appear in the series. The

rock types displayed include grey, green-grey shales,

variegated mudstones, thin cementstone ribs with frequent

sandstones. Some insight into former palaeogeographical

conditions is afforded by the Roddam Dene conglomerate,

accumulated near shore in a pocket eroded into the lavas to

form a local base to the series. From a geomorphological

standpoint these rocks correspond in large part with the

Tweed - Till - Upper Aln and Upper Coquet valleys.

However the Gementstones do form the prominent W/JI ridge

at Glanton, the high scarp front near Wandystead and low

parallel ridges in the upper Aln above Whittingham.

Above the Gementstones lies the Fell Sandstone, which is

responsible for the most striking topography in the sediments.
The Fell Sandstone is found to thicken as it is traced

southwards, estimates of thickness vary from 600® in the

north, 800' between Wooler and Beirord, to 1000® about

Rothbury. Whilst massive sandstone is characteristic,

changes do occur from place to place. In the northern area

the sandstone is finer and less resistant, whilst in the

central area the group shows local variations, some outcrops

being coarse and thick, others flaggy, in places falsebedded



falsebedded and occasionally containing peooie inclusions.

South of Whittingham, (Geol. Survey Memoir Alnwick: District)
shales which elsewhere are very subordinate divide the

group into three parts - the sandstones corresponding to a

triple line of crags (Callaly, Lorhottie and Edlingham).
Except for the northern area the Pell Sandstone is associated

with marked topography. At close quarters in the field,
these sandstones show fluted and grooved weathered faces.

Usually such faces are a characteristic grey colour, but
fresh exposures show yellow-brown, reddish or white colours.

Rock joints are frequently seen, often opened far enough

to allow eventually cave formation. The falsebedded

sandstones, where exposed, are easily enough noticed in the

field, since weathering accentuates the bedding planes.

Like the Gementstones the succeeding Scremerston Coal

Measures show a facies change when traced N» - S*W., and

are found to become thinner as the beds are followed

southwards. In the type area they are represented by

thick, massive and flaggy sandstones, with shales, fireclay
and coals (with thin limestones near the base), reflecting

a return to estuarine conditions.(Brit. Reg. Geol. Northern

England. Eastwood). From Spittal to Duddo the outcrop

corresponds with the watershed of an area of low relief.

Southwards from Duddo to Ford Moss a west facing scarp

becomes increasingly defined, with these measures forming

the cap rock. However, from Ford Moss toward Doddington/
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Doddlngton drift and "moss" largely obscure the outcrop.

In this area, and also to the east between Shepherd Kirkhill

and Ghatton Moor the S.G. Measures are not associated with

strong topography. Locally, however, sandstone crags

similar to those of the Fell Sandstone do occur. Further

south in the Eglingham Moor and Alnwick Moor areas these

rocks, though present, do not form striking features on the

landscape, whilst in the extreme S.W. this group is almost

completely excluded. Comparison of thicknesses suggests

that the beds become thinnest in the Alnwick area, and

that they thicken again to the southwest.

E.g. Greenwich bores (Scremerston) 1000' thick (10 workable

eoalseams)

2 miles S. of Lowick — 550' thick

Alnwick 300' thick (3/4

workable coalseams)

Debdon — about 500* thick

Whilst the Limestone Group above is of interest to the

geologist, to a student of landforms it is far from

exciting. The group is composed of essentially arenaceous
but also

deposits,Acontains marine limestones, shales and subordinate
thin coals. Locally the sandstones form prominent

features, but the limestones, except in stream courses,

rarely display marked topography. Solution effects in the

limestones are lacking in this area - indeed, man-made

scars in the form of disused quarries might well be said to
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to have become their distinguishing characteristic inland.

(Coastal sections or this group, however, afford some

compensation, and details of these will be included in the

coastline survey.) The main limestones number between 15

to 20, range in thickness from 2* or 3* to about 30', and
show a marked constancy over the area. A brief summary of

the major limestones is added, together with short comments.

Upper - Drvburn. When fresh saccharoidal with pinkish

tinge. Sandbanks. Grey earthy colour.

Middle - Acre. Compact, hard, light grey colour.

Eelwell. Hard, grey colour. (Invariably rich

brachiopod fauna.)

Oxford. Dark, crinoidal, hard - concretions.

Lower - Woodend. Whitish grey colour.

Dun. Grey when fresh, turning yellow-brown.

At maximum development this group is estimated as being

nearly 2300* thick, and geologically it is of interest for
two further features. Firstly, within this group is the

Doupster oil shale, indicative that conditions at the time of
formation were akin to those in the nearby Scottish area

where oilshales are well developed. Secondly, there is the

occurrence of unconformity below the Red Shin sandstone.

Both the shale and unconformity can be seen on the shore,

some way south of Spittal.

As one might expect, . grits and sandstone beds, with
subordinate shales, fireclay and thin coals, make up the
Millstone Grit. The area of outcrop here is small, and
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and, though largely featureless, some gorge-like tracts in

the Coquet valley and low cliff'ing about Boulmer occur in

this group.

u. palaeozoic igneous rocks.

Tomkeieff (Proc. G-eol. Assoc. 1931. G-eology Nothumberland

and Durham) has noted that in the Lower Carboniferous

Cottonshope lavas differential erosion has picked out a

slaggy zone. (This zone in the area of the Cottonshope

Burn and its tributaries corresponds to a terrace-like

feature). The lava flows themselves appear in places to be

of a pahoehoe type, and elsewhere show rude pillow structures.

In contrast the Carter U'ell and Lumsdon Law igneous outcrops

were intrusive in nature.

On the lower ground of Teviotdale and Tweeddale north

of the watershed basaltic lavas were outpoured in Lower

Carboniferous times. Initial plateau type basalts were

followed by "puys" - the latter today, d. ■ 1 • •? '.'ion,

form upstanding and distinctive topographic features (e.g.
Black Law, Lanton Hill, Dunion).

Whilst the Whinsill may be held to be at its best

scenically in the vicinity of Hadrian's Wall, its crags

never-the-less are impressive in N. Northumberland. The

sill is an intrusion of late Carboniferous age. At places

of maximum development it attains thicknesses of 80'-120',
and shows transgression and fingering out. Typically a

quartz dolerite, it weathers dark brown or grey, being blue

grey when fresh. Columnar forms are common, spheroidal
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characteristic.

Structure.

structure. Map 2 is in several respects incomplete but sufficient
M.F pcuje3 '

is shown to justify immediate generalisations on the area's

structure. (For GeoL.sections see M.F. p4).
An obvious three-fold division is revealed by the map.

To the north and south or the Cheviot massif lie the troughs

or Tweed and Rede. The latter is interpreted as being

structural (Froc. Geol. Assoc. 1931 Sickling), the former

also has been claimed to be of a similar nature (Scottish

Geog. Mag. 1915. Gregory). To the east stretches an area

much faulted, showing two large anticlines together with

minor flexures coastwards. In this area one notes further

that the northernmost Holburn Anticline is flanked to the

west by the Hetton syncline. The third area composed

almost entirely of igneous material , is bounded on three

sides hy the other two areas. Within it crushllnes and

faults are more abundantly developed on its south side,

and the Cheviot granite is exposed at its eastern extremity.

Previous workers have observed that the major fault

trends in the volcanics and in the Carboniferous sediments

fall into distinctive groupings. it is here noted in

addition that the general structural pattern shows a rough

symmetry about a line drawn E.N.E. from Scotsman's hnowe

1) from Scotsman's Knowe radii to hlrknewton and Ainham

boundary faults were checked and found approx. equal.
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equal.

2) The two dyke echelons# High Green and Holy Island, run

approximately equidistant from this line.

3) The Holburn and Lemmington anticlines lie on either side

of this line,

4) The Whinsill "bulges" in the coastal area about this line

fairly symmetrically.

In the Cheviot complex two fault and crush systems are

recognized (G-eol. Mem. 1932 "The Cheviot Hills"), an older

N.N.W. and N.E. system, and a younger E.-W. one. The N.E.

system, though possibly following the N.N.W., was stronger,

and has been subject to still later movements. Clough

(Geol Survey 1888 "Cheviot Hills") early recognised the

lines of movement, and commented on difficulties of

interpretation in the field. He noted the topographic

differences associated with the two main crush breccia types.

The more common quartzose type, proving more resistant to

erosion, tends to form minor upstanding features in the

landscape. In contrast, depressions and gullies form where

the calcite breccias weather out more readily. Without

doubt, crush features can best be demonstrated on the ground

about Scotsman's Knowe. Here, running N.E.-S.W., is the

Harthope crush, traceable for 15 miles across the massif,

and extending up to 100 yds. width. To the southwest the

upper Davidson Burn lies on another crush (calcite breccia),
whilst the Upper Breamish valley to the southeast follows
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follows another crush line between High and Low Bleakhope.

The boundary faults to the lavas appear to continue through

the Carboniferous rocks near Ford to the north and G-lanton

to the south.

The original interpretation of the igneous dykes in this

area was made by Clough, who considered them to show a

radial pattern. A reinterpretation made by the G-eol.

Survey more recently groups the dykes into two swarms

aligned N.N.W. and N.N.E. respectively (See diagrams 3 and 4).
M.F pi.

It is not proposed to give further details on the dykes in

this section, though some will be given where appropriate

in later portions of the essay. (For immediate details

reference should be made to Geol. Survey Mem. Cheviot Hills

1932 page 95, whilst Anderson in "The Dynamics of Faulting"
considers them along with other Caledonian dykes pp. 168-170).

To the southwest local small-scale faulting (N.N.Tit,N.N.E. )

on the Scottish side of the Border contrasts with the few

long N.E. trending faults south of the watershed. The
U.O.R.S. rocks do not appear to have major significant

structures ( paucity of present information?). The Silurian
strata after isoclinal folding, uplift and denudation, were,

and still are largely, covered by later deposits.

The general pattern shown by faulting in the Carboniferous

rocks nefrth of the Holburn anticline is fan-like convergent

on Haggerston. Whilst the coastal series are of minor
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minor importance, much heavier faulting occurs inland, about

Ford, and south of Ford Moss fault throws become southerly.
In the latter locality the Geol. Survey observe that

lateral movements up to £ mile are associated with the

Slainsfield fault. Southward lies the large Holburn

anticline together with the Hetton syncline, but separated

by the inferred Hetton fault. Whilst this fault is neither

seen nor proven, there is sufficient geological information

available to justify the insertion of a faultline. The

anticline trends slightly west of north, pitches northwards

and is asymmetrical, with the steeper limb on the west flank.
No large soale flexures lie to the east, but smaller

contrasts of dip are shown. E.g. north of Belford dips are

seaward, whilst to the south some undulations occur. In
contrast to the northern area faulting is now characteristic¬

ally N.E./S.W. and throws are considerable, e.g. the

Chillingham - Annstead dislocations.

The Holburn anticline wnen traced southwards dies away,

being almost immediately replaced to the east by the S.S.W.

trending Lemmington anticline. Like the former, this

anticline, too, is fault bounded, by the large Bolton fault

lying to the west. This anticline is also asymmetrical,

with the western limb showing the steepest dips. West of

the Bolton Fault lesser faults splay off S.W., whilst to the

east faults generally run in E.N.E.-E.S.E. directions.

East of the Lemmington anticline small flexures occur,

showing S.-S.E. trends.
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trends.

Holmes and Harwood (Min..Mag. 1928), commenting on the

Holy Island and High G-reen Quartz Dolerite dyke echelons,

suggest that they formed as the Cheviot area moved bodily
to the east (in relation to the ground north and south).

Again, the G-eol Survey Memoir Alnwick District, referring

to faults splaying off the Bolton Fault, add that "such an

arrangement seems to reflect the influence of the Cheviot

massif acting as a centre of resistance to constant pressure

from the east". Anderson (The Dynamics of Faulting pp 38-

39, p85, pp52-53) more recently has offered an alternative

explanation for the formation of the dyke echelons, Hetton

Fault and the Holburn Anticline. In brief, the echelons

may be explained by there being different stress directions

at different levels in the crust, and the Hetton "fault"
be.

may^an Armorican shear zone with the Holburn anticline
representing a connected structure.

In conclusion, the following structural elements are

listed as being important in considering present landforms.

1. The fault and crush features in the core area are

associated with major and minor topographic effects.

Allied to these, the dyke swarms are responsible for many

small scale, but well marked, features.

2. Whilst the granite is broadly coincident with the

highest ground, this is by no means a hard and fast rule.

3. The Holburn and Lemmington Anticlines and the Hetton

Syncline are important and will be dealt with in the
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4. The faults in the N. Northumberland area which have

been described briefly are often associated with large

and small scale changes in topography. In addition,

several of these faults have conditioned the spread of the

Whin Sill. (-S.g. N. Kyloe Plantation, where the passage

of the Wpin from Feli Sandstone to Scremerston Coal

Measures is coincident with a fauitiine.)

5. The Whin Sill forms a strong feature in the present

landscape, being occasionally associated with small

inversions of relief. Rarely is its characteristic

topographical expression wanting (e.g. AinwicK Moor).



CHAPTER. 2.

2O.

MORPHOLOGICAL ANALYSIS.

So far as possible this section attempts to be objective,

being undertaken with three ends in view^.

1) to afford a visual aid to the reader,

2) to express what has been learned about the topography

of the area,

3) to assess the merits of the various techniques used.

The various techniques are considered in turn, and the

results tabulated at the end of the section.

1. Hypsographic Curve. (Based on Bartholomew sheet 42
(See A.F peu)e5 )

covering the area.)

Despite the relative crudity of the data it is apparent

that marked changes of" "area" occur between 400'-600' and

again above 1250'. The curve as plotted, suggests

critical heights to be at 1750', 1250', 800', 600', 400'
✓

and possibly at 200', with the "area" at a minimum above

1750'.

2. Cllnographic Curve. (saeM.F. p5)

This curve was constructed using the Hanson - Lowe

technique, and the areas used for the hypsographic curve.

The average slope figures show a threefold division,

a) low average slope values below 600',

b) intermediate values between 600'-1750',

c) highest values above 1750' but progressively

diminishing in amount upwards.

The curve itself shows convexity of form at the extremes,

in contrast to concavity in the mid portion. Angular
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Angular changes of average slope occur at 100', 3/400',
6 /800*, 1750', 2250', and 2500'.

In both curves the profound change about 1750' is a

significant feature.

3. Al time trie Curves. Mf.p5)
ALTIMETRIC

curve. These were constructed from 1.25,000 provisional sheets

covering the area. The technique is based on that

employed by Hollingworth (Q.J. Geol. Soc. 1938), but with

slight modification. A 50' interval of summit contour

groupings was adopted, and in addition W/E altimetric

curve strips were constructed. The aim in construction

of strips was to assess the degree of generalisation present

in the altimetric curve, and to afford a means of comparison

with corresponding superimposed profiles.

At this point the results of Hollingworth's work with

maps of the Borders are inserted. He finds a 270' maximum

and assigns it to the drumlin topography. A deep 380'

minimum occurs, but is not followed by a 400' maximum.

Further maxima are noted at 560', 760', and 920', followed

by a prominent 1070' peak (the latter rising by way of an

intermediate step). Other possible features occur at

1150', 1470' and 1650', with a minor minimum at 1820',
together with a 2000' maximum. Finally, he comments on

the approximation of Cheviot peak to the Lake District
2630' maximum and the 26/2700' S. Upland summit level./
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level.

Examination of the curve plotted shows the following

broad trends. There is an increase in numbers of summits

to the 200' mark, followed by diminution to about the 400'
mark. From this height the numbers increase to a maximum

between 5/600' followed again by diminution. The rising

trend from about 800* reaches an acme at 1000' mark, and

is followed by a general drop to 1800', though a slight

inflection about 1400' is of note. Above 1900' the curve

is considered unreliable, dealing as it does with scant

information.

It appears to be a justifiable criticism that the curve,

as constructed, lacks definition at higher altitudes, and

maxima and minima are not quite so clear as one would have

wished. (See diagram 5 for Hypsographic, Cllnographic,
M.p p5

and Altimetrlc Curves.)

Altimetric curve strips are provided,together with a

reference map, (see diagram 6) and the following comments
M.F paq« t

are added.

1) The two southernmost strips show curves which indicate

sympathetic variations but with a 100* difference in phase

below 1300*. (It is the most southerly strip which shows

acmes at the lower altitude.)

2) Strips 20/30 and 30/40 compared show discrepancy at

500' and 600', but between 750' and 1300' the curves are
, ... f

in phase, though amplitudes differ. Above 1300' the curves
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curves become out of step again.

3) Strips 30/40 and 40/50. Strikingly in phase to the

6/700' mark, 1100 and 12/1250'.

4) 40/50 and 50/60 compared show strikingly similar curves.

5) 50/60 and 60/70. Similar curves but a 400' maximum

absent in the northernmost curve.

6) 10/20 and 40/50, representing the Cheviot flanking

strips, are closely similar from 950' upwards.

The main points to emerge from a consideration of these

strips is the presence of only one maximum constant for

each curve at 200'. In contrast, minima at 350', 450',

950', and 1900' occur in each curve. (See App. 1 for

tabular information on these Altimetric strips and also

Hypsographic, Clinographic and Altimetric curves.)
In addition to these techniques, use has also been made

of superimposed and projected profiles. Nothing new was

attempted in constructing the former profiles, but in the

latter the writer used a new medium, i.e. balsa sheet, in

construction a model, with some success. (It is proposed

in the section dealing with projected profiles to give

some indication of working method employed in constructing

the model.)

iPERiMPosED ikQ Superimposed Profiles were constructed from standard
PROFILES

1" O.s. sheets covering the area, and are aligned W- E.

They are spaced at 1 mile intervals using a horizontal
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horizontal scale of 1 mile to the inch and. a vertical

1/10" = 100'. The profiles face south, and. only the upper

parts of the more distant curves are plotted.

Sheet 81. (

In the west there is a level suggested at 800* swinging

S.E. and falling gently. To the east and broadly

coincident with the Andesite outcrop lies a clear cut step

to about 975'. This level also trends S.E. and appears

to fall slightly in that direction. To the east the level

rises to about 10251 A dissected surface from about 1100'

to 1275' is suggested by crest alignments above this latter

height.

In the central area the most striking feature is the

triangular mass upstanding at 2000'+t and beneath, the

summit levels occurring at 1800' and 1600'. It is a

matter or opinion whether these two heights indicate one

or two surfaces.

In the eastern section the most obvious feature

suggested is a high level bench falling away S.E. from

1150'-1100*. I : . i :,

Sheet 3.

Of immediate interest is the triangular area of

comparatively lower crests opening out southwards. The

higher flanking crests show some accordance at 1700',
whilst the triangular area may be divided in two parts.

Of these, the western portion shows ground falling from
1300' to 1150' in the S.W. and 1100' in the S.S.W. It
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It ia limited to "the west by a I5-U0Q' ridge. The more

easterly portion lies between 1150' and 9/93Q', being

bounded on the east by an upstanding area 1300*-1400'.
In this upstanding area a possible valley in valley profile

i s shown, suggesting the existance of a high level valley

bench between 140U* and 1130'. The one profile running

west of the Rede line shows that a 1630'-1330' line neatly

trims the crest line.

Sheet 2.

The eastern section of these profiles suggests a 600'-

430' former surface followed by a sharp descent to the 400*
mark. The 600' level is common to both sides of the Fell

Sandstone cuesta, and even on the south side also. Is

the 600* level then a true flat? The area between the

Andesites and Fell Sst. shows a 600* summit level and

suggests a southward dipping surface below, with 500' summits

in the foreground. The upstanding central portion of

R03 Castle is obviously a residual and to be correlated

with the high ground to the west. About this mon&dnock

feature an 800' level is suggested.

Sheet 4.

The eastern portion of the curve suggests a 373* level

with the next tread coming at 3C0,-523' rising from S.W.-

N.JS. Again a well marked 900* -830* surface is of note,

and the curve also suggests that 600* is somewhat critical.

An alternative suggestion, using summit alignments, is
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is that there might "be two surfaces "between 400' and 700'.

To the west levels appear again at 1800' and 1300',
together with a portion of the low triangular area

mentioned on page2.4-. The last mentioned may he a possible

high level bench falling southward from 1100*-950/900'.
The superimposed profile obtained by combining all these

profiles is noteworthy in showing accordance of summits

at 2000', 1800', 1300', (+1050' centre foreground) in the

core area, and 900' on the eastern flank. U«eM.F. j*»qe8)
diagram 7A.

Projected profiles were constructed using W. D. Johnson's

technique ( as employed by Fleet) for 1" O.S, sheets

covering the area. The profiles are aligned N.E./S.W.
(See M F. p8 diagram 8).
and each profile covers a strip of country 2 miles in width.

In the construction of each profile height readings were

taken at every 1/10 inch, and it was found to be quicker

and more accurate to record and then to plot each reading.

A horizontal scale of 1"=1 mile and a vertical exaggeration

of approximately 10 were used, the author considering

that a vertical exaggeration of 20 (advocated by Johnson)

to be excessive. The profiles were next placed over 1/8"
balsa sheet, clamped and, with the aid of an ordinary pin,
the profile points were pricked through onto the wood

beneath. The base line (sea level) was also transferred

in this fashion. After removal of the paper profile, the

profile was redrawn on the wood and the section cut out.

(A cutting knife or razor blade was adequate for the



the cutting). The finished sections were then slotted

into prepared battens and finally mounted over a 1" solid

geology map of the area.

For sake of comparison with the more tedious method

using plywood, the following may be 'taken as average rates

of work. Drawing, transfer of data from paper to wood,
30 minutes per 36" strip. Gutting and trimming 36"
section in balsa sheet, about 45/50 minutes.

A brief summary of some features shown from the projected

profiles follows. About the monadnocklike Cheviot core

one notes the immediate contrast between the eastern

flank and the others. As the topographic map clearly

shows, the state of landscape dissection is markedly

different on the north and west sides of the College R. line

Thirdly, it seems proper to observe here that during

Quaternary times the deflection of Tweed ice southwards

had a most striking influence on topography and topographic

graining, especially in the northern part of this area.

These preliminary remarks lead one to expect that what

remains of former erosion surfaces should lie south and

southwest of Cheviot itself; and that elsewhere, for the
most part, only fragmentary evidence can be expected.

The first level of any widespread consequence would

appear to be about 1800'. Above it there may be a summit

accordance at 2000' but owing to the small area involved



involved and limited distributions, any assertions about

this level can be no more than tentative. On the western

flank of Cheviot the next critical height is at 1600'
( Sections 9, 10 and 11). A marked step down to 1500'
hereabouts is followed by a possible surface lying to the

west between 15/1300' and sloping southwards. Indeed,
Sections 7-11 strongly suggest a valley-in-valley profile

cut into this surface with a "valley bench" development.

The "bench" drops southwards from 1500'-700' in 6 miles.

Another feature of note on this flank is a "high" Breamish

valley line coincident with a crush line.

The S.Eastern flank of Cheviot appears to offer little

more than fragmentary evidence, and yet that little may be

of considerable significance. Firstly, one notes the

"tread and riser" form of the topography. Treads roughly

correspond to 1750', 1500', 1500' and 1050' at higher

altitudes. In the more southerly portions of the Andesites

a former surface is suggested beginning at about 950' and

falling away to possibly 650'. (650' is a prevalent

summit level on the sediments about Cheviot.) Also it may

be noted that the height range 750'-650' is a feature in

the more southerly areas. Finally, a rather prominent

summit height on the sediments occurs at 550'.
On the northern flank of Cheviot one notes again the

stepped topography, generally down towards the N.E. The
critical height values would appear to be at 1800/1750',/
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1800/1750% 1550/1500', 1300% 1150% 900% 750% 550/500*.
In addition to the diagram showing the projected profiles,

another (Diagram 9) emphasizing and locating the heights
S«.M.f.pl|. also

mentioned has been prepared - itAembodies the results of
field-work and probably speaks sufficiently for Itself.
A final tentative inference concerning possible groupings

of the heights mentioned may be drawn. From the profiles

the following height ranges might well be grouped -

18-1600% 1550/1500-1300% 1250-1050% 9-800% 750-600' or

550* (or 950/900-600%. These groupings are merely

suggested by the profiles and like the results of other

techniques, are not considered to be more than a preliminary

interpretation. (For Superimposed Profiles, see Diagram 7,
AVF p7

and for Projected Profiles, Diagram 8.)
A\.F pa-qe. 9

It is hardly a matter for surprise that, with the

growing volume of material in this section, conflict . in

thought and interpretation should arise. A further set

of profiles, somewhat more selective in character, was

constructed for the area covered during field-work. The

aim was to produce profiles of a more critical nature.

The starting point adopted was the watershed, and from this

something akin to a projected profile was built up.

Method-

Assume that a light source is held at an infinite

distance from the landscape so that the light rays are

horizontal and parallel. Next consider that all topography

save the watershed in question has been removed, and the
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the reshltant shadow cast by the watershed Is plotted on

a vertical plane surface held at 90* to the light rays.

Having plotted this profile, the next stage is to assume

that the topography between the watershed and the next

stream line (towards the light source) has been replaced.

The shadow cast by this terrain is in turn projected as

before on to the plane surface. Finally the whole of the

topography between the first watershed and the next watershed

(towards the light source) is considered to be in place

and its shadow projected and plotted as before. (See

explanatory diagram 10).

The technique was applied to a pilot area where, for

part of their courses, adjacent streams, the Kale, Bowmont,

and College, flowed nearly parallel in an approx. N»Easterly

direction. G-raph paper was mounted on a map east of

these streams, and aligned north/south. The light source

was assumed to be to the west, and transfer of heights was

simply effected by use of a setsquare. Obviously it is a

disadvantage to have the watershed turning away westwards

or eastwards, but it is hoped that the advantages of the

technique are ample compensation. In Diagram 11 the

initial profile drawn was the watershed line between

Harthope Burn and College Water. The second profile

(stippled) represents ground lying between this watershed

and the College Burn itself, whilst the third profile (solidj

represents the watershed of the College and the Bowmont.

The three profiles considered are in the writer's opinion



opinion most promising. An element of solidity is
IS

suggested, and thereAavoidance of exaggeration in length
of profile. Furthermore, the ground in question portrays

adequately the stepped nature of the terrain approaching

Cheviot from Wooler. It also shows well a dissected ridge

watershed between College and Bowmont. Finally, erosional
features seen in the field, but apt to be missed by the

superimposed and projected profile, are included in this

method. From these results a more ambitious series of N-s

sections (based on this method) were drawn to cover the

E. Cheviot area (Diagram 12). The sections differ from
AVF.

the "pilot plots" in that all projected portions between

watersheds are undifferentiated and shown in black.

Direct comparison with superimposed profiles (Diagram 7)

shows immediately the difference in numbers of profile lines.

The critical heights suggested from this N/S set of profiles

occur at 2006', 1850/1800', 15-14-1300' lowering southwards,

1200-1100' at north end, 1100-1050' at south end, 700' on

sandstone cuesta.

Attempts were made to produce a relative relief map for the

area, and also a map of average slopes as outlined by A.
Miller (Pres. Address I.B.GL* 1948). In both cases "pilot

areas" were deliberately chosen in rather difficult country.

(Both occur on sheet 81 1" O.S.S., the former covering

ground about Kirk Yetholm, the latter an area athwart

Harthope Burn.) The results were disappointing, and both/

* INSTITUTE QF BRITISH GEOSR ftPHERS.
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both projects were abandoned. (For further details see

Slope Appendix 1(4)) Again, the technique employed by A.g-.Ogilvie
ANALYSIS.

("Debatable Land"- A.G-.Ogilvie S.G-.M* 1944) was used to

produce a map of the area, showing ground with slopes of
1 in 40 and less for heights above 250'. In addition

the map portrays, by means of dotted lines, ridges or

crestlines with the same limiting slope value. ihe map

itself is best appreciated against a topographic and a drift

map. No hard and fast rule can be laid down for the

thickness of drift material, save that the drift thins and

disappears on the higher upstanding ground. A quick survey

of Map 3. shows immediately the contrast in numbers and
aa-f. pag«9

alignment of these low angle slopes, divisible into the

following groupings

(a) Teviotdale, (b) Carboniferous cuestas, (c) Cheviot
volcanics.

( a) Teviotdale shows several of these areas, especially

below 1200', backed by a "riser" to 13/1400' and above.
Examined collectively, a general lowering of height to the

N,E. is apparent (but note asymmetry of valleys). The

greatest frequency of such slopes occurs for height values

7/800' and 850/900'. Moving N.E. to the northern flanks

of Cheviot one notes between Kale and Till the ridge

alignments which are the result of ice moving down the

Tweed Valley and passing over alternating hard and soft lava

flows.

(b) To the east, on the Carboniferous sediments, lies the
X Scottish geographical imAGAiine.



the most extensive area with low slopes west and south of

Lowick. North of this expanse, glacial graining is again

apparent from the map. The Barmoor surface itself appears

to Be only slightly veneered with glacial deposits (see

overburden map), and may be essentially erosional.MF pa g a 27-

Indeed, examination of this northern Carboniferous area shows

the greatest frequency of low slopes to be at heights

4-50/350' an& 300/250'. South of this area, and still
north of the R.Aln, occur many low angled slopes, most

numerous on the bevelled top of the cuesta and the dip slope

east of the N/S watershed. These gentle slopes take the

general form of "treads" lowering towards the coast, and

they are most abundant at 5/400' and 350/250'. Between

the Aln and the Rede the greatest number of gentle slopes

occur on the dip slope of the Fell Sandstone cuesta, and

rise west (as in the area just considered) to about 800'.
From the Aln source to mid Coquet the slope heights rise to

the southwest, whilst between Coquet and Rede they rise to

the northwest.

(c) In the volcanic country such areas of low slope are

largely absent or reduced even to the ridge stage. One

can, however, readily trace the higher upstanding watershed

ridge trending N.E. along the Border

It is now deemed appropriate to list the findings of the

various techniques so that direct comparisons may be made,

and also to judge what features are common throughout.

Further, to this a brief statement will be added to show
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to show how far field evidence confirms the analysis.
CHAPTER 3 .

Two maps are prepared (Diagram 9 and 9A) with the first

GENERAL SURVEY (9A) a graphical representation of
AND

SUMMARY. a) the major topographical and significant changes in the

present landscape, U<m. m.e pit.)

b) the significant crests and summit accordances,

c) the bevelled surface remnants observable in t,he field.

The second map (9) offers an interpretation made by the
M-F. poqih.

writer of these features in terms of erosional surfaces.

The term 'surface1 is here taken to indicate ground bevelled

under normal and glacial conditions, being applied to

terrain where the overburden is patchy but thin, absent or

so far as can be ascertained is of no great depth.

(Naturally the slope factor has been considered for the

proposed surfaces.) Again, rather than suggest possible

correlationships for these surfaces elsewhere the author

deliberately refrains from becoming speculative and prefers

to await the results of fieldwork in adjacent areas.

This area shows a polycyclic landscape which, despite

glacial modification is at present in a state of mature

dissection (i.e. topography adjusted to structure).
Field study in the area suggests that remnants of the

following surfaces occur - these are listed in order of

definition in the present landscape.

A. 950/1000' - 1200'. This surface is reduced in places
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places to the ridge state but fairly extensive bevelled

remnants remain .elsewhere.

B. 750 - 550/500'. This, too, in places is reduced to

the ridge state, but in the ^uarryhouse Moor area it does

seem mappable.

C. 1500 -1500'. This surface is best seen in the

northwest of the area studied, and suggests that retreat

southwards of the main watershed (Border line) was early

accomplished.

-0. 1550/1600 - 1700. Remnants of this surface occur

chiefly on the principal watershed or just south of it.

In addition the following are also suggested, but for

the several reasons stated are difficult to delimit

precisely.

E. 350 - 400'. It would be a matter for debate to fix

rigidly at 400' the upper height limit for this surface.

Despite its clarity on Barmoor and possible bench remnants

occurring nearby, the writer is not sure

1) that marginal meltwater cutting was responsible

for the production of the bench features,

2) that higher equivalents of the Barmoor surface

did exist at the southern end of Milfield Plain and in the

Holburn Moss area.

E. 1750 - 1850'. This depends largely on the occurrence

of a significant topographic break at 1750' and accordance

of summits within the height range quoted. However, the



the possibility of a resurrected surface formerly occurring

at this level should not be overridden, - Cheviot repre¬

senting a monadnock on such a surface. (Attempts have

been made with mixed results to extrapolate the base of the

Permian outcrop from near Ferryhill onto the Pennines to

test this possibility there - time, however, has not
allowed the matter to be pursued further)

G-. 2000' and over. With few summits and remnants

available in the area, subdivision tends to be of a

tentative nature. However, for what it is worth, summits

about 2000' stand in contrast to those at about 2350'.

H. 900 - 800'. Any surface lying between these limits

has now been mostly removed, and it is the frequency of

summit accordance on the flank of the massif and on the

Fell Sandstone southwards which suggest its former presence.

On the latter it might be argued that one is dealing with

the lower extension of one of the higher surfaces, but

examination of these summits in the Kale - Bowmont area

tends to offset this possibility.

One further point concerns the actual portrayal of the

surface fragments on the map. It will be obvious that the

most satisfactory method of depicting outliers or monad-

nocks of higher surfaces along ridge features is by use of

symbols. Furthermore, with dissection to ridge state

common, the more conventional mapping of surfaces was

hardly applicable.

A description of the major topographical features is
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is now presented with a general survey being followed by
a long systeramatic account of the area. The initial

survey considers major topographic changes in the land¬

scape, (1) on the sediments from Spittal southwards

towards Alnwick, then southwest towards Rothbury, (2) on

the igneous massif from north to south, and (3) in the

Till and Upper Aln valley areas. (Reference to 9A and
M-F p. II.

location map will assist the reader through this section)
M-F.piO.

The more lengthy treatment which follows is partially

descriptive and partially analytical. The method of

treatment is to consider the lava country in terms of

interstream areas, and the foothill area north of bowmont

is treated after the Upper Aln Basin for comparitive

reasons. East of the massif the Carboniferous sediments

are examined in a slightly different manner. The smaller

western cuesta and its less defined continuation towards

Spittal are taken as a unit, and first considered.

Following upon this tne major cuesta is described,

subdivided«for topographic reasons as well as convenience

into northern, central and southern sections.

(Note: No effort is made to give detailed information on

river valleys or glacial effects other than what is

sufficient to assist interpretation and understanding of

particular features.)

Major topographic changes in the landscape (See map 9A).
m.f. p.ii.

Whilst the Carboniferous sediments to the east show

abrupt scarp slopes facing west, they also show, when



when traced from north to south, bevelling on the cuesta

crests, trimming of the dip slopes and a stepping up in

summit levels. Inspection shows the trough of low ground

between Norham and Goswick to end somewhat abruptly along

a line from Berryhill - Lowick - near West Kyloe (a), i.e.

broadly coincident with the 350' contour, while some short

distance south of this line another 'riser' appears

approximating to the 500' contour (b). Although this

latter topographic break is well marked at the north end

of Kyloe Woods, by Watchlaw it represents the northern

end of a former NW/SE trending ridge. Further west

however, south of Branxton and at Haddon Rigg and Horse

Ridge the 500' contour is again significant topographically.

Fast of Ghatton a well defined break of slope (c) running

W - E occurs, and south of this the ground rises, to 1000'
at Ros Gastie. Through Ghatton Moor itself a trough of

relatively lower ground (falling away eastwards) is

distinctive. South of the Aln Gap summit heights between

8/900' now become more numerous and widespread, whereas

about Ros Gastle they are sporadic. Finally, southwest

of a line through the Upper Goe and Millstone Burns (d) in

the northern Rothbury Forest area, summit heights about

1000' indicate a slightly higher summit level on the cuesta

The eastern slopes of the main cuesta show two major

breaks in slope. The first of these is constant at about

500', whilst above it the other break rises southward from

750 - 900'. Although the coastal plain in the north
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north displays no major topographic breaks, a trough of

low ground between Waren Mill and filewham is to be noted.

At the latter place the trough divides, a more restricted
line trending southwards towards South Charlton and

another branch swinging eastwards via 'i'ughall Grange into

BeadneLl Bay. further south the ridge line between

Shilbottle and Newton (corresponding to the junction of

middle and upper limestone groups) divides the coastal

strip from Alnwick Moor, rising by way of a shallow

strike vale.

As has already been mentioned, the northern outcrop of

the Andesites is associated with a topographic break (b).

Southwards at the head of Milfield Plain occurs the most

pronounced 'riser' in the area. This break occurs along

a line from Kirknewton to Wooler (e) and,like the northern

one tb^it reflects the underlying structure. Both changes
in topography approximate to lines of faulting and junctions

between less resistant Carboniferous sediments and lavas.

The Kirknewton - Wooler line most certainly has been made

more pronounced by glacial erosion (for at the W. and PI.

ends 'treads' with crests at 5/600' occur, and streams

flowing northwards to Milfield Plain use valleys which

hang at about the same height, e.g. Afceld Burn.)

To the west between Bowmont and College waters two marked

steps occur in the topography.

1) South of a line from Kilham Hill - Coldsmouth - staerough

( Kirk Yetholm) - Grubbit Law summit heights increase, (e)/
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(e).

2) Paralleling 1) and closer in towards Cheviot the

next step up in summit levels follows a line from Sauchie-

side Hill - Craife Moor.

Cn the N.E. slopes of the Cheviot massif a repetition of

this phenomenon occurs. Marfeed topographic breaks occur

along lines

(1) Easter Tor - Great Moor - Coldlaw - Langlee and

Long Crags

(2) Newton Tors - Preston Hill - Broadhope - Dunmoor.

In contrast to the concentric 'terracing' of the northern

part of the massif, the southern area shows a wedge of

relatively lower ground driven west into the S.E. flanfe

(broadly coincident with the Breamish valley). Here on

the margin lies a marfeed breafe of slope, in part dependent

on the Ahdesite/Sedimentary rock junction and in part due

to glacial effects (f). Westward the next marfeed topo¬

graphic breafe follows a line from Kelpie Strand - Reavely

intrenchment - near Linhope - Little Dod - Hazeltonrig
Hill (g), and above this lying at 1750' comes the next

break, V like in plan (with the apex pointing westwards).

As with the northern margin of the volcanics, so too the

southernmost is marfeed by a distinct topographic breafe (h).

One final point concerns the residuals at 2000' and over in

the watershed area. Windy Gyle, Bloodybush and Cusha,t

Law lie in W-E alignment and are noticeably separated from

the Cheviot, Comb Fell and Hedgehope area. Cheviot peak
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peak itself lies at approximately the same height as the

summits of Hart Fell,White Coornb to the west in the

Southern Uplands, whilst the approx. 2000' summits show

correspondence to those of Cauldcleuch Head 1996', Greatmoor
Hill 1964', and Peel Fell to the southwest. (Note that

these latter summits occur on Silurian, Carboniferous
volcanic and Carboniferous sedimentary rocks.)

Between the two areas just described a belt of relatively
lower ground stretches southwards from the Tweed. It

includes Milfield Plain, the smaller cuesta on the west

limb of the Hetton syncline, the area of extensive glacial

sands and gravels south and east of Wooler and the Upper

Aln valley. It is difficult to generalise on this belt

of country without becoming involved in detail. There

are, in effect, three distinct basins, separated by

Weetwood Moor and the Glanton - Beanley ridge into Milfield

Plain, the Chatton - Hedgely area and the Aln valley.

And despite the two former basins now being linked by the

R. Till all three possess-:. rheir 11 : own characteristics.

The low lying, flat Milfield Plain is sharply bounded by

ground whose summit levels rise southwards. Beyond

Wooler in the Chatton - Hedgely area the ground is irregu¬

larly veneered with sands and gravels with the east Cheviot

slopes (below 9/800') falling by minor breaks in towards

the R. Till. Southwards the Glanton - Beanley1 ridge shows

breaching coincident with lines used by glacial meltwaters/
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meltwaters with the Aln valley beyond. This valley is
by Hulna

bounded by abrupt slopes to north and south, is funnelled' A

into a defile eastwards, and lies open to the west in

anomalous fashion.

Closer inspection of the ground, however, revealed the

existence of facets in the topography which modified (in

places) the apparently simple account given above. (See

Diagram 9.) In the interpretation of the successive

erosional features which follows the writer is only too

conscious of its limitations. Some of these, naturally,

are unavoidable, e.g. the limited area itself on which

successive fragments might be preserved, the variety of

effects which glaciation could induce. However, where

possible 'valley benches' have been observed they have in

some trial cases been plotted over longitudinal stream

profiles and then referred to tne knickpoints above and

the postulated erosional surfaces below. Time has not

allowed for more than a minimum of checking in this

fashion, and on this ground, therefore, some of the corre-

lationsnips may be questioned. On the other hand, the

author has a working knowledge of the Jedburgh area, and

has traversed at periods nearby areas where portions of the

proposed surfaces appear to occur. Again, quick reference

has been made to student work on nearby areas (student

dissertations, Geography Department, .Edinburgh) and notes

compared with Mr. H. P White who has worked in parts of

the Merse. It follows, therefore, that fieldwork was/
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was followed "by interpretation which, in turn, gave way to

comparison with some nearby areas and only then have the

topographic maps coverins: a wider area "been examined.

For the sake of clarity, the volcanic area will he
SiSTEMMATIC

ACCOUNT considered first, with successive paragraphs describing
Of THE

IGNEOUS AREA. intQi,stream areas.
Kale (east side of watershed) - Bowmont. (s« m F. p 18).

Southwards from Crookedshaws along the watershed

topography is marked and reduced to a near ridge state.

North of Graik Moor summits between 1000-1200* are much in

evidence - averaging over 1100', with the upstanding Hownam
Law apparently an outlying fragment of the higher ground

southwards. South of a marked windgap at the head of

Hall Burn, summits between 1400' and 1600' are in evidence

(together with more extensive interfluves) rising southwards

to the main watershed. The ground between Sourhope Burn

and the main watershed to the south is of interest, the

bevelled crests there being open to alternative interpre¬

tations. Bevelled spurs occur on either 3ide of the Kaim

Burn at 1200' on the north side, 1050' on the south.

Similarly, Gocklaw Spur suggests bevelling at about 1350'
whilst near Pudding Law bevelling seems to have occurred

at 1300-1400' and later at 1100-1150'.

Bowmont - College.

In this area there is contrast between the dissected
ic. butwain affluents

ridge remnants showing marked summit accordance and the



the higher N/S ridgeline upon which,isolated upstanding

residuals occur. Traced northwards the main watershed

shows a lowering of summit height in stepped fashion.

This feature is also shown in parts by the topography

dropping from the watershed into the major stream lines.

The marked accordance of summit heights between

(1) Kilham Hill - Longknowe - Upper Elsdon Burn (c.1100'J

(2) Staerough - Windshaw - Wildgoose. Hill (1080' average)
is striking. This accordance, together with other similar

summits and benchlike features at about this height,

stands distinct from comparable features above and below.

Below, the affinity in summit height of Harelaw 916' with
foothill summits to the S.W., N. and N.E. is to be noted.

Norhh of Hethpool, too, White Hill, the Bell and West Hill
seem to be related to summit heights lying northwards.

Above, there is the close approximation in height between

Coldsmouth (1363') White Law (Trowup), 1400', Latchly Hill,

1322' and Loft Hill. These heights suggest a transitionary

stage to the still higher ground above. The latter

stretches in ridge form from Steer Rig to Auchope Rig,

averaging 1600-1650' with the Curr 1849', Black Hag 1801'
and the Schil 1985' as residuals upon it.

College - Harthope. (see M.f. ply)
This triangular area falls into three portions, each of

which is now considered in turn.

1. The marginal terrain shows lowest summit heights but

a relatively high index of relief. It is most extensive
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extensive in the east near Wooler, though a minor area

exists near Kirknewton. Examination of summits shows a

higher set at about 750' (e.g. Earle Hill, Earle Whin,
BrownBlaw) accompanied by a lower set at 500-550' ( e.g.

St, Gregory's Hill, Horsdon). Probably associated, too,

with the latter is the bench like facet south of Humblebon

backing up to the 500' mark.

2. This area is enclosed by a line drawn from Old

Yeavering - Humble ton Hill - The Trows - Hartheugh -

Harthope Burn - N. Scald Hill - Lambden Burn - E. College

valley. Within it summit levels rise from the N.E.

westwards and southwest. The summit levels themselves

may be grouped initially as follows -

a) Summits between 950>— 10001

b) Summits between 1100-1150'

c) Summits about 1400'

d) Summits about 1600'

Relief index tends to be highest on the periphyry, and

there is still considerable ground between 950-1200'

available for further dissection. Summits over 1600'

are in isolation - Newton Tors and Preston Hill being

separated by what appears to be a valley stage graded to a

possible 1200-950' erosion surface. It is strikingly

apparent that the topography of this area contrasts

markedly with that west of College Water. Fronting

College Water there is a most marked slope from crest to

valley floor, a feature also shown in the Harthope Valley/
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Features akin to high leveli benches occur near Pinkie

shank (Langlee) and Snear Hill in the latter.

3. Moving into the core of Cheviot itself^ on the lower
slopes I'awcett Stiank (1,186') in the College Valley appears

to have formerly been a valley bench ice modified, whilst
Scald Hill shows a bevelling from 1,800'. On the western

upper surface of Cheviot, West Hill and ^uchope Cairn

(2,350') are at approximately the same height and there is

a gradual eastward rise of summit level to the crest at

2,376'. because of this Cheviot peak appears truncated,

the summit area is boggy, featureless and dull topographi¬

cally.

Hart.hope - Breamlsh (see m.f. p 2o^

Again a threefold division of topography suggests

itself for this area, but unlike that just described

delimitation is more difficult. This results from two

causes

"

firstly, the dumping of superficial material on
the lower slopes,

- secondly, the Breamish and Harthope streams whilst
now flowing into the Till, might well have
belonged to different drainage systems formerly.

1. The lower slopes of the igneous massif near Coldgate

Water show a twofold division in, > summit heights. Higher

crests occur at about 700' north of Hoddam Burn, whilst a

lower set lying at 400' - 450' near Middleton Hall rise

southwards being at 550' - 600' near Ilderton and 650' near

Roddam. It is obvious therefore that the ground about
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Rod.dam may Toe assigned to either the upper or lower

crests. To add to this - consider how,the ground south

of Wooler is covered by superficial deposits of varying

type and thickness. Here besides till, glacial melt-
water cuts, sand and gravel spreads and festoons have all

left their mark on the landscape. The bedrock exposed

is confined essentially to present stream -.courses and

widely separated localities (mostly between 550* - 600'

note). Interpretation of normal erosional features is

thus tentative and must also further allow for differential

effects of erosion on lavas and sediments. Two characters

istic features of this terrain are now mentioned. firstly,

there is a comparatively fine stream density with the

present day streams well incised. Secondly, after the

distinct rise of ground west of the main road (A,697^ the

general slope lessens with the ground showing great variabi¬

lity in the form of shape of the sand and gravel deposits.

2. The ground above to the west shows summits and

bevelled surfaces lying between 900' - 1, 150'/1,200' dis¬

tinctive from those between 1,350' - 1,550'.

900' - 1f150/1.20Of group

In the Harthope Burn area a bevelled spur running N.E,

to Brand Hill is striking with;, the Three a tone BUrn

embayment lying southwards, In the Three3tone area it
should be noted that granite,andesite and Roddam con¬

glomerate lie in close proximity and have been bevelled

indifferently. Heddon Hill to the east shows a hogback
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to ground to the west i.e. Dad Hill. (Inference being

that J-hree ^tone Burn formerly flowed H.E.). Over the

mid Breamish area a 1,000' break of slope is most marked

on the south side of Dunmoor, being fronted by bevelled

terrain about Hart side and Heavely. In the field the

bevelling and also the marked stream incision is striking,

and,whilst it may be held that only one surface is present

hereabouts, the author prefers two. It is considered that
the Hartside ground between 8-900* belongs to a later

cycle thantthat producing a 950*/1,000' - 1,200' surface.

Eastwards beyond the Ingram gorge a distinct break of

slope occurs at a lower level. Here there is contrast

between the smooth flowing surface outlines of the volcanic

rocks above and the diverse smaller scale undulations

(associated with!the effects of glacial retreat) of the

ground N.E. of Ingram village.

1.550' - 1r 550' group

Northwest up Breamish above Hit to Hill (Linhope)
a "finger" of lower ground rises via High Cantle (1,580')
to the Lintlands beyond. It is clearly defined topo¬

graphically and is now interpreted as an erosional remnart

(i e. High valley line). Northeast of Hedgehope Hill
lies the broad Moss Area apparently representing another

erosional remnant, which seen from Scald Hill is smooth,

falling away N.E.wards 1,400' - 1,350' but disturbed in
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places by upstanding Andesitic Aenoliths In the Long

Grag - Langlee-Crag area.

In the Upper Breamish valley near Bleakhope sharp

gradients up to c. 1,750' are shown and along the north

side of the Linhope Burn valley bench fragments are sug¬

gested between 1,800' - 1,750' by Shielcleugh Edge and

Standrop Rig. Shillmoor (1,754-') to the sotith approxi¬

mates closely to these values and on Dunmoor (.south face)

the gradient falls off markedly at about 1,750*.
Above and to the north Gomb Fell shows a broad domelike

summit outline whilst the outlines of Hedgehops (on a

smaller scale) are similar to Cheviot. Hedgehope summit

is most Impressive when viewed from the North and East

and is flanked on the west side by an intermediate summit

level. In the Upper Harthope valley -there is an absence

of any clearly marked remnant features although valley

transverse sections (as seen in the field) do in places

look suggestive.

Breamish - Ain

Contrast is probaDly the keyword for this area. To

the west lies the high, compact Wethercairn - Black Butt

area, plateau like with summit heights 1,800' - 1,750*

Eastwards, below a pronounced break of slope .lies an area

where crest accordance and bevelling is-a feature (note

approximation of topographic break with a N.N.W./S.S.E.
crush line), and it is not difficult to suggest that this

represents part of a former erosion surface rising west-



wards from 95071,000' _ 1,200'. The ground slopes gently
now to the North and Hast whilst to the South a near fault

line scarp is observed. The northern portions of this

area show numbers of markedly incised stream courses in

contrast to the southern flank where but few youthful

streams flow into the trough-like shallow valley line used

by the present River Aln.

Beyond Fawden Dene dissected ridge features appear

i.e. West Hill - East Hill, Castle Knows - 0-ibbs Hill -

Broorayrook Knowe trending N.N.E. and Chubden stretching

^outheastwards. Summit heights of West Hill, Snail-

knowe, Glb'os Hill and Chubden (8-900') show approximate

accordance and suggest a correlationship with comparable

localities in the Breamish valley to the West. On the

other hand East Hill and Broomyrook Knowe lying at a

lov/er level are considered to belong to a later denudation

phase. Probably the summit heights of Hoppers Hill

(G-lanton) 695', Titlington Pike 765' and Beatliey Plan¬
tation Camp 699' to the east along the Ain/Breamish water¬

shed depended on this same later cycle. The •'■'ell sand¬

stone country of Beanley and Titlington areas is of interest

when examined closely. The splay faults (coming off the

large Bolton faults) are often coincident with topographic

features. The present Titlington Burn for example flows

Northeastward along one of these faults and again the

transverse topographic graining in sympathy with the fault

lines is to be. noted (a probable glacial effeet-true^ but
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still broadly coincident with these fault lines).

in the upper -^ln valley at about 500* near **-lnham

the terrain steepens up noticeably, and this height is also

associated with slope changes to the east e.g. The Mile,
Howmoor. Again along the present Ain/Wreigh watershed

summit heights rise when traced from ^.E.-N.W. (561* near

Lorbottle, 701" Blackchester and 814' near Hazeltonrig).
This increase is, in the author's opinion, due to glacial

erosion having been more marked near Lorbottle. Bart

(at least) of the ice coming from the West seems to have

been deflected by the Fell Sandstone scarp, with over-

steepening as a stoss effect on the scarp front between

Lorbottle and Callaly together with increased erosion at

the scarpfoot area lying northwards. It is suggested

therefore that the Ain/Wreigh watershed lay formerly at

c. 700'. A further effect of glacial erosion in this

locality has been the topographic graining - in the form

of low ridging.

Bowmont. - Tweed (volcanic area bounded by Highside -

Lintonhill - Garham line to the west).

The topography in a traverse from Kirknewton to

Carham impresses one by the alternation of ridge and i

trough. True there is variation in the amplitude and

length of these N.E./S.W. trending features and towards

the Tweed outcrop is profoundly masked by drift - never¬

theless the alternation is charactersitic. The topo¬

graphy represents an adjustment to underlying structure
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In such an area one is forced therefore to depend almost

entirely upon summit height accordance in assessing suc¬

cessive erosion stages. Whilst this is reasonably satis¬

factory along the larger ridges, on the drumlin shaped

smaller ones the technique is .not quite so sure.

Upon inspection summit heights suggest a twofold

division - firstly those lying between 900' - 300' and

secondly those between 750' - bpO'. Ihe former group

with, the exception of Monylaws Hill lie close to the main

massif and in alignment with pronounced ridges thereon

i.e.

1. Linton Hill (926') - Highside (8951) aligned with
(irubbit Law - Hownam - Ihe Kip ridge.

2. Housedon (877') and Coidside (8441) aligned with
Kilham Hill - boldsmouth ridge

3. Venchen Hill (881') and Castle Law (873'/ aligned
with Staerough - the Curr ridge.

The second and lower group tend to lie peripherally

to those described^but in some cases intrude along valley
lines into the foothill area.

In the field it is striking how summits N.W. of

Highside - Linton Hill - Venchen and Castle Law do lie

at a distinctly lower level. Agaln^about Mindrum a

400' break of slope together with lower ground to the N.m.

suggests a former valley stage to have occurred about this

height. (Note however the incoming of very deep super¬

ficial deposits in this area - see map of overburdens 7. 1
MF. f>3L7.
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ACCOUNT
OF THE sediments east of the Lhevioc massif it is proposed to

CARBONIFEROUS deal with the following localities in turn. (*« M-F ^e2l)
ROCKS-

1. 'l'he area lying west and northwest of an
approximate north - south line through The
Low and Hetton Burns, with the Tin and
Tweed as western and northern boundaries.

2. The major cuesta country from Lyloe southwards
subdivided into northern, central and southern

portions.

1. In the north of this area strong glacial moulding

of the topography has left the low ground in drumlin-

like form. It is difficult and hazardous to assess the

effects of normal subaerial denudation here and instead

a brief description of the topography;-.is given.

(However note should be taken of the possibility of this

west - east trough having formerly been used by the Tweed.

The writer considers the present Tweed outlet to the sea

adequate for the Whiteadder but scarcely enough for both

Tweed and Whiteadder). Along Tweedside from Velvethall -

East Ord (i.e. the Longridge area) the Pell sandstone is

associated with a rather marked rise in topography (from

450' -300'). Biliylaw 358' marks the culmination of this

rise and from it the ground falls away southward in a series

of transverse drumlin-like ridges, highest to the west
* t

(stoss) and often showing long drawn out tails to the east.

Biliylaw is matched to the southwest by Mattilees 356'A
and by the topographic break bounding the southside of this

relatively lower area. Beyond, the ground rises fairly
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falls into three parts. To the west fronting the Till

valley lies a sandstone scarp face, most impressive in the

Doddington area and showing a possible bench fragment

(400*) near Bentonhill. The crestline of this scarp is

irregular rising southwards to Dod Law 654'. (There is

however coa,rse matching of crests and "bevels with the

west side of the Till valley e.g. Dod Law and Lanton

Monument Hill area 650'- 684', Branxton Allotment Hill

591' and Doddington north moor 588', -^ranxton hill 500'
and Watchlaw 508'). Viewed 'from the east this scarp

crest appears upon a ridgelike feature rising above a

distinct break of slope at 400'. This 400' break is

readily traced from Wrangham past Kemping Moss to Bar Moor

and delimits a bevelled surface lying to the east. The

Bar Moor surface is remarkable even, being only thinly

veneered in places by superficial material and it also

displays the tendency to have poor or Impeded drainage in

parts. The irregularity of the scarp face crest is the

outcome of glacial er>osion>for, in the field, the ridge

remnants plainly show how the ice flow direction has

altered southwards. South of Dod Law and the short Till

defile lies Weetwood Moor where the summit height is

lower and bevelling at 550' - 500' is suggested. The

third area to the east (approximately along the Hetton

Syncline axis,)) shows smooth and gently sloped ground
north of the Goal Burn but southwards small scale ridgig
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suggests a continuation of the Bar Moor surface, whilst,

the latter probably reflects (1) glacial graining (2;

rapid downcut ting of streams tributary to the Hetton

Burn (3) possible use by glacial meltwaters of some of

these small tributary valleys. Southwards too the

ground, falls sharply into the ^hatton Basin where con¬

siderable depths of sand and gravel occur.

-• Northern section (Kyloe - Ohatton Moor) pa.?c25

This in places shows similar topographical features

to the area just described - but usually at a different

scale and with greater variability. Two factors must

immediately be carefully weighed in considering erosional

features here. Firstly, there is the Whin Bmj tougher

and more resistant to erosion than the sediments, out¬

cropping in parts of the area(with the outcrop crescent¬

like when seen in plan). Secondly, there is the effect

of severe glacial erosion, operative on the west and

east flanks of a cuesta buttressed in parts by this

intrusive sill. Note, for example, the relationship
between the Whin Sin outcrop' and upstanding topography

(large and small scale) from Kyloe Quarry - Belford -

Budle Point. Again^consider how besides producing an
irregular scarp crest ice moving south-eastwards has

gouged out or molded in lens fashion the rock outcrops^

impressing a graining on what probably had formerly been
a bevelled surface.
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To.e scarp crest to the west is irregular (having .

been deeply scored by ice) and in places when viewed from

the east it seems to surmount a ridge or hogback:. Most

often;too/ it is the case that an ice breach at the scarp

front leads to gouged or molded terrain on the leeside.

it is as if an enormous rake had gone hard over the

ground cutting it to shreds. £he furrows cut correspond

to present day topographical troughs in which peat or till

is often found as a partial infilling,, whilst the ridges

cut are usually in bedrock showing various forms and

dimensions (with those of lesser magnitude lying south-

eastwards). This whole area is cut also by a series

of N.E. - S.W. fault lines which often produce marked

topographic effects at site or locality scale. Colour

Heugh for example shows a small scarplike feature abruptly

truncated at its southern end along a faulted junction of

Pell Sandstone and Scremerston Carboniferous Measures..

Again^on a larger scale^compare and note the relationship
between this fault pattern and the Pell sandstone outcrop

with the present scarp face and the watershed (major).

Cocken Heugh 692' represents the culmination in scarp

crest heights, but the frequent occurrence and approxi¬

mation of summits over 650' north and so,uth is notexvorthy.

The 'ridge and furrow' area to the east possesses a

roughly triangular shapewith the apex at Shiellow Crags •

and a base stretching from Chatton Park Hill to 57b'A
Warenton. Within it ridge crests show a general rise
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west and east. Westwards,a break of slope at 500' in the
north is replaced further south by a break at 5501, put
to the east^a clear cut break at 500' in the north is not

so continuously shown southwards.

From the higher land in the North the ground falls

quickly to 250' where the slope flattens out and leads on

to the low semicircular Buckton Moor area (with Detchant

■Oodge and Fenwick Woods forming its southern and northern

limits i.e. adjustment to structure). Beyond Detchant

the ground is higher, showing glacially eroded ridge and

furrow topography southwards, to near Belford. This
'

>
"spur" of higher ground (corresponding to a broad outcrop

of the whin-sill) shows a general fall in summit level

coastwards and terminates abruptly. It ends along a line

from Betchant Lodge - Belford Whin Quarry where the broad

whinsill outcrop ceases and the ground drops via a short

concave slope (ice produced) on to the coastal plain east¬

wards. It is plain to see that the Buckton Moor area

(northwards) and the Newlands/Moussen ground (to the

south) of .sedimentary material has succumbed to erosion,

(especially glacial) much more easily, than has the whin

sill,and^if there formerly was an equivalent hereabouts to
the Bar Moor surface.most of it now has been removed. It

is considered that only those summits on the whinsill

between 400' - 300' are eligible for consideration as pos¬

sible residual features of such a former surface.
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l/rom .bellord the ground rises t^apid.ly westwards^
but about Adderstone (S.S.E, along A. 1 . road) a bench liice

feature interrupts the steady rise in topography from the
Lucker trough to the east. Again Warenton Hill 578'A

serves to divide into two a strip of lower ground1 •

leading off Ghatton Moor - one portion continuing east¬

wards into Goctelaw Dean with the other portion aligned

northwards. Interpretation of these features obviously

is a matter of opinion but it is now considered that the

latter portion is due to ice erosion.

Gentral portion (Chatton Moor - SgllnghamAln gap).
This area contrasts with that to the north in that it

is of wider extent, rises to greater heights and possesses

more distinctive drainage lines, but like the former it is
2

clearly defined topographically and tapers northwards;-- '

Summits on the west facing scarp are particularly impressive

above Chillingham and old Bewick but4as before,the crest
area shows ice moulding and gouging - particularly on

Hepburn, Sandyford and Aaersidelaw Moors. In contrast

to the northern portion5the scarpline is here convex

(to the west) and is fronted in placed; by terrace

1- Note partial coincidence of this ground to area between
Hanghi 11 Burn and Chillingharn faults.

2-Inspection of the solid geology map will show that the
effect of the Bolton fault and hhe Lemmington anti¬
cline is to repeat the lower part of the carboniferous
succession. Thfs suggests, therefore, that the greater
width of this area southwards is related to underlying
geology and structure and not merely due to erosion.



o?r benchlike fragments. These occur on Kay Hj.ll 720'
north of Kay Hill 550' - 500', Amersidelaw farm 334',
Chillingham wood 400' plus and Hepburn c. 4001, and whilst

they may have been formed under normal conditions, glacial
erosion is to be reckoned on together with possible marginal

cutting by rneltwaters (for the lower set of features).

Again the effects of heavy faulting together with the Bell

sandstone outcrop appear responsible i'or details of the

searpline and the landscape scenery e.g. W, Ame.rsidelaw

Moor, Gateran Hill.

Inspection of the topographical map shows the up¬

standing Koscastle summit 1036' to be flanked by a zone

of transitional height leading to still lower ground which

falls away easily to the N.E. and S.E.. In the field

Roscastle certainly looks a monadnock and the transitional

zone east and south of it shows summits lying from c.80Q'
- 900' (e.g. Gateran 876' Willie Law 815', bastle Hill

793'). Below, the 75°' contour on the west side of

Qu rryhouse Moor marks the beginning of what appears to

have been a 750' - 550'/500' erosion surface. ^ohypses

can be plotted over the area in question with comparative

ease and certainty, and furthermore a traverse from Botany
to Horth Charlton tends readily to support this view. It

is maintained that the present moors of Amerside, Windy La^r

Quarryhouse, Middle ge wick and Eglingham lie on an erosion

surface which has been only partially dissected by streams

but later modified by ice erosion and deposition. The
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The surface topography is generally low and undulatory,
with peaty deposits occurring .in ill drained sites; till

being iairly widespread and only on the periphyral areas

do sands and gravels appear..

Within this area,too the most obvious effect of
■structure and lithology on the landscape occurs in the

Sandyford -Lucher Moor area. Here the Ghillingham. and

Annstead dislocations meet and the Fell Sandstone is

brought against Scrernerston and Lower Limestone rocks.

These geological Influences appear to be reflected in

the presence of Brownridge (586') and the topographic

break from Brownridge Burn (i.e. 500' contour) to Rayheugh

Again,it is further to be/noted that the "nose" ofathe

Lemmington anticline approximates to lower ground west

and north-west of Shipley (i.e. broadly forming the west

side of Shipley Burn valley).
South of Warenford the ground rises to a bench-like

strip running between Warenford cottage and Brownyside

(nr. North Charlton). This strip has been used in parts

by glacial meltwaters and has suffered dissection,but
sufficient remains to assess its former height range as

being from 400' - 350'. Below, to the east, the ground-
falls steadily into the southward continuation of the

Lucker depression whilst above ,to the west, 500' coincides
with either a crest level or break in slope. Beyond

South Charlton, fragments of the Quarryhouse "moors"
surface appear to be represented by the South Charlton -

Whitehouse 1'olly 353' ridge and tne Heiierlaw outlier



whilst the ground near Rock and Penning ton with 350' plus
crests may be equivalent to the "bench" near Warenford.

Southern portion (between the Ain and Coquet gaps).
In this area the writer hascexamined only the line

of the River Ain and the ground lying north of the Ain

watershed tas far west as Coe Crags) with the rest as y

yet unexamined closely.

Here again the country shows;,the Pell sandstone to

be associated with scarp and craggy faces and once more

bevelling of the cuesta top occurs, but for a change a

pronounced cemerifetone ridge and a double scarp front

appear in the landscape tot,the west. West of the

Bolton Fault (approximately the lower Coe valley line,—

although the actual faultline N.E./S.W. through Thrunton

Tileworks) the Fell sandstone shows strongly marked

relief, with the striking crags at Lorbottle, Callaly
and Thrunton leading up on to tops lying between 800' -

900' When seen from the north these crests suggest

a transitionary level to the higher summits behind i.e.

Coe Crags 1,007', Long Crag 1,047', ShirlaW 1,010'.
Between these two adjacent areas lies a narrow west/east

valley)coincident for the most part with the Lorbottle -

Rough Castle fault withtthe second scarp front to the

south rising steeply up from the valley line. Fast of

the Bolton fault the C em exit's tones have been eroded into

low valley lines in the north (i.e. Ain and %lingham)
but beyond Butteridge they take the form of a rising
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asymmetrical ridge. T'ais ridge corresponds to the axis

of the Lemming ton anticline^with the Coe valley to the
west approximating to the bolton Fault line and the

Ldlingham valley to the east apparently the outcome of

uniclinal shift. Although summits in the Rimside moor

and Newtown area lie between 700' - 650it appears that

glacial erosion and deposition are chiefly responsible /••?>

for this approximation. Near Wandystead the till is

extremely thick: (see overburden map) and it is now

suggested that>during the phase when ice moved southwards

over this area, erosion first occurred in the Coe ^alley^
and i. probably the wind gap at Newmoor was produced or

enlarged, to be followed at a later stage by plugging in

the Wandystead area.

On the (outer.)- Alnwick Moor the frequency of summit

levels between 800' - 900' has already been noted. '•'•'he

relief of the bevelled top as might be expected is

subdued in places, although northwards where the amount

of this ground becomes reduced^the relief index increases
The scarp face is at its greatest development below

i

bigges Pillar and Corby's Crags (together with the abrupt

termination at brizlee), but an intermediate step occurs

on the scarp face near Moorlaws (about,400' ). It is just

possible that this scarp face^in part^coincides with a

line of Faulting, for information collected at Senna Wells

* Borehole records received from workmen on tne site
(working for Professor Hickling N/Cte)
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boreholes strongly .suggests a continuation through the

borehole site of the N.E./S.W. Overthwarts fault. 1.Inner

Alnwick moor seems to be essentially .a shallow glaciated

trough rising S.W. and separating the higher ground

(with hogback looking landform) to the west from the lower

Hobberlaw ridge to the east. The latter approximates

in height to Shilbottle Beacon Hill 537', Felton Common

616', Longframlington 564' and also a possible bench-like

feature running from Rugley towards Glantlees. 'This

bench-like feature.it is to be further noted is. associated,

with the Whinsill outcrop running 3.S.W. past 562'A,
St. Margarets, 630 Freeman's Hill and. 601' A north Shiel
Dyke. It is probably a justifiable inference to draw,

that these summitsjWith approximate values arose from a
common origin (i.e. an erosion surface).
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DRAINAGE OF THE. AREA.

GENERAL It is rather surprising that so littlework has been
STATEMENT

AND published on the drainage system ofthis area, as some of
SUMMARY- the more anomalous features displayed, to say the least,

are so obviously interesting. The familiar theme seems

to be that the Cheviot 'dome' has been the controlling
element in stream development, and about it a radial pattern
has evolved. Again, the relatively softer Cemehtstones
are held to have facilitated capture of streams flowing off

the east Cheviot slopes by a subsequent River Tj.11. Apjacert,
the development of the Tweed drainage has bean -interpreted

variously byMackinder, Gregory and Linton, whilst the

River Redeion the sohtfh side of the massif is considered

to have been -early captured and directed into the Tyne

drainage system. The section which follows contains a

description of the major valleys visited during fieldwork,

interspersed by attempts to interpret specific features, but

now prefaced by a general survey of the rivers and their

possible development.

Ifie map portraying the present drainage pattern (map 4)
immediately shows how dominant has become the Tweed catchment.
The leviot branch of the Tweed has in the Jed, Oxnam and

/

Kale north flowing tributaries although anomalous looking

alignments in these streams occur e.g. Upper Jed, lower Kale.
East of these streams the River Till flows northward to

join the Tweed and draws its tributaries from sources in
the Windy Gyle - Cheviot area. Th© Bowmont, College,



Harthope and greamlsh tributaries rise within short dis¬

tance of one another, and together with the idlburn ,n&

Goddam burns form a loosely radial pattern. Upon elo er

examination however, it. will be noted Chat the Bowmont and

College tend to parallel each other over pirts of their
courses in response to underlying structure, and both
show stream deflection because of glacial effects in their

lower courses* , South of these streams, the straight-
ness of the Harthope valley Is most striking and reflects

structural control, but again glacial effects have been

responsible for the present stream's deflection at the

margin of the massif. She original alignment of the

Breamish is problematical, I see detailed description of

the Breamish valley), but, like the other streams mentioned

it shows a deep and well established valley through the

igneous rocks. Probably in pre-glacial time the Breamiah *
flowed eastwards with the Upper Am as a" strike subsequent,
but later partition divested it of the Upper Am tributary-

due to piracy by a dip slope tributary of the K. Coquet

(line of present lower R. Am). In addition, it is con¬

sidered that, the pre-glacial R. Till used the Wooler water

gap and diverted the main Breamish waters H.W, into the

Tweed catchment. The present River Am shows a lower

tract which is readjusting itself upon glacial deposits

^although the writer has not examined the Kale in detail,
it may well be included in this statement.

+ the reader is referred to two diagrams (fl» b) Following page d upon which
the suggested drainage developments are depicted.
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and contrasts markedly with the upper valley, which has
probably been enhanced by ice erosion. On the eastern

slopes ofthe major cuesta and on the coastal plain
youthful streams are developed, controlled at present by
three factors:- the form and depth of glacial deposits,
the form of glacially eroded features and the dip slope
ofthe cuesta itself. On Tweedside and in the Shoreswood -

Haggerston area, initial stages of stream development in

drumlin topography are seen, whilst the Tweed below

Coldstream and the Tin below &tal are both using post

glacial tracts.

So far as it is possible, the characteristics of

present streams are indicated upon map 5 - but of necessityM.F P14.
supplemented by a written summary to cover deficiencies in

representation. It remains only this introductory section,

to indicate what possible changes might have occurred in the

drainage system under "normal" and "abnormal" conditions.

Along the northern flank of the massif it is suggested

that the original stream alignments were parallel, S/N.
Because of unequal rates of headwater extension by these

streams and the preservation of higher residual areas

especially near cheviot, the upper tracts of some of these

streams now show S.E./N.W. sections e.g. obsequent upper

Bowmont. Again, the lower courses have become increasingly

adjusted to structure in the stages following the formation

of the 1 200' - 1.000' surface. With the passing of time^nd
x

i,e. Because of glaciation.



because of successive cycles running only partial courses,
a radial pattern has developed at the east end of the massif

near Ihe Mieviot. xt seems, therefore, that structure,
together with only partial completion of erosion cycles,
Is responsible for the emergence of this later stream pattern.
It is probable, too, that abstraction occurred along the

north side of the massif and possibly capture,in pre-

gl&cial times. It would be difficult to prove, or

disprove for example, that it was the Halter burn which

captured the Bowmant, and flowed out through Mindrum Bap;
or again, that the Trowup originally flowed northwards, sub¬

sequently to suffer from College tributary piracy. In

latertimea, the lower Kale, lower Bowmont and Kilham
burns have been diverted because of glacial effects. Bom©

may consider this to be excessively hypothetical - but an

examination of the aelfcwater channels at Cooler Golf Course

and Humbleton Hill will convincingly demonstrate meltwater's

capacity for erosion. These features, and the probable

occurrence of a halt during ice recession at or near the H.JaJ

corner of the massif, prompt the writer to postulate ice

diversion.

South of the River Bien, the sequence of events in the

drainage history is much more difficult to assess. In the

field, ©rosional and depositional glacial features, together
with the presence of only one well marked monadnoclt iRos
Castle), force the observer to turn first to the geological
map and next to the imagination, for possible solutions of
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of former drainage lines. Clearly, with few reliable
features available, and. these occasionally subject to

alternative interpretation, the writer's suggestions are

tentatively offered.

One factor primarily determines whether the following

interpretation stands or falls - it is the former presence

of a divide which joined the Hos Castle monadnock to the

massif. Using the evidence available, the development

story can really begin only with the cutting of the

1,000' - 1,200' surface. On the north side of the massif

and east of Westnewton, the v^riter postulates that the

College stream, from flowing northwards, shifted its lower

course eastwards uniclinally. On the massif, the present

Akeld burn probably continues, in part, the line formerly

used by a beheaded N.N.E. flowing stream, which was tributary

to a north flowing Hetton burn. (The former Akeld burn

line possibly crossed over the present site of Fent.onhall),

Similarly, the Harthope may formerly have flowed along a

line from east of Earle Hill - Wooler - Aldington to join

this burn; it is suggested that its line of flow corresponded
to the Hetton fault line. Following upon the cutting of the

. t) 000' - 1,200' surface, it is envisaged that a tributary
from the College began back-cutting eastwards (approximating
to the lava:Ce'mentstone junction). Capture of the former



Akeld stream would "be followed "by similar diversion of

the Harthope. On the smaller and western cuesta, there¬

fore, one would expect to find first, scream misfitting,
and later, reversal of drainage "by obsequents. It is

imagined that,by the beginning of the 750' - 550' stage,
the break of slope on the north side of the former Bos

Castle watershed lay along a line from N. Heddon Hill

(west of Ilderton) - 3, Amerside Moor. On the south sides

of this Eos Castle watershed it is proposed that, besides a

flowing Ihreestone tributary to the Breamish, there was

another, also S.E. flowing, along a line from Eosedean - New

Bewick. The Aln in this earlier period is considered to

have been tributary to the Breamish, a strike subsequent,

guided by the line of the Bolton fault to a confluence point

on Longlee Moor (nr. S. Charlton^. The Breamish is inter¬

preted as formerly flowing through the site of the present

Eglingham gap, and continuing eastwards, north of Bock,

approximating to the W/E Bock fault, until the completion

of the 750* - 550'stage.

The subsequent events probably occurred during the

cutting of the Barmoor surface-. Break through jn the—

HSee introductory remarks on B. Breamish concerning
original stream alignments

*It would seem that besides the Barmoor surface, higher
features in the same stage may have been cut to 5oQ ~

600'
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Ros Castle divide from the north.3* seems to ha,ve affected

tde Breamish and Hetton burn, whilst in the south capture
of the Ain tributary was effected by a Coquet dip slope
tributary which used the intensely faulted ground about

Hulne. In the north^Barmoor seems to have been matched

by a similar plain over Miifield, judging by the height of

valley "hangs" and the summits about Wooler and Kirknewton.

Nearby, the captor stream is held to be responsible for

reversed drainage in the now reduced Hetton stream, the
Rosedean - New Bewick: tributary of the Brearalsh - and in

time embracing the Breamish waters too.

The interpretation as outlined involves the stripping

back of the carboniferous cover in the north to produce the

Cementstone vale and sandstone cuesta west of the major

cuesta. This is in keeping with the general pattern of

events for thw whole area. firstly, there is the struggle

between original stream alignments and general geological

structure and this is followed by further changes induced

by lithological factors.

The effects of glaciation have already been mentioned

earlier in this section, but the writer wishes to add two

It may well be asked, "Why not have the Carey Burn as part
of a former south flowing subsequent?" This is a possi¬
bility but the Carey and Common burns most certainly
have been used by meltwater, and in the writer s opinion
are unreliable.
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further comments;

1. The glacially gouged faces along the right
bank: of the Howmont differ in form from the valley '-A
"hangs" between Kirfcnewton and Wooler.

2, The two largest ice gouged and infilled

basins of Milfield and Hedgeley are rather similar -

both are bounded to the west by igneous rocks and share

parts of the Hetton syncline and Holburn anticline (i.e.

duplication of the Fell sandstone). They are both partially

fault bounded on their southern margins, both show triangular

shaped Gementstone outcrops, and both now possess double

outlets to the south.

The interpretation is an incomplete one and the writer

considers that until the Holystone - Snitter area has been

examined the problem of the Aln and Coquet streams cannot

be resolved satisfactorily. Similarly, to the west, the

Jed and Oxnam streams require detailed study, for it may

well be that the "capture" by the Jed of part of the Rule

stream has been induced during ice recession. (The observer

in the Jedburgh area cannot fail to be impressed by the

temporary diversion of the Jed waters into the Oxnam,
along a meltwater channel fl.E; of Mossburnford, and there

may have been a similar occurrence in the upper Rule valley).
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Harthope - CoT^t,? - Wn?i[?r Water [mMpaqe 15,1?).
With headwaters rising in the peaty area of Scotsman's

Knowe, the Harthope Burn soon establishes itself to flow

H.E. over granite and andesite for 5f miles joining

the Carey Burn near Shining Pool. A aap will show the

remarkably straight valley line of the Harthope (an

understandable feature considering its coincidence in part

with one of the major "crushes" in the massif) and also

demonstrate how the valley begins west of Cheviot and

Hedgehope peaks. In contrast to the Harthope, the Coldgate

and Wooler valleys show anomalous looking courses and

different forms, with the Wooler Water finally running out
over upper Milfield Plain to join the River Till. A

longitudinal profile of this stream system plotted from

1125,OOO provisional sheets (diagram MF.pl5) shows knicks to
occur at 1,750^ 1,600^ 1,450', 1,200^ 75©'and 450( with a

slight inflection coming about 950*, Again a series of
transverse sections down the valley line (diagram MF pi7 )
demonstrates the V-like form of the upper valley with

bench like fragments and extensive heughland appearing only
in the middle and lower stretches.

For descriptive purposes the stream system may be

considered in the following sections -

t. Source to about 1,500'
2. 1 450' to Harthope Linn (1 200')
3, Harthope Linn to Cat Loup (near Langleefard)
4] Langleeford to the Carey junction
5. Coldgate
6. Wooler Water.



1. Above 1,750' the Harthope is little more than a

burn^cutting down through a peat cover which averages 6*
thickness. ihe main valley opens out westwards to a low

wide col which overlooks the Breamish and Usway Burn

headwaters. Downstream to 1,500' the present stream is

ousily incising itself, being contained by steep banking

and showing slight interlocking of small spurlike features.

On the south bank;the convex side of Comb ^ell leads down
to clifflike or steep 70' - 100' slopes dropping into the

present stream course. The containing bank on the north

side of the stream rises 50' - 70' steeply^but gives way

above to a less severe slope which rises to a break of slope

at 1,750'/1,800'. This area of gentlergradient shows a

coarsely triangular shape with the apex pointing upstream.

In the apex at 1,700' there occurs a hummocky and boulder

strewn patchy-interpreted by the G-eological Survey as
boulder clay^but now suggested to be a solifluction effect.
Down valley,this area loses definition /out it may be
related to the Scald Hill bevel % 1,750'/I,800'. There

is then an asymmetry to the main valley form here and it

would seem that glaciation did not produce any marked

topographical effects on this part of the Harthope valley.
It is to be noted however that a depression occurring on the

south face of Cheviot between 2,500' - 2,150' strongly

suggests a nivation effect. Along the stream line out¬

crop is frequent, veining apparent and the rock often



friable. whether friability is the result of weathering
alone or clue to weathering on crushed rock has not been

ascertained.

2. Ihe stream emerges from its upper channel at

1,450* where the sheer rock banks rise 30* - 40'. Below

to Harthope Linn the present stream seems to be reworking

a thin valley fill^for at tributary junctions 20' - 30*
of variable fragmentary materials occur tnote local origin

too). The Harthope is still contained between 30* - 40*

steep banks but the floor between has widened out to 50'

or so^being veneered by coarse alluvia and boulder beds.
In step, the main valley itself opens out markedly and

valley slopes diminish. It is equally apparent in the

field and from the map that Harthope Linn represents the

site of a local base level.

3. Immediately above the Linn the' present stream

formerly graded out to 1,200* but it is now cutting into

a small fan thrust out by south-bank tributaries. The

Linn itself begins just east of the sheepfold at 1,200'
and terminates downstream below 1,150'. Oyer this tract

the burn flows.quickly over three small falls separated by

rapids and all cut from bedrock. The largest fall lies
at the head of the linn where the water only falls

12* but leads to a 30' defile lying downstream. Leading

into the Unn foot there are short-paired terraces, whilst
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above these the banking rises sharply some 40', it has beai

observed that whilst gullying effects are developed along the
north side of the Linn,downvalley, below the idnn foot, it is
on the south side that gullying and steep banking are more

continuous and common, The stretch of ground between Harthope
Linn and bangleefordhope Is of interest. Over it the stream

now meanders fairly freely and there is a tendency for water-

logging to occur near the steading. Again, a slight inflec¬
tion in the longitudinal profile probably corresponds to a

former rock bar lying across the stream course below Langlee-

fordhope. Furthermore, as an examination of the drift map

will show, a pocket of alluvium lies \?ithln this area with other

ooarse superficial deposits appearing N,E. of Langleefordhope.
In the field 20' of unsorted, coarse angular rock fragments

and gritty material are exposed in a tributary burn Just east

of the steading, whilst upvalley it does look as though a

temporary ponding back of water, in late or post glacial times

was possible^locally. Taking a wider view here of the main
valley, there is contrast to be noted between the convex

valleyside to the north and the concave slope of the south sidQ

Downstream towards Cat Loup the harthope flows between

30* bankings lying at varying distances up to 100 yards

apart. The banking on the south side is more clearly /
defined and continuous, apparently* formed of granitic

*It is difficult to distinguish clearly, in places,
hillwash from material of glacial origin.



 



material or coarse sand derived from granite. On the

north bank however the material tends to he variable, being

generallycoarse but without any marked olaycontent. The
stream here is generally floored with, coarse deposits also,

occasionally bedrock appears, and there is sporadic develop¬
ment of terracing about 10' above present water level.

At 900' the stream once again enters a rock defile. This

defile, whilst not so spectacular as the Linn, is of interest
for it shows potholing and coalescing of potholes. The

approach from upstream is quite distinctive^for whilst the
steep banking continues along the southstde of the stream,

on the northbank a marked constriction occurs - due to what

appears to be a spread of morainic material or a boulder

terrace. Oat Loup itself Is a narrow defile with 20* -

3°' near vertical sides, showing three large coalescing

potholes downstream and three smaller separate potholes

upstream. It is estimated'that in a horizontal distance

of 80* the stream falls 20' here. Below Oat Loupjflow is
over very coarse boulder beds tthough bedrock exposed again

near %y Burn junction 820'), the present valleyconstricted

till close to Langleeford itself. Attention is now drawn

to the Geological Survey drift map.which shows the Harthope

Burn to flow between Langleefordhope and Langleeford along

the junction line of "drift and solid". Aituaygh it is

difficult to be definite on this subject, the writer is of

the opinion that superficial deposits do appear to have

influenced the present stream course at 1,000* and 900'

respectively.
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4, By now the main valley form Is changed. Upstream^
Cheviot and Hedgehops peaks dominate the upper valley sides

and cause the observer to begin thinking in terms of stream

misfitting and superimpositlon. Nowjhowever, possible
and recognisable bench features appear, more strongly

marked tributary valleys occur and there is the beginning

of a flood plain tract north-eastwards. Few would deny

that from Langlee - Langleeford the valley is at its best.

At Langleeford the stream is shallow and narrow, lying
some 6' down below its banks and passing over well rounded

boulders. Immediately below the ford lies a small heugh,

flanked by steep banks which are boulder choked. Ihere is

still no clay content in the superficial material to remark

upon, indeed the whole strip of "boulder clay"

along the north aide of the valley to Iiawsen Burn is coarse

grained and looks more like a valley fill. 'i'he stream

Itself flowing north-east?fards now tends to braid, it is

shallow and begins to meander a little more freely. At

and near Langlee several features are worthy of description.

The Shank,just south-west of Langlee,looks anomalous. It

appears to be .benchlike, but with its inner margin water eroded.
The Leech Burn to-day ocoupies part of the water cut

channel,but the upper part is now "dry". Opposite the

Shank,the valley side has been oversteepened,with Binkie
Shank a bench remnant which has probably been subjected to

meltwater cutting. Csee transverse sections). Down¬

stream from Baekwood Burn^a strip of superficial deposits
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is associated with a marginal banking whilst on the south

bank Langlee Itself is on a terrao© remnant 30* above

Water Level and possible terrace fragments occur downstream

between 7-600* and at boo*.

b. At the confluence with the Carey burn solid

rock: outcrops at the fording point but gives way downstream

to a flooring of boulders and alluvium (of various grades)*
The main valley sides hereabouts have been scored by melt-

waters, but details on these neltwater features will be ,

given in the chapter on glaolation,. Crimping Hough fao,
is liable to flooding " the Coldgafce being markedly

braided and shallow. (Probably too the occurrence of a

water node here tends to aggravate the danger of flooding).

The stream channel la severely confined by 1S0*/2QQ* steep

ban-Its in thl... stretch and it oay be legitimately asked if

we are not here dealing ith a "superimposed tract".
A possible solution to this question may be afforded by

consideration of the following points

1, There is a convergence of various saltwater
cuts on Shining Pool,

2, Between Broom Crook and Old -^iddls'ton In the
Coldgate Valley there occurs an incised
hanging meander ** obviously the product of
meltwater cutting.

3, At Humbleton Hill the meltwater cutting on
the inner margin amounts to appro*.. 130*

The buperimposltion1 may therefore be due to meltwatera -

a possibility not to be overlooked. The Coldgate heugh-
land narrows downstream where the stream enters a final
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rock defile above Goldg&te Mill (330'). Here the stream

course is broken and flows through a 30'-40" deep channel

cut through andesite. On the south side the lavas are

overlain by sand and gravels and eastwards along this

banking it appears that water once flowed via N. Middleton

towards bixburn^with the present stream course developing

later. Quitting the rock channel the Goldgate flows a

short distance eastwards prior to turning north (where its

name is changed to the Cooler Water). In the field

(and also on vertical air photos for the area) the effects

of lateral stream cutting can be readily seen and heugh

development now becomes pronounced and characteristic.

Nearness to local base level and approximation to grade,

soft unconsolidated superficial deposits and a shallow

channel result in the stream braiding and subjecting ad¬

jacent heughs to flooding in times of spate, (Wooler
suffered sharply in the .1948' floodings and even in 1930

the author witnessed ballasting operations along the '

river banks,to protect property adjacent to the Wooler
Water). Again, it is to be noted that from Hridge 2nd
(Wooler). down to the Till junction protective embankments

have been erected to offset the risk of flooding. The

writer is of the opinion that the Wooler gap represents a

glacial breach or an ice enlarged water gap, subsequently

partially infilled by superficial material which in turn
has been reworked to some degree by the Wooler later flow¬

ing first into -Swart "Lakef and later into the River Till.
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Before leaving this stream system a brief comment

is added on some of the Harthope tributaries, Phese;
although short; are of great interest for the

physical features shown,

(A) The Hew Burn in part coincides with a "crush"
line and flows eastwards to join the Harthope
below Bang]_eef0r£t Attention ig directed to
the headwater area where ice seems to have travel¬
led over the head of the Hamblen valley to be
followed at a later stage by meltwaters flowing
from West to East over the watershed. The
result has been to produce at the head of New Burn
a meltwater cut sitting in the wider low de¬
pression produced by ice moving southward at an
earlier stage.

(B) The Hawsen Burn in itself is a classic. Her© it
is possible to 'see something of the contact between
granite and andesite as one moves upstream. It
is by no means a sharp contact but fluctuates
between the two rock types, the granite exposures
ranging from thin veins to dyke masses pro¬
truding from the steep valley sides, Again rein¬
ing due to "crush" soon appears and some distance
upstream one is treated to the sight of a 3Q* high
(6! width x 30* long) exposure of Quarts Felsifce (?)
running along the valleyline at right angles to
the normal flows. This dykelike mass is breached
in two places by the stream and is a most striking
feature. The burn ifeeelf is incised 50' where
it emerges into the Harthope valley, and, although
for most of its course it flows over bedrock,it
does seem to pass through a very coarse fan before
leaving its gorgelike valley to flow out into the
trunk valley. Finally,upstream, an almost "text¬
book" knick point occurs at 1,200* where the
stream quickly drops c. 50' by small falls from
the shallower valley tract above.

(0) Backwood Burn is a youthfxil stream busily down-
cutting,but is of interest for several reasons.
Firstly, it probably would pay a geologist to
examine the central tributary burn which flows
down from the eastern end of Gold Law (Field
notes suggest slickens in stream floor
20 yards up from junction with Pinkie Syke),
Secondly,Pinkie Syke and Pinkie Shank look
anomalous and are possibly related to .the later
stages of glaciation.
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Garey Burn and its tributaries;Common and Broadstruther
Burns;will be considered separately.

U1 ^he O&rey burn if? formed by the confluence of
Common and Broads truth©? burns, and flows a short
distance a# an incised stream to Join the Fferthope*
Fear features of net® are associated with the Carey,
1? On crossing the 600* contour* the -stream enters

a profound and narrow gorge stretch from
wh I oh i t. etaergeg a t 500 * *

2) On its right bank opposite Harthough a benchlike
facet at 900**950* has boon preserved*

3} On the right bank Just below the Cowmen/Broad*
etruther Junction the valley side is scarred by
by an "in and out" channel750-700* *

4) On the valley floor below the Comaon/hroad*
etruther confluence there i© a short £i>* deep
©lot gorge, presumably because the lavas locally ■

are more resistant due to thermal effects t*a
sill like mass of porphyry lies adjacent)*

fB) The Common burn rises in a peaty nrm\ between
Newton Tors and Coldfeum Hill to flow northeastwards9 |
but, Jusb when it look© like continuing to form
the Ahold* or Humble ton stream it turns* sway
southwards to Join the Brcadstruther* Upvalley
from Common burn Steading the present atraan' tim
approximates to & fault for crush?)# Sections
orb frequent, for the burn is now incised 20*40*,
and show© occasional crude terrace cusps on its
floor* fcowfivalley fro® Commanhurn steading, the
stream stretch eastwards ©hewn interest?eg and.
variable geological sectione* the floor Is rough,
alternating between bedrock and superficial
material * There are indications, too, that this
mid and lower part of the valley were used fey
awlteatere,

(0) The headwaters of the Broad®trutlier, between Preston
Kill and Broadhope, flow along the line.formerly used;
by aeltwater# However, at lcoo*•the upper stretch

, Is replaced by a narrower normal and youthful section!
BcwneiriaSjtec, the Broadstruther is Joined on the
right hank by the Matwly hum * a misfit coml.tig out
of an asabayment which appears to have been, enlarged
by southward mowing fit## Of special interest are
th© anomalous depressions at the n. and s, end# of
Gold law, apparently associated with ice recession
and grading eastwards# &%m or Oeld law, a thin
porphyry sill form a local benchlikit feature*



 



■JoIIeg;e Water (SeeNIF. potqes 15,13,19)
The source of the College lies S. W. of Cheviot crest

and from here its water plunges westward before turning

north into a markedly straight valley line. Like the

Harthope to the east; the stream's outlet from the igneous
massif appears anomalous with the College joining the

Bowmont near Westnewton to form the River Lien. The

valley line of the College is also considered to be coind.-

dent with a line of structural weakness (p. 21 Geology

of the Cheviot Hills 1932) - a fault line being inferred.

Apart from the Lambden Burnjthis stream is further similar
to the Harthope in that tributary development is most pro¬

nounced on the west bank, but dissimilar in that its valley

floor shows marked masking by superficial deposits and the

valley cross section is more troughlike. The longitudinal

stream profile plotted from 1:25,COO sheets is of interest

for the knicks which shows at 350', 550' and 1,250' closely

approximate to important changes seen in the valley.

Description.

The College Water and its valley are considered in four

sections, each of which possesses one or more distinctive

qualities i.e.

1. Source to foot of the Henhole (c. 1,250')
2. 4,250' - Whitehall (550')
3] Whitehall - Hethpool Linn
4. Hethpool Linn to confluence with Bowmont



1. ?he gathering ground for the headwaters:lies
. ^

in a bleak, windswept and featureless tract between

Cheviot and Cairn Hill. In this concavity lies a peat

hag, broken in places by "washouts" and showing,towards
its marginjsands derived from the granite or bleached

bedrock. About 2,300' a stream line proper is developed

youthful and flowing over boulders. Westwards this

streaqi turns abruptly north, entering a torrent tract

through Henhole* Burnett (p. 26 Geology of Cheviot Hills

1932) notes that this S/N stretch may be coincident with

a crushline - though note exposures are poor. Henhole

itself has been described by Clough and Burnett in writings

on the geology of the area, with the latter noting the

siting of the lowest waterfall tc. 1500') on a Quartz

felsite dyke, east of which rugged crags rise to a height

of 500'. He continues "on the north side, the crags are
J

rudely arranged in tiers, but on the south side the, rise

isnmore precipitous" (p. 26 Geology of Cheviot Hills 1932)
fo this description it is worth adding that a true corrie %

like form is absent, and the south side of Henhole shows

high jagged outcrops which produce a serrated effect,when

seen in plan. Above Henhole, on the north and south sides,
shattered tors are a feature, with those to the north

particularly impressive. Here the tors rise 40' -50'

.displaying coarse talus spreads and shattered blocks 10' -

15' length. Emerging from Henhole the stream soon runs

out into the trough end of the main valley, skirting a
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triangular shaped ill-drained peaty area C. 1,153' -

1,350'. (In passing one should note that■features

showing similar relations to Henhole seem to be fairly

prevalent.,in the S. Uplands. This information ooraes

from other colleagues working in the S, Uplands and also

seems to be the ease with the Devil's Beef Tub nr. Moffat

It suggests itself that an interesting topic for research

lies in the study of these features in S, Scotland)

2. In this stretch the College Water shows a restric¬

ted meander development, for the most part flowing over

and reworking detrital deposits. About Mounthooly farm

the valley transverse section has an open V form though the

apex is blunted due to valley fill. On the E. bank here

there is a topographical break at 1,000' whilst up the Bray-

don Burn at 1,256' a possible bench remnant is suggested,

Downvalley, Fawcett Shank and the lower Fleehope valley
are striking local topographic features. The former

appears to have been a bench modified largely by glacial

erosion whilst the latter appears as a small embayment on

the west side of College valley bounded by sides rising to

250' height. The upper parts of this embayinent are extreme¬

ly steep, the lower sides precipitous with 100' near vertical
faces dropping on to a flat, east sloping floor. In the

field it appears that both features are related and depen¬

dent upon glacial erosion - impeded eastward iceflow

causing overdeepening in the Fieehope and again ice moving

into the Lambden Basin affecting Fawcett Chank, ^elow



■iJleehope the-west bank of College valley is markedly over-

steepened and soreeing is noteworthy. indeed glacial

erosion in the mid and lower College valley has resulted

in spur truncation at and below 1,000' on the west bank
with the east bank only showing steepening of gradient

below this height. In contrast the same valley stretch

shows glacial erosion fed have been more effective at

1,250' on the east bank, and clearly several possibilities

might be suggested to explain this anomaly -

(a) It may be the outcome of glacial and normal
erosion.

(b) It may result from different directions of
ice flow at different periods.

(c) It may be that lower ice layers moved along lines
distinct from the upper layers over the valley.

The writer bends to support the l&tter view with the

qualification that in the initial and late phases of

glaciafclon the second suggestion ought to be considered.

At Southern Knowe the first signs of true terracing ap-
%

pears, where the Lambden burn joins the College. It is a

local feature, restricted and of small amplitude being matched

on the opposite bank by a AO'/SO' steep banking of screelike

fragments. From Southern Knowe to Whitehall bedrock appears

*Nobe below Fieehope, a oruder terrace-like feature has
been cut also in superficial deposits



along the east side of the valley and stream c. 600* and

may indicate the possible site of a glacial step. On
the other bank the present roadline uses a crude terrace

like feature, interpreted by the Geological Survey as a

river terrace but here considered of rather doubtful origizj.

3. From approximately 500* downvalley stream braiding

over alluvium, pebbles and boulders becomes prominent to

Hethpool Linn^with the present stream contained by nearly
continuous embankments composed of variable defcrital

material. 1'hese steep embankments rise 20' « 50* above

water level leading up about Hethpool on to terrace like

upper surfaces. %ain ,there is usually little difficulty

in plotting the upper margin of the 'fill* in the field

hereabouts because of its association with an observable

(often slight] topographic change of slope. The main

valley now shows decided asymmetry in cross section and

tributary development before opening out suddenly into

a small basin at Hethpool. Writing on this part of the

College valley it is noted by the Geological Survey

(p. 21 Geology of the Cheviot Hills) that on Newton Tors
horizontal step features near the summit suggest the lavaa

to be almost flat. This is contrasted with slight rock

differences and westerly dips across the College Water,
and from these a faultline at College valley is inferred.

Field observations show that discontinuous step features

also to occur lower on the E. side of the valley besides

elsewhere in the massif. It seems^therefore^ that these
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steps (in bedrockj are erosional and associated, with,

glaeiation or more likely with periglacial conditions

during ice recession. Furthermore>since the present

College valley approximates to the junction between the

lava aureole and more normal lava typeSj structural control
might still be invoked to help explain the line of the

College. It might well he that the more resistant

lavas along the E. hank of the College have also inhibited

tributary development.

I'he Hethpool area is of great interest (also to the

human geographer) and merits a more lengthy consideration.

Viewed from up valley^ the wind gap between White Win and
the Bell would appear to be the most likely line to be fol¬

lowed by the College Water. Instead the stream turns

away N.E. into a restricted course flowing between the Bell

and West Hill before emerging on to flats near Kirknewton.

The topography in this area shows that White Hill and the

Bell crests approximate, with the 'lower West Hill and
St. Gregory's Hill crests at 703' and 598' respectively.

Why then the anomalous features in this area?
There can be little doubt that ice moved eastwards in the

Kirknewton area modifying the Glen valley form and also the

inner margin of the "tread" between Kirknewton and. Easter
Tor. Again^it would seem that ice had been forced up on to
the higher ground to the S.E? for a rising trough between
Easter Tor and Newton Tors is a marked and suggestive

feature in the field. It is debatable whether the
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College/Sisdon stream formerly flowed E. N, E, from

Hethpool to Old Yeavering or whether this depression is due

entirely to glacial erosion and meltwater action.

To complete the picture the following additional features

and factors should be considered.

1. Krom the Bell looking north over Bowmont Water,
besides the Kilivarri defile, topographic
"furrows" on the opposite bank are note¬
worthy. The largest of these rises from
Grookhouse crossing the watershed between
Housedon and GoIdside before losing definition.
A smaller but similar feature lies S.E, of
Goldaide Hill, crosses the watershed and leads
into Sandy House Bea,n whilst a third and
smallest furrow occurs between Homilton and
Housedon Hill.

2. Just west of Kirknewton the boundary fault
between sediments and lavas terminates.

3. 'i'he nearby Kilham ridge shows breaks in the
crestline and shallow:indentations on the
north facing slopes which may be the result

. of ice overriding and flowing to the S.E.
i'o the N.E. the Kilham defile is probably
the result of glacial diversion of drainage.

4. The Cement stone outcrop., is in close proximity and
its present form might easily be due in part
to the effects offluvial erosion. It seems
conceivable to have a former north flowing
extension of the College eroding a cementstone
cover prior to. uncovering the underlying lavas
This accomplished unlclinal shifting to the
east by this laxver College water might have
occurred.

5. The presence of the tougher-.lava aureole to the
S.E. may have been a contributory factor
influencing the course of College between
Hethpool and Kirknewton.

To interpret the immediate features visible north of

Hethpool it is suggested that severe local glacial erosion

occurred at a nodal point where ice flow directions were

conflicting. '^Hls was followed in the period of ice



recession?by meltwater activity and possible glacial dam¬

ming to produce a temporary lake standing c. 500'.
In contrast to this possibility there was probably a

longer established lake at 400'. Field evidence to sup¬

port these latter views is not entirely satisfactory but
is now listed.

4. T'he terrace like upper surfaces of the valley
"fill" above Hethpool have already been noted
together with the change in amount of fill
below 500' at Whitehall.

B. It is observed that 300' and 400' north of Heth¬
pool approximate closely to the upper limits •
of "fill" and alluvia.

C. It may be more than mere coincidence that the
cultivation terraces at Hethpool begin about
and above the 400* contour.

D. The present Linn at Hethpool at c. 350' could
be near the site of a superficial plug behind
which water was ponded back before draining
off as the plug was removed.

B. The approximation in height between the windgap
near the Bell and the topographic depression
S.B. of West and St. Gregory"rs Hill near 500'
looks suggestive.

If this be a correct interpretation?Hethpool is on the sit

of a partially infilled rock basin with the .present lake

there a shadow ofits former self. (Again it would be

inferrable on such an interpretation to date the 400'

lake as post-glacial - fringed in part by lake side

dwellings?).

4. In this short stretch the stream meanders over

a shallow bed below the Linn, working down into detrital

material and also showing signs of lateral erosion. It

emerges on to flats between West and Kirknewton where the
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marked. Glen trough oegins.Along the south side of this

upper Glen stretch a strip of sand and gravels make an

observable feature in the field (300' - 2§0'). This

strip may have been part of a more continuous spread.^ linked
previously with the sands and gravels in the lower Bowmont

valley but subsequently eroded, or it may represent part

of a kame terrace graded eastwards.

The Lambden Burn.

Formed from four streams flowing off Cheviot together

with several small burns this, west flowing stream joins

the College at Southern Knowe. The line of flow; to say

the least;looks anomalous and noless strange is the valley
form itself.

The upper valley beyond Goldscleugh is asymmetric

showing the present stream to be misfit. That ice

occupied and enlarged this valley section there can be...

little doubt, for steepening of the lower Cheviot slopes
is apparentjwhilst ice has moulded the low col between
Broadhope and Scald Hills (moving eastwards). Again.,
this same col has been used bylater meltwaters as also

was the col between Preston and Bpoadhope Hills. The

short valley stretch between Goldscleugh and Dunsdale
Ford shows markedly steepened sides with the stream swinging

about across a flattish floor. As upstream, asymmetry of

transverse valley section is noteworthy and it might well

have been that "boiler plating" formerly showing on the

north bank has subsequently been obliterated because of



weathering,bo produce extensive screeing. The lower

valley to Southern Know© is narrower still with the

stream now working down through superficial material or

bedrock. •'•he stream enters a short defile at 85°'

flowing for a short distance over lavas before cutting

through glacial till. It is noteworthy that the till

here does show a perceptible clay content and is inter¬

preted as true morainic material. At 750* near Coldburn

the stream enters a restricted rock channel 25' depth and

through dyke rocks^before emerging to continue in a steeply
V shaped valley to the College.

Tributary valleys on Cheviot form an interesting

topic for Investigation - and. speculation! One wonders,

for example, if their upper stretches considered in t
turn demonstrate various stages in a similar process i.e.

opening out of stream upper valley reaches by nivation.

Inspection of a topographic map will show that, eastwards

from the largest and deepest ravine at the Bizle, the other

enlarged upper valley readies' show diminution in depth and

/or development. Field observation (though restricted)

suggests that these localities retain snow pockets for

considerably longer periods than elsewhere on the massif.

Of the streams tributary to the Lambden, Bi$r.le Burn

is probably the most interesting. It behaves in similar

fashion to the upper College and rises on Cheviot crest

amidst peat hag. By 2,250' the burn is c20f down through

peat, sand and rock fragments and flowing over occasional



outcrops. Between 2,250' - 2,000' the gradient steepens

perceptibly with the water plunging into the Bizle ravine

at 2,000' before emerging below at 1,250' to cross a

"shoulder" down to Dunsdale. The Bizle proper begins

at 1,500' and though not so high overall as Henhole it

does show greater lateral extent. "The west side

(of the Bizle) is more precipitous than the east and forms

a prominent feature for one third of a mile. The scarp

face is subdivided into four or five parts by narrow,

discontinuous ledges and particularly in the aigher beds,

cavelike . Large tumbled blocks of dark grey

Andesite strew the foot of the crags" (p. 25

Geology of the Cheviot Hills 1932). The feature can

scarcely be claimed to show true corrie form although

it doss look more suggestive than the Henhole. Whilst

it may be argued that the Bizle Burn has helped to destroy

the headwall form and that a former lip has been removed,

the writer prefers to consider the Bizle as a nivation

hollow at its maximum development. Since the floor of

the hollow sho?;s a rock debris accumulation and marginal

screeing is pronounced, it would appear that* accumulation

rate is now exceeding that of removal. Qbviously if this

persists a protective scree cover will develop leading to

modification in form of the Bizle itself and lateral growth

rates will diminish progressively. Above the Bizle,tors

and cliirfers appear on West Hill and Bellyside Crag whilst a
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N/S aligned set of three tors above Bellyside Hill at

2,050' may represent an arete remnant.

One final paragraph is added concerning stream

alignments In the Lambden valley. Windgaps between

Coldburn Hill and Foulburn Gair, Preston Hill and Broadhope
could easily have been used by streams formerly flowing

northward off Cheviot. It seems reasonable to suggest

that between them the College and Harthope could

dismember such a drainage pattern with the Lambden cap¬

turing the upper stream sections and the Harthope the

middle sections, Bizle Burn,however, it is felt, forms
one of the earliest branches of Allege with Lambden Burn

an offshoot coming later and encroaching on streams to east¬

ward, Whilst" not proven,the very straightness of the
Laabden valley suggests structural influence e.g.

1, There may be more than coincidence in the
alignment with the Hawsen Burn crush

2. Observed sliekens and rock veining about
Dunsdale Crags may be associated with a line
of disturbance along the Lambden valley
{i.e. a complementary set).

5. Eastwards up at the head of Lambden valley
a granite/lava contact occurs.

Some other trioutarv valleys

Of these,that of Elsdon Burn is the largest,

flowing eastwards to join the Collage at Hethpool. Whilst
its form suggests that it has been long established,one

must remember that ice moving eastwards has also used it

(p. 122 Geology of the Cheviot Hnis 1932). The present

valley is open,//ith valley sides markedly steep above



c. 750': Below Eisdon Burn farm the present stream

meanders and appears misfitted, whilst approaching Het'apool
the topography again suggests a former laIce had existed

there. The Trowup and Whitehall Burns shop; steep V-

shaped valleys joining the College where they emerge into

College valley. The former has outtthrough 40' of

superficial deposits to reach bedrock: - a Quarts felsite

dyke mass, whilst the latter has excavated 20' depth of

rock debris and. then cut two low falls 16' height each)
in the lavas. The Trowup is noteworthy in that its

straight lower course contrasts with a more open upper

section. Again,in the field,it suggests itself that
over the area north of Black Hag (with Kilham ridge and

College water for W. and E. boundaries) the H.N.IS. align¬

ments may be indicative of former drainage lines with the

W/E stream stretches being of more recent origin and

possibly due to College piracy.
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River Bowmont. (set M-F. paqes Ik, *8,19).

The Bowraont, a tributary of the Hiver ^len rises

on the Scottish side of the -Border between Cheviot and

Windy Gyle. Its waters flow N.W. for a short distance

before turning JM.N.E. to &indrum;at which point they
txxrn back into the foothills to join the College near

Westnewton. These marked changes in stream alignment

are no less anomalous than the following features along

its course^iow enumerated
1. downstream from Clifton ( 1 mile south of Yetholm)

the present -Bowmont valley appears "one sided"
in so much as the right bank is flanked by
higher land.

2. At Yetholm " The Stank" jpin3 the main valley,
being the line formerly used by a considerable
volume of water and now occupied by a misfit
burn.

3. Prom Yetholm loch to Linton stretches a marked
valley showing similar and apparently related
features to (2)

4. At Mindrum one would expect the Bowmont to con¬
tinue its M.N.E. flow. Instead it turns
S.E. leaving the low col beyond Mindrum dry
and suggesting that the former outlet has
been plugged. (Great depths of overburden
at Tlthehill farm, near Warkand Branxton tend
to confirm this view).

5. At Iiowtel sands and gravel seem also to obstruct
the obvious line of the preglacial Kiiham
Burn northeastwards.

6. Kiiham gorge is a marked feature occurring almostfc
at the Bowmont College confluence and appears
to result from glaciafclon followed by stream
diversion.

The Bowmont, valley may conveniently be considered in
the following sections -



(1) Upper Bowmont and headwater tributaries i.e.
above Mowhaugh where the stream flows N,W.

(ii) Mowhaugh to Primsidemill

(iii) Primsidemill to Kilham

(iv) Kilham to College junction.

The longitudinal stream profile of the Bowmont plot¬

ted from 1;25,000 sheets shows nicks to occur at 4-50' -

650' (B,B. Primsidemlll 444') Similar profiles for

Kelsocleugh and Cheviot Burns show nicks at 1,050', 1150'
and 1,350' in the former; 900*, 1,050', 1,350) 1,650'
and 1,950' in the latter (The 900' falls approximate

closely to local felsite dykes).
(i) Above Mow Law the trunk stream flows across lava-

flows with a general S.L., dip, and Adendritic (near centri¬

petal) headwater drainage plan occurs with Sourhope and

Cheviot Burns, Kelsocleugh, Back and Calroust burns as

the principal tributaries. Inspection will show that the

high ground sweeps round in crescentic fashion from ^lack-
dean Curr and Black Hag - Auchope Rig - King's Seat -

Windy Rig ^vlth extensions of intermediate height from

Windy Rig N.N.W. to Pudding Law and N.W. toward Hownam

Law. In the enclosed erabayment the streams are well

established and incised, with incision most marked in the

tributary valleys,—— Bowmont with an opener valley. In
several instances,e.g. King's Seat streamSjOne notes how the

head reaches of the valleys show expanded or

nailhead plan shapes. These may be the result of



Ice erosion in some cases, or again they may result from

nivatlon, partial glacial plugging or are due to stream

degrading in post glacial times. The King'<s Seat valley
is further distinctive for two other local features.

Firstly, Randy's &ap between King's Seat summit and Windy

Gyle is partially aligned with a N.N.W/S.S.E crushjand
probably the wide col was also used by ice streaming over

the watershed eastwards.

Secondly, the old vent on Fundhope Rig is a defined

topographic feature with the present King's Seat Stream

flowing around 1tjapproximately along its eastern margin.
Cheviot Burn flows in a deep V-shaped valley which it is

beginning to erode laterally by 1,250.'
The observer in the field standing upon -huchope

Rig cannot fail to be impressed by the contrast of the

trough-like College valley to the north and the deep

V-shaped Cheviot ^urn valley to the south. Sourhope

Burn like the Cheviot Burn flows in the lava strike

direction (S.w.) and below 1,100* is no?; re-working

assorted superficial material. West and north-west of

Auchope Farm the tributary sikes tend to occupy expanded

gullies e.g. Gloomy cleuch and the course of the upper

Kaim Burn appears to have suffered from tnreltwater action.

Two other local features in the Sourhope valley are of

note

1. The 'tread and riser' terrain along the western
part of Fasset Hill results from the denudation
of the lava flows,



2. The alight development of solifluction terraces

along the foot of -^od Hill being fronted by a
small shallow basin probably ice eroded and
partially infilled but now damp and ill drained.

^he Kelgocleuch valley shows contrast between its

lower and upper reaches and also between left and right

banks. Above the 'inbye' fields at Kelsocleueh the

western limit of the valley takes the form of a marked

ridge (Kelsocleueh Rig)- rising S.S.W.^ whilst on the right
bank the ground rises to an erosional remnant c. 1,359.'
The only well defined left bank tributary is the Back

Burn which may have been captured - in which case the

"valley line" between Crock Law and Swindon Hill is not

the result of ice erosion. (However this is a minor

matter and rather speculative at the best).

River alluvium begins on the flats below

Cocklawfoot; at first discontinuoualy but near the

Sourhope confluence becoming a well defined strip

stretching downvalley. Bowmont at about 750*

quickly takes on maturer characters;- with heugh

development, braiding and more sweeping meanders

characteristic beyond the Sourhope junction. The

main valley too,quickly opens out into a mature
form with the present stream confined by 201 - 40'

steap stream cut bankings. Betails of the main

valley sides seem to be conditioned by (i) the

nature of the lava flows (2) glaciation and



 



associated effects e.g. The S.W. face of White

Lav/ shows marked facets and odd looking shallow de~

pressions on the hillside (see figure). The facets

tend to-be of tWo types - a larger set disposed, at

50' intervals and probably corresponding to the lava

flows, and a more irregularly spaced and aligned minor

series assessed now to be peri ^glacial in origin. By

contrast the crest and southern slope of Park Law

are rough and knobbly though but a short distance

away. The south side of the main valley is broken by

two small tributaries, the larger of which contains the

Calroust Burn. Bere again in these side valleys the

lava flows produce facetted,steep,west- facing valley
sides and these are easily observed in the field,

(Whilst the writer is not familiar with the details of

the terrain between the Calroust and Kale streams it is

strongly suspected that glacial erosion and meltwater

features will be manifest there).

Locallyj the south bank of the Bowmont and the lower
stretches of these tributary valleys display numbers of

"cultivation terraces". Whilst prepared to admit that

these terraces have been used by man the author does not

readily accept them' as being wholly artificial feafejutres for
j?

in some eases they may'have originally been soLifluctional

to be-used by man later e.g. xn the lower Galroust Burn

below 700' and arrayed on the marked slope W.W, of "The

Castles" there are a series of terraces with seemingly more
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natural than artificial alignments and possessing an

aspect probably poorly suited to cultivation. The

south bank of Bowmont;too; shows a tendency for a break
of slope to occur at c. 750' with the till cover apparent¬

ly thinning out above this height. It seems possible^ too^
that the col between Mow Law and White Law which has been

used by meltwater, the topographic break just mentioned and

the disappearance of alluvium up-valley all about 750'
are related features. A' temporary lake at 750' with

overflow east of Mow Law or alternatively a standstill

of ice at this level may be proposed as explanation.

South of low Law further glacial effects appear on the

landsurface with the N.W, and N. upper slopes of Craik Moor

showing marked mammillations. 'These small knobs of solid

rock 10' - 20' in height impose an undulatory surface

upon the hill slopes. Other local features dependent on

glaciation include 'the wind gap at the head of Belford

Hope, the Sanghenden Site lying in another enlarged gully
(ii) At Mowheugh the Bowmont turns northward,soon

to enter a short defile cut into solid rock and then it

emerges into the middle section of its valley. Although
it may be suggested that a former Bowmont here continued
westward there is insufficient evidence now to support

such a view. Indeed the author takes the view that the

Kale possibly captured a branch of the Bowmont which

formerly came over the wind gap at the head of Belford
Hope. Beyond Mowheugh the present form of the valley



 



floor suggests that considerable glacial dumping has occur¬

red, -and there are indications of a valley in valley
profile e.g. Elisheugh Hill. The present Bowmon,t seems

offset to the eastjbut has produced a useful strip of
heughland downvalley from 525'. The alluvium is clearly

defined,with its western limit approximating to the road
but diverging at a point 1 mile south of Trimsidehill;
running through Dean %11 to Brimside Mm... On the

right bank;the alluvia boundary is a low steep banking
between Attonburn and "ffoodside farms, whilst beyond the

latter it follows the ^00'. contour from Clifton to Hayhope
- K. Yetholm.

At Belford the river has removed a considerable amount

of glacial till locally so that 20' - 50' high river cliffs
back the small haugh. Bere.too, the stream continues to

be shallow,flowing over coarse gravel and boulders save

at 530' where the floor is bedrock. Examination of the

till shows it to be gritty,varying in colour from purple/
brown to yellow/ brown and containing assorted rock

boulders.:- various andesites, Silurian (?) shale, a green¬

stone (often included, in lava material) and together with

these,some dark basaltic (?) fragments. North of Blace

Hill the west side of the valley is locally oversteepened

whilst Mow Law has a northward stretching "tail". This

latter feature may be erosional for small "dry" channels

lie east and west of it. Beyond Elisheugh Hill the
' present Bowmont is shallow,'braiding, freely meandering
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and. cutting laterally into till deposits - it could be

misfitted indeed!. The till seems to have been deposited

or eroded into northward trending swells and swales.

The condition,if original,probably was dependent on
the direction of ice flow,but running water may have enhan¬
ced or produced the swales e.g. south of Attonburn farm

on the right bank river cliffing in till is backed by a

shallow but defined channel. Again opposite Woodside

farm on the left bank a drum-like feature rises southward,
being eroded by the Bowmont on the east side to give 20'

steep cliffing. North of this feature the road climbs

up on to more glacial infilling which has been eroded along

the stream frontage into 40'-5*3' high steep banks.

The major valley form shows contrast ,too, between
west and east sides down to Primsideaill. To the west

Bowraont/Kale watershed is ridgelike but zig-zag in plan,

with the cols along the ridge corresponding to "biteouts"

to the N.E, on the right bank (e.g. Attonburn, Shareburgh

area) which break the symmetry of the N,W. topographic

grain there.

On the right bank Wood and Cove HHia present extremely

interesting local features. The west face of Cove Hill
show in miniature an almost true replica of a corrle form,

complete with lip at 650'. Between Cove and Wood Hm
a marked depression drops into the main valley and suggests

a meltwater feature related to the adjacent Pyatshaw Hole
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cut between Cove and Shoulder Hill. There ais tbd a

'hanging" effect along the west side of these hills,
similar to features along the N.W. flank of , the Kilhara -

Longknowe ridge further down valley.

Of the two right bank tributaries^the more southerly
Attonburn flows from the Curr westwards in an asymmetrical

valley (north side most several Between the farms of

Attonburn and Blakedean^lateral cutting has begun whilst
the upper reaches show stream incision together with the

growth of small interlocking spurs. On the north bank

between Shoulder Hill - Black Hag the terrain is again

facetty because of the lavas. e.g. Shoulder Hill shows

29' "risers" with 30 yard "tread" widths giving way east¬

wards to north/south aligned rock ribbing. Near the

source of the Attonburn the col between Hiack Hag and the

Curr appears anomalous, suggesting that either the headwaters

of Curr Si fee (tributary to the Gurr Burn) have been diverted

into the Atton Burn or else the col and bench like feature

at 1,150' below Cuddies Tupe ("Fort" on 1" O.S.B. 81J
are glacial in origin. The southern side of the Atton

valley shows gentler, smoother slopes with only one peculiar

stream line present. This occurs N.W. of White Law, begins

suddenly and in a marked, channel at 1,000'. The present

burn is misfitted and tends to be discontinuous. For want

of a better explanation the writer considers the feature to

be of sub-glacial origin.

The Curr Burn flows N.W. and like the Atton possesses



an anomalous col on its north bank near its source.

hike the Atton^lt possesses facetty valley sides and

displays a. northward aligned meltwater cut in "The Neuk*

between Wildgoose and Matchly Hill. The lower valley of
the burn is incised into glacial till, there are restricted

meanders and alluvium comes in about 4-50'. To join the

Bowmont the stream uses a well defined gap between Wood
and Shareburgh Hill - the observer requiring little imagina¬
tion to continue the N.W, line of flow into the Yetholm

loch area in former times. (The break of. 3lope at 600'
on N. Wood Hill and the Crooked sha?/ ridge may therefore

have some significance and not result purely from
-\

coincidence*. Below the former Clifton village site the

Gurr is incised 12' into till (upper clay sho?/ing silt

content and Clifton farm is perched on a spur of the same

.material subjected to stream erosion on western and eastern

flanks.

On the left bank of the Bowmont the two tributary

burns have made a slight impression on the glacial

infilling at their lower ends. As for the well defined

haughland along the Bowmont, one might tentatively suggest

that a proglacial lake formerly stdod there at 500'.

—— ' ■ ' "v

x
i.e. former valley floor height?
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(The suggestion is tentative,for, because of the time

factor and very poor weather conditions whilst working
in the are^ the author only was able to note that the 5QQ'

level was often associated with topographic breaks and that

the haughland was flat and ribbon-like).

(iii) Before describing the next section of the

Bowmont valley it is deemed appropriate to give attention
to the Yetholm loch area. Inspection of the 1" O.S B. 81

will show that the lower &ale valley has an eastward

continuation beyond ^inton Boch. further the north

flowing upper Kale turns abruptly west near Morebattle,
whilst the apparently obvious outlet for the Kale and

Cessford streams lies disused 4 miles of Morebattle

(old Softlaws). The present lower Kale valley therefore

may be judged anomalous as might also be the valley stretch**

ing from Morebattle to Town Yetholm. This latter valley

possesses a fine incised meander around the west side of

Yetholm Baw and though occupied to-day by shrunken loch

remnants and by misfit streams, it must formerly have

carried a very considerable volume of water,as its size,
and marginal sands and gravels about Bmton and Morebattle

testify. Yetholm Boch itself formerly extended southwards,

Bmton Boch to the S.-W. has probably extended westwards

whilst Hoselaw Boch too has been larger (e.g. Bin Moss)

Field observation shows that in addition a meltwater cut

strikes obliquely across Yetholm Baw 5.W./N.B. seemingly

graded two ways to 400'. At Thirlstane, another melt-
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water cut is now used by the Yetholm/Kelso road, grading

N.W./S.E. to 400' at one period. By contrast the ridge

crest between Yetholm Law and Grookedshaw seems to .have

been little affected by transverse meitwater cutting.

Possible slight marginal footings along the west side of

the ridge at 500' and 4oo' may occur^but since fieldwork
was not extended into the Kale area details have not been

followed up. Though limited by lack of knowledge to the

west and southwest, the writer feels that it is possible

to suggest that the valley line from Kalemouth to ^rooked-
shaw and even beyond to include the ^tank is the result o£

glaciation and meitwater action. It would require but a

comparatively small thickness of ice to block the Teviot

valley between Upper Nisbet and G-rahamslaw, the former

Kale valley between Mainhouse and Biakelaw Govert, the

Bowmonfc, at Mindrum and the Kilham at Howtel to produce a

temporary diversion of water around the massif's periphery

From Primsidemill to Kilham the River B0wmont continues

to meander downvalley as a shallow and occasionally braided

stream flowing over superficial deposits. Low alluvial

terrace fragments occur scattered along this stretch, but

never as striking topographic features and contrast with

kame terrace remnants at Yetholm, Venchen old Toll,

Bowmont Hill farm, Mindrum and Howtel. Furthermore whilst

the west bank of the river is flanked by long elongated

drum ridgesvthe east bank rises sharply to a "tread"
(whose inner margin is also used by streams) before rising
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sharply to crest levels of the 11/1200' surface.

Between Primsideraill and Yetholm the 400' contour seems

significant locally, corresponding to topographic breaks

of slope and also to local base level for nearby meltwater
cuts. (Lower lake level?). The left bank beyond"the

n *
Stank to Mindrum;falls steeply to the valley floor and is

unbroken by tributary valleys. This contrasts with the

right bank where the first break is made by the Shotton
buDn joining the Bowmont via a markedly youthful tract.

The second break contains Paston Lake^filling part of a

meltwater channel^ and a third minor feature N.jn.W. 0f Paston
will is a shallow trough, apparently used, temporarily by the

Bowmont flowing N.E. towards Paston farm.

The Venchen-Bowmont Hill ridge, besides showing a

steep face to the southwest is also hogbacked with the

steep N.W. flank fronted by a well defined trough.

Palling away to the N.E. both ridge and furrow end near

Mindrum*. The Mindrum embayment is limited to the north

by the Horse Higg - Mindrummill Grag ridge and shows a sand

and gravel spread stretching from Bowmonthill farm north¬

eastwards. About Mindrum the spread begins c. 300' and

5»The writer suggests that a B.w. continuation of
the Branxton boundary fault should not be ruled out.
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is associated with fairly level and featureless ground

whilst to the north-east the deposits lie at generally
lower levels and show much greater diversity of form.

Kettleholes first appear about ^ mile north of Mindrum

station soon to become prevalent and striking features in

the lower lying sand and gravel deposits*- The line of

boundary fault past, Moneylaws Hill andBranxton Hill

coincides with a major topographic break• but in addition

seems in part to correspond with the line of a marginal

meltwater channel. i'his channel begins as a marginal

footing (Burntheugh Covert), is in places along the till/
drift junction and in places-quite a normal two-sided

cutting, (The channel falls from 400' to 200' by

Mardon lying half-mile east of Branxton). It is of

interest
f too^ to add that the glacial till in the Mindrum

and nearby areas on the left bank show characteristic

Old Red Sandstone colouring i.e. a "foreign" gnn-mp

^Though notdmentioned here,the record of overburdens
shows great depth of superficial material to the
south of Wark, Tithehill farm (right in the.Mindrum
dry gap) and at Branxton. This suggests either very
marked glacial erosion to produce conditions suitable
for later infilling or else infilling of a former
stream line. Geological Survey suggest the pre-
glacial River Till came through this way but since this
is opposite to the flow direction of the Tweed I prefer
to consider that it was the Teviot that came through
between Cornhill and Mindrum. Implication re
Bowmont - that it did go out past Mindrum*to N.E.

4-Note: overburden at Cornhill 12'; Wark Branxton
Tithehill, ,100'+
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On the right hank below Yetholm the rough facetty

appearance of Otaerough invited, comment, "being probably
the result of glacial over-steepening followed by severe

weathering upon lavas. T'aeShotton and Halter burns occupy

part of a strip of relatively lower ground extending via

a wind gap near Thompson's Walls to &ilham and beyond.

It may well be that the Halter burn was temporally diverted

N.E. into the Kilham burn valley during ice recession prior

to a resumption of its pre-glacial course entirely. The

resumption of more normal conditions}however seems to have
found the Halter and Shotton as hanging tributaries, sub¬

sequently re-adjusting themselves to baselevel and^in so

doing producing youthful lower valleys. Cln this exposi¬

tion, the production or enlargement of the Shotton/Kilham

windgap by ice initially is a probable factor to be con¬

sidered^. Although unable to devote much time to the

Halter burn valley the following points are of interest

1, Between 700* and 550' the stream is now
cutting laterally into valley till, shows
a narrow meander belt and occupies a fairly
wide, open valley.

2. Offshoots from the main watershed lying on the
right bank show topogrpphic breaks at
approximate 600' and 800' producing
truncated spurs and slight "hangs" in the
short west-facing valley heads.

Northwards lie Harelaw and Paston Hill (the latter

oversteepened on west and north faces) which contrast very

markedly with the high ground to the 8.E. There} the former

ridge line has been dissected to produce three conical
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shaped ;hills, the cols between each having been over¬

ridden and enhanced by ice. i'he stoss side of the ridge

seems also to have been furrowed, with the resultant de¬

pressions "hanging" and .aligned N.N.W./S.S.E.
At Mindrummill the Bowmont; in the face of the valley

plug turns eastward flowing as a shallow meandering stream

over a 2 mile stretch prior to entering the Kilhara gap.

At Kilham the valley form changes,and beyond the river

appears to have been engaged in removal of sand and gravel

which stretches almost to the College confluence. On the

left bank near Howtel School, sands and gravel deposits
- occur, they appear to have been originally water bedded and

deposited as a plug to the Howtel valley against an ice

front which lay to the N.E. Subsequently,with removal of

ice,there has been deformation followed by breaching of the

deposits by water ponded behind on the N.E.Si'dc.
IV. I'he Kilha m gorge is troughlike,with its

narrowest section down to Ganno Mill, beyond which it

widens out and becomes less severe topographically. AgainJ
whilst the east side of the defile shows the greatest over-

steepening, it is the west bank where sands and gravel

occur in greatest abundance. ^Wncut ting by the Bowmont

seems to have been rapid,for streambanking in drift material

is steep and prone to slipping. Solid rock appears at the

northuend at 250' on the left bank, 350' on the right,

whilst downstream it is in evidence again below Grookhouse

at 250' and floors the Glen near the Bowmont/Gollege
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confluence at 200*. To explain this feature involves

conflict between three ideas.

1. that pre-glacial river capture had caused the
diversion of the Kilham and ®owmont streams.

2. that the College had formerly flowed north¬
wards through the Kilham gap finding outlet
either via Howtel or Mindrum.

3. That the defile resulted from glacial breaching
or col enlargement followed by almost continual
use by meltwaters.

The presence of the "furrows" on the N.W. flank of

Kilham - L-ongkno weridge, the topographic difference in

summit levels on either side of the defile and the numbers

of cols in the Bowmont catchment ?/hich seem to have been

glacially enlarged tend to favour the third suggestion.

Again the apparent convergency of meltwater cuts in the

mid Bowmont valley on this defile suggest it to have been

a master meltwater channel similar^for example^to Borthwiek
in Midlothian.
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River Breamish (SeeAVf. paqes 1/10)

The course of the ^reamish, lying on the south side

of the massif, tends to "be something of a mirror image

to the College or Bowmont streams. Rising south of

Scotsman's Knowe this stream^following closely as it does
a S.S.E. crush for just over 2 miles appears to be

structurally controlled at first. However, instead of

continuing between Cushat Haw and Shill Moor along the

crush as one might expect, it turns to flow about 9

miles in a generally eastward, direction. Over' this

stretch the present valley first follows the granite/

lava contact before continuing over lavas, ashes,and

finally Carboniferous sediments which are obscured, by

overburden. ^gain, the marked valley incision continues

almost to Ingram where there is a decided change of valley

form. East of Hedgeley the stream turns again, now

flowing'northward to join the Lilburn stream 4 miles down

valley and so form the River Till.
For analysis and descriptive purposes the catchment

area will be divided.into four sections

(i0 source to Linhope

Cii) Linhope to breakwater west of Ingram (i.e. 450')
(i'ii) Ingram to New Bewick

(iv) New Bewick to E. Lilburn.

The longitudinal profile of the Breamish stream
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construeted from 1/25,000 provisional sheets shows well

marked knicks at 1,450, 1,050', 850 and 700' together

with slight inflections at 1,150' and 600'. Below 6Q01
the profile appears to show a graded, condition.

Brior to the systemmatic consideration of the Breamlso.

valley, it is proposed to deal briefly with some of the

main points of the South Cheviot drainage pattern. Ag
seen from Cairn Hill (and other vantage points) more than

one solution to the question of the alignment and location

of the harthope, Ugway, Upper Coquet and Upper Breamish is

suggested. firstly, if one accepts the vievf that the

Cheviot granite produced a doming effect during emplacement

it is easy to postulate a radial pattern. I'he details

of subsequent geological history need not bother us other

than the fact that we note the dome was first hidden beneath

later deposits^which in their turn were the first to be
stripped off as the underlying dome was resurrected. The
resurrection of the dome may obviously have been achieved

by circumdenudation or it may have been aided by epigenetic

movement,. In either case another radial pattern would

result, becoming modified over the sedimentary material into
an annular pattern. Secondly, if the Cheviot area re¬

presents an anticlinal structure pitching N.E. then again

the explanation is fairly straight forward i.e. that an

initial longitudinal consequent flowed N.E. along the axial

crest line whilst on the flanks transverse or oblique
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consequents arose. % this hypothesis, the upper ^oquet
and Harthope may now represent remnants of the longitudinal

consequent with the intervening portion subsequently

captured and subjected to realignment, whilst the flank

streams 'would correspond to the transverse consequents.

Such an explanation is attractive, for it would account for
the trough running N.E. from Thirl Moor to the wind gap at

the head of Harthope. Again^ the ground rising northward
to the present national boundary 'would represent .one side of

this former valley, whilst the divide on the south side
between Thirl Moor- and Bioodybush might be interpreted as

being remnant, because of denudation. ^he occurrence, too.
In this trough of large N.E. erushlines suggests that

geological structure would facilitate opening up of

the ground by such a .former stream,just as some of the
other crushes south would assist stream breaching of the

Thirlmoor - -^loodybush divide. burning to the Breamish

in particular now, one notes that its upper course may be

interpreted in two ways by this hypothesis.
(i) It may be an original transverse con¬

sequent flowing S.E. but subsequently captured,
making the Spartley Burn a misfit in part of the
former Breamish line.

(ii) T'be lower and middle, Breamish may have
pushed out a subsequent tributary (present Upper
Breamish) to divert part of the coquet/Harthope
stream, in post 1 >'800 surface time, with still later
stream piracy divesting Breamish of the captured
segment.



There is yet, a further possibility to be considered -

that the present Breamish is a remnant of' a larger east

flowing streamWhose westward extension is now obliterated.

formerly continuing beyond butts Road.) and whose lower

valley|.has also been abandoned because of capture or

glacial diversion. G-laciation has certainly affected uie.

Breamish Head area too, but to what degree is doubtful.

Ice from the west may have been forced over the Harthope

windgap or it may instead have been channelled southwards

into the Brearaish valley. Bearing in mind^then the part
glaciation may have played in modifying the drainage pattern

one is faced with two conflicting sets of stream alignments

Firstly,there is the'radial or annular pattern centred on

the core of the massif and predominating to the east.

Secondly, there is the parallel stream pattern, north

flowing streams on the north flank and south-east flowing

streams on,the southern flank. The question to be posed

is "Are we dealing with two distinct systems, the one super¬

imposed upon the other, or are the patterns the outcome of

similar processes acting on different rocks with different

structures?".

(i) The relatively flatter areas of Lintlands,

Breamish. Head and Lo?/er Scotsman's Knowe are peat covered

and provide the tributary burns which go to form the

Breamish headwaters. At about 1,500* stream incision

begins to become important, becoming more and more pronoun¬

ced downvalley to reach a maximum in thfe gorge at Low



Bleakhope. I'he valley itself ia asymmetrical in these

upper reaches, highest on the Comb Fell slopes where a

topographic break: at 1,750' is a fairly constant feature,

■this breakjit is felt may result from normal erosion pro¬

cesses ^out it could be a "high water mark" left by the
former ice sheet. On the right bank the valley rises to

thy surface remnant at hLntlands"south of which the 2,000'
monadnocks of Bloodybush Bdgo ,nd Cushat Saw rise above an

1,800' plateau-like level. Within the valley superficial

deposits are largely absent, a narrow strip of alluvium from

1,100 - 1,000'} (High to low BleakhopeJ flanking the

stream. Glacial deposits are almost completely confined

to the right bank, whilst on the upper valley slopes peaty

deposits appear plentifully and contribute to the smooth

flowing outlines of the topography, tributary development

is most pronounced along the right bank where the burns are

busily incising themselves; occupying ravines or marked
gullies gashed into the valley side. A glance at the

geology map of the area (sheet 5) or Geological Survey

Memoir "Cheviot Hills" 1252 p.' 118-119 suggests that

geological structure is an important factor in tributary

development for "between Shi 11 Moor and the Ainsey Burn,

practically .every exposure of lava and ash within half-

mile of the granite shows some of disturbance"3? Field

Mfor geological account, Geolordcal Survey Memoirf 1932
"Cheviot Hills" p. 34-55, 113-119



observation strongly suggests that the Ainsey Burn formerly
flowed east to join the upper Linhepe Burn; so it may be

that the present Ainsey .was captured by a tributary pushed

out along the crush from a Breamish formerly rising on

N. Cushat Law.

The Salters Road continuing south-east from low

Bleakhope, approximating to the Upper Breamish crush,
rises to a well marfeed windgap between Cushat and Shill

Moor. Whilst it would be■attractive to postulate that

the Breamish formerly flowed along this line it seems more

■ lifeely that ice erosion was responsible for the gap feature.

The plan form of Shill Moor with its steep sides and the

asymmetry of the nearby Breamish valley suggest that ice had

bifurcated about Shill Moor. (The suggestion seems feasible

too when one notes further that ice moving southward over-rode

the liedgehope - Bunrnaor col).

Turning at low Bieakhope^the Breamish enters a gorge
tract stretching down to Linhope. This feature^whilst
showing maximum development at its western end, is equally

impressive to the east where lie the two great watergaps

at linhope itself. The gorge is crossed by numbers of

dyfees and crushes which are apparently of only local signi¬

ficance topographically5® e.g. Broomy and Garswell eleughs

sAuthor's examination of this stretch not detailed note.
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on the left oank are cut wholly, or p ,r tially along crush-

lines. Signs of lateral cutting and stream deposition

begin at 950', "but only from 800' downstream do alluvial

deposits become continuous along the Breamish. Shillmoor

forms the southern boundary for any higher valley line/
and north of it lies the present valley in valley section.

The north face of this hill besides being steep is craggy -

one very noticeable crag line rises obliquely from Snuffles

Scar (1,000') E.S.E. to 1,4-50'. Matching this cragline on

the north bank opposite is a low wide depression, crossing

thzLinhope watershed obliquely so that Bitto Hill stands

apart as a conical shaped mass.

Just above 700' the Breamish is joined by the LinhOpe,
its principal left bank tributary. blanked by the highest

ground to the north and in granite this tributary valley

displays a lower youthful incised section, in contrast to

the maturer section above. Linhope Spout marks the upper

limit of the lower tract although the Dunmoor burn shows

purely youthful characters to c. 1,200'.
The waters coming off Gomb Fell and forming the Goldlaw

Burn appear to cross two significant breaks at 1,750* and .

1,600'. Goldlaw burn lies in a wide shallow valley above

1,550' whilst below the streambed roughens, small rapids
occurring as the stream flows between 40' - 50' steep banks
or near cliffing. A short respite from the enclosing banks

about the,Standrop confluence is short lived for c. 1,250'
another defile with similar characters to those just
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III.
described is entered. Quite suddenly at 1,000' the
present stream course opens sufficiently to allow develop¬
ment of a narrow meander belt between 12* high banks.

This stretch is floored with boulders, sands and gravels
and

}whilst the south bank is of bedrock, that opposite is
of superficial material. Idnhope Spout, a 50' waterfall

abruptly terminates this stretch and belofj it the stream

crosses two minor falls before reaching i&nhope to emerge

from a 300' deep ravine in a 15' wide slot channel. The

Llnhope tributaries are left bank possessing fairly dis¬

similar characters now briefly summarised.

(a) Dunmoor Burn Above its source lies a windgap,

probably used by southward moving ice. The

stream rises below a "lip" ~ a feature probably

resulting from glacial erosion and the thickness

of peat above. Typically the burn shows a

symmetrical V incision into a larger asymmetrical

valley (steepest on west bank).

'(T») Het Burn Grading to a higher local base level

than the Dunmoor, the Het Burn offers a contrast

to the former. Whilst incising itself in to

superficial deposits, downcutting by the Het
has not been so savage,so that its valley tends
to be shallower and apparently broader,

(c) Standroo Burn Of the tributary burns this the

writer would assess to be the oldest. Showing

a centrifugal plan the headwater burns literally
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plunge from 1,750' - 1,500f, emerging from their gullies

to unite and form the Standrop stream. The valley itself

is steepsided andjfor the size of the burn,deep, suggestirg
i;% to be a long established feature. A poipt of interest

is the possible occurrence of a spread or infilling at the

valley head (at 1,4-50*) jWhere the author noted the stream
to be 10' down into coarse sand and gravel of local origin.

Amongst the topographic features of the Linhope valley

worthy of description on© must first draw attention to the

little and great Standrop 'Tors. Striking in the field; the
tors rise 30' and 50' respectively, being much shattered

by weathering and showing mural jointing in the granite.

(Note they lie above 1,750'). Agaxn^S.E. Comb Fell between
the Standrop and Coldlaw burns shows a marked change of

slope 1,750'- ^650' leading down to what probably is a
bench remnant at t,600' (despite the peat cover). The
north-east inner margin of this remnant shows a slight

depression which is soon sufficiently defined to appear

anomalous3and suggests that peat lies as a filling in
some form of cutting}or again3that sapping of the peat
from below has caused a slight subsidence or sinking.

Finally, in the lower Linhope valley and near Oreaves Ash
three depressions,run up the valley side and over the

crest. They appear to be of more recent origin than the

finer N.W./S.E. (glacial?) graining in the same area.

The two depressions north of ^reaves Ash probably were

cut by meltwater though subglacially, whilst the third to
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the south may be either a marginal footing or bench rem¬

nant . (tee Air thoto.graph for graining effe ts).

(ii) The Breamish valley below Linhope xshows an

incised stream flowing over a peneplained part of the

massif without any obvious relationship to underlying

geology. Crests are gentle,and only along the river
line and at the peripheries is the relative relief marked.

Flanking the shallow Breamish waters below 700' there is

a well defined strip of alluvium - coarse material mostly,

subjected periodically to inundation and. reworking.

Bast of Ainhamraoor the river enters what is essentially

a rock cut channel, meandering over the veneer covering

the flat floor but severely contained by steep valley sides.

There is not a great deal of terrace development, only lew

slip off cusps occurring east of Meggrims Knowe (Right

bank) and at the foot of Brough Lav/ (also Right bank)

together with some rudely terraced fragments below the

Chester Burn confluence. As elsewhere in the massif

the observer occasionally sees dyke crossings associated

with stream rapids, whilst dyke lines on the hill and valley

sides can often by discenned for, although weathered, they

appear more resistant than the adjacent country rock.

XN.B. Abundant evidence of former cultivation and past
settlement (early) in this area e.g. Hart side,
Meggrims Know.e, Cheaters.-



She southern slope of. ^unmoor rising abruptly from

1,000* is by no means smooth and in particular the crags

running obliquely uphill (S.E.-Jf.W,) deserve mention,

i'he:,e features are mos| pronounced near linhope - their form
and location tend to support the view that they result from

ice flowing south-eastward. i'he best example seen1 In

the field is Gat Grag whose west face.rises 50', whilst

nearby crag heights range from 15' -30*. ^-bove at 1,700*

long Grag shows a 40* east facing crag Cice plucked?)
with the effects of ice smoothing showing westward. It

may well be that at least one depression along this hillside

represents part of a subglaclal chute. She feature in

question begins at 1,200' with a two sided intake, then

becomes onesided (15'-20* height) before petering out

just below 1,200*, East of all these lie the Cunyan

Crags (1,550*) - granitic, shattered and weathered but

showing a general alignment.

South of Dunmoor the area of undiasected surface north

of the Hartslde - Greensidehill depression tends to have

poor surface drainage. This depression is now inter¬

preted as representing the former line of the Breamlsh
stream and to-day is occupied in part by the Greensidehili

burn. From being fairly wide and moderately shallow

the depression changes form eastward at 700*. A rapid
increase in depth occurs so that by 6gq* the burn

(Greensidehill) is incised BO'-IOQ', has steep bedrock



Sides (20° slopes <ssf!" ) and shows a 50' wide alluvium

covered floor. Corning in along the west side of Knock

Hill is a tributary doubtfully of "normal" origin

because of the meltwater cuts and fluvioglacial deposits

there present. The Knock - Reaveley Hill area appears

bevelled, shows a slightly higher summit level than the

Hartside area and when viewed from the west appears some¬

what detached. '-'■'his impression no doubt is due in part

to the erosion which has occurred along its west flarik

(by meltwater and later the Knock burn). 0n the south

side the area is cut by the Ingram Hprge and to the east

there is the marked, topographic break as one moves off

the volcanic rocks on to the sediments.

Considering next the south side of the Breamish valley
one notes that shortly after leaving Linhope the trunk

stream flows across the mouth of the Shank burn valley.

This burn seems to be of comparable age to the Linhope,and,
like improbably formed one of the early Hreamish tributar¬
ies. it results from the union of the Smalehope Burn sna

the Sting Burn, the former rising in a nivation hollow or

enlarged headwater reach on Cushat Raw, hanging sligutly

at 1,500', whilst the latter (in part) follows the line

probably u&ed by ice moving from the west. -^t 1,050' the

Upper Breamish crush, which is used by the D0w CieUgh,

crosses the Shank burn and corresponds to a waterfall site

Again, downvalley from Battle Dod the transverse section

becomes asymmetrical with west facing slopes most abrupt



and the opposite side of the valley (left hank) opening

out progressively. The Shank burn itself becomes markedly
Incised below 1,000', a character shared by the Fore burn

tributary. Other features of note in the Shank valley

include the windgap west of High Hnowe which was probably

used by ice and meltwaters, and the.wide (Shank/Oobden)
int.erfluve showing three clearly defined maltwater channels

between 1,150' and 1,065*
As with the Shank,so too the right banks of the

Cobden and Cheater Burns are steepest, rising up from

youthful streams to what have been bevelled crests. The

most interesting features of the Cobden valley are the

contrasting marks left on its sides by meltwaters flowing

transversely across it. Whilst on the right bank Dry

Dean intakes at 950® and "hangs" slightly, the left bank

shows a zone of crude terracing and benching from 1,150'
950*. Small stepped features are discontinuous but give

the impression of grading eastward, presumably, therefore,

associated with the channels to the west and the Dry D©an

cut to the east (i.e. initial stages of marginal footbg

development?). Dry Dean In its turn appears first to

have fed waters into the South Plantation cut at 900'

(across the Middle Dean/Chester Burn interfluve lying

to the east, north of Cochrane Pike) but later into

Chester Burn, Again, the right bank of the Chester Burn

is rough and craggy, strikingly different from the rather

featureless ground on the left bank. One point of



Interest,however in the latter area is the way In whica
the shallow depression of Drydean burn divides into three

about 875*,the lower reaches of each branch feeding waters

into the Chester Burn. interesting local details are

available along ^hester burn, ranging from excellent

agglomerate exposures, in parts of the lower stream course^
to the fragments of a higher channel preserved alongside

the present stream but separated by a glacial plugging.

Through the Ingram gorge the Breamish continues to

be sh llow, flowing through haughland. The steep,

rook valley sides are coated by very pronounced screeing

©,8* Ingram glidders, and one notes that whilst the red

ash gives a finely fretted surface, weathering leaves

the agglomerate surfaces irregular, lumpy and knotty.

Unusual, too, is the occurrence of what appear to be

scree terraces, showing level upper surfaces and apparent¬

ly graded like normal terraces. ^ever of great width,

those occurring below the Gceensidehill burn confluence

rise SO' above present stream level. (The writer was

unable to check on their internal structure so that the

possibility of their being spreads of coarse material on

benches of terraces (normal) cannot be neglected^.

Another minor, feature of note lies on the east side of

Hartside Hill, above and along the present valley side.

Sufficient is seen, despite the modulatory character of

the ground, to suggest that running water had formerly

flowed along this strip, either marginally to ice/

glacial plugging or, less likely, as part of the Ohesfcer



burn valley.

(ill.) For convenience tills stretch is delimited

to the north along a minor watershed running from

Reavely Rill ~ Roddam Rigg - -Nova Scotia - Wooperton -

New Berwick with the Aln/Breamish watershed as the

southern limit. I'he Breamish itself is now markedly

different, for on leaving the Ingram gorge mature and

then old age characters are developed and besides

river terracing there appear to be fragments of a 300'

lake strand line., near Bean ley. (The writer on general

considerations suggests that the lake might well have

stood earlier at 400'). Tributary development is com¬

paratively poor but rather unique for, because of the

circumstances prevailing during ice recession, meltwaters

flowed over the Axn/Breamish watershed at the head of

Middle Bean, Fawdon Bean and Mile Moor, then later recrossed

it in the opposite direction (southward), through Bhawdon

Bean. Also in this phase meltwaters from the north

scored the left bank of the valley about Reavely Green
Farm and Raddaarigg House. Ag for the valley form, one

notes that relief Is strongest on the right bank where the

north/south (broadly) topographic grain on the volcanlcs

is replaced on the sediments by a N.B./S.W, wedge of high

xsee Geological Survey Memoir, 1930 Alnwick district p. 93
to 94 for additional information.
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ground. On the opposite bank H./S. graining again

shows on the lavas but becomes feebler and peters out

northwards under the superimposed glacial deposits whilst

eastward the ground becomes low and diffuse, sloping

gradually in towards the stream line.

Ingram on the south bank is situated on a low terrace

and lies in the centre of a small amphitheatre of high

ground. Two burns, tributaries to the Breasish, break

the rim ofthis amphitheatre however, whilst the infailing

slopes are at variance; those from Fwe Hill are rather

uniform, from Wether Hill broken in two places (650* and

550') and those along the inside of the West - East Hill

ridge look decidedly oversteepened by glaciation. From

the west the river gorge form is preserved along the north

bank of Breamish to Reavely Braes (at 450* opposite Ingram)
but it is replaced east of Broughlaw Plantation burn by

low till cliffing (20*) high at west end) which peters out

before Ingram is reached. Rising south of Ingram the

Middledean and Fawdon burns both flow H.E., showing melt-

water cuts at their sources and lose their youthful Incised

characters between 500* - 450* (Furthermore they both appear

now to possess artificial lower courses). The Middle Bean*

sFxcellent cultivation terraces occur here, whilst the whole
area about Ingram, Reavely and Fawdon bears marks of
past agricultural use.
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valley is asymmetrical but besides showing sfcoss

effects on the right bank a prolongation of the meltwater

cutting at the valley head has enhanced, the oversteepening

between TOO' - 650'. Fawdon bean too has been used by

raeltwaters, is very deep; and broadly follows a fault line.
At its head lie the Bowl Holes,unexpe c ted local features
of questionable origin and now suggested to be potholes

produced by meltwater, Two "potholes" c. 25® deep lie on

the eastern slope of Cochrane Bike near the ash/lava

junction. They show near vertical sides which are much

weathered, although in one of the features there is a

suggestion that the rock exposures have been polished.

To the B.E. they are fronted by small mounds of streamline

form - bluntest and steepest to the N.fi. and rising '2* -

15' above the ground to the southwest. (Since the mounds

are situated on a "knick point" their apparent height is

greater when viewed from the H.E. i.e. 25® - 30s).

Between these mounds (taken to be solid lava veneered, by

a weathered rock mantle) there are sodden and boggy hollows I

to the north the Fawdon burn rises to flow over a flat floor

of some 20* width through a very steep sided valley.

From Ingram downvalley the wide alluvial flat catches

the eye, together with the reluctance or inability of the

stream to develop wide meander siireeps until beyond Hedgeley
whilst south of Branton the very shallow basin drained by

Bow Burn appears as an appendage to this low ground. On

the south bank river cliffing appears en echelon, a normal



 



higher set along the foot of East Hi if* (40-50 £<&<zfc )

being replaced by a lower set leading east from Brantcm

and falling into the intake of Shawdon Dean. The Branton

basin is bounded to the west by strong topography marking

the S.W. corner of the massif where, as one might expect,

fragments of marginal metlwater cuts occur, e.g. B.E. slopes

of Broomyrook Knowe, (the cols north of Old Fawdon and

Gibbs Hill could be interpreted as parts of a temporary
overflow from Fawdon Dean) . East of Brant,on the river

cliffing rises to a small flat at 357' (water trimmed?;

whilst to the west the foot of East, Hill shows a break of

slope at 400' and terrace edge at 350'. it is suggested

that the topography here is in large part due to glaciation -

Firstly terosion by south moving ice roughed out the present

form then at a later stage the area lay temporarily under

water, forming part of a lake draining off through Shawdon
Dean (see sketch opposite)

Immediately north-east of Pow Burn the right bank

is steep, rough and much disturbed where sliding and

slumping of till under gravity has inhibited river cliff

development. Northwards, too, till continues to form the

right bank of the stream course but of lessening height

and slope, especially once past Beanley Tileworks. The

abrupt rise of ground from the stream course to Crawley is

not matched, to the N.E, Instead about Beanley breaks of> J)

Note this cliffing rises to a narrow ledging at 400'



slope at 300' and 400' occur before the ground, reaches die

curved scarp front above, whilst S.E.of -New ^ewictc
bridge the ground rises to a most anomalous looking divide

below 450' (west of %linghaa). It looks almost as though

this divide was the remnant of a morainic plug either at

a glacial breach or else in a former valley line (writer
favours latter view).

Along the north bank of the river it would appear

that the meltwaters coming south ceased to use the Reavely

burn channel at 500] for the present stream below is

insignifleant and has not modified the shallow valley of

open T-foru). Agaxn;east of H@dd.an Hill the next tributary
was used by meltwaters till 350', for a small discordancy

north of %>andon can be seen at this height, and at its

lower end residual sand and gravels occur (delta remnants?)
Hi sing through the overburden Heddon Hill and 612k north

of Bfandon Hilihead represent the only local outcrops of

bedrock (north bank) and are striking, with the former

terminating a low ridge which stretches northward for a

short distance before being lost under the defined margin

of the main mass of sand and gravel deposits. Further

east in the Wooperton area it seems more than likely that

water Was ponded back at 300', for two local saltwater
This

channels mouth at 300.'Acontour south to Percy's Gross is
associated with a marked slope change whilst eastward

crests lie at, near or below 300' over featureless ground.

Over this dull ground odd small kettles appear and only the



Randy Burn merits any description. Shis burn rises south

of Wooperton Station in a shallow but widening depression

and flows in either a kettle or over ground formerly

lacustrine. Furthermore^, if the rtooperton Railway cutting
was originally natural (and much of it does look so) then

water ponded up in the Roddam catchment could escape south¬

wards. (Besides purely topographic evidence,reference is
made to Geological Survey Memoir, Alnwick Memoir where

lake clay is noted S.W. of Gallow Lax^and to 9>eo logical
Magazine. 1910. Bullerwell "on the superficial deposits

at the foot of the Cheviot Hills" - this author noting

peat deposits just north of Wooperton)
(iv) Between Hew Bewick,and E. Liiburn the Breamish

is partially artificial and part natural, flowing between

the sand and gravels to the west and the sandstone scarp

to the east. '^he controlled stretch north of He?/ Bewick

reflects the need to cheek the stream's tendency to meander

excessively within an already incised course. It seems

therefore that formerly a greater volume of water had been

carried by the stream when it graded to 200' at East UilbUBn.

subsequent regrading having to be undertaken by a reduced

Breaaish. At East Unburn itself there is a water node

formed by the convergence of the Unburn and Roddam burns

to join the Breamish (giving the River Tm^and again^one
notes that Just here too the stream comes onto the Hetton

syncline. The parallel tributary burns coming off the



flanks of the massif begin to converge at 300* and show

marked changes in the form of their upper, middle and lower

reaches. In contrast to these,there is practically no

obsequent tributary development, only the cutting past

West Hare hope produced by a temporary glacial diversion of

Harehope burn deserves mention.

She left bank Roddam and Lilfourn streams show relatively

open upper stretches in till, followed by narrow very

incised tracts through the main mass of the superficial

deposits (often down into underlying bedrock) and then lower

graded portions flowing through the more subdued topo¬

graphy east of 300*. The topographic change in the sand

and gravel deposits of the Ohatton /Hedgeley basin east

of 300* contour is striking and the streams flowing over

this area although Incised show floodplain development.

I'ae longitudinal profiles constructed for the ^alburn and

Roddam burns show knieks at 1,050*, 930®&nd 450' for the

former, 8001 and 500' in the latter.,whilst the Harelaw

(tributary to the Roddam) displays a small kniek at 300*
coincident with the granite margin. Of these knicks, it

might well be that those at 450* and 300* reflect stream

regrading post 300* lake level? Prior to considering

some of the local details of these stream courses, it
would be as well to quickly sketch in the topographic fozm

of the sands and gravels along the west side of the basifl*

* West of main Njcle-Wooler road A68 between Wooperton -
Ilderton Station approx.
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As the diagram of meltwater outs (fig.MF.p28. )

displays there are a series of marginal channels aligned

and falling S.S.E. from Brands Hill. Gutting some of

these are a set of N.N.E, transverse cuts, "broadly

parallel to each other and now forming parts of stream

courses whilst eastwards a further set of southward looping

cuts provides the third element to the local topography. It

follows that the form of the ground is in sympathy with

these cuts, the higher marginal cuttings associated with

broadly aligned swells and swales, the transverse cuts

(interpreted as being subglacial chutes) providing in some

cases" water" and in others remaining "dry1 gaps^ whilst the
third set ire fronted to the south by topographically higher

deposits, The third set are possibly the result of
water flowing between the ice front and superficial material^
and examples can be seen at near S. Middleton and Roddam.

It will be obvious^therefore;that in this seemingly
chaotic mass of sand and gravels there is superimposed an

orderliness by meltwater action.

The Roddam Burn rises in a meltwater cutting east

of Cunyan Crags and flows in a generally north-eastern

direction,whilst the Threestone burn,instead of now being
a tributary, turns north at Heddon Hill to form part of
the Lilhurn stream. It requires little imagination to

see that the Threestone basin was formerly bounded to the

N.E. "by a watershed from Langlee Crags - Middleton Crags -

Heddon Hill and it is equally easy; to suggest that there had



been a stream in the basin flowing S,£, to the Breamist#

Fieldworfc indeed shows that during ice recession the

'■Threestone burn didflow south at Heddon Hill for a short

spell and that it also did flow into the Breasish area

via Ko.ddam Bog at roughly the same period. ^lowing H, E.

the present stream only begins to use a bedrock channel
north of Caider farm (c, 600');but returns once more on

to superficial deposits at 350'. Along the stream the
transverse section changes from normal at TOO' to asym¬

metrical as far as 500' where it becomes steeply incised,

but with remnants of a V in V form down to 400*. A

normally incised stretch follows to 300' where the dene

opens out and the valley peters out (graded to 300' lake?]
rThe lower portion is contrasting,between 250' - 200*
it looks unnatural (leaving the obvious course to the east

abandoned, low, damp and poorly drained ) and below 200'
to the confluence point once again incised*

Above the junction of the Roddam and Harelaw streams

the ground rises to what have been bench remnants (between

c. 1,000' - 1,150') lying round the Ihreestone basin.

Again the rather thick glacial filling from the upper

Idlburn extends S.3.W. of Heddon Hill but with diminishing

xThe well marked gap between Reavely and Heddon Hill could
hardly be credited to ice erosion for ice here moved
south as the beautifully moulded shape of Heddon shows.



thickness though elsewhere in the "basin the overburden 3s

assessed to be thin. From the confluence down to

Ildertonmoor the. stream banks are contrasting. On the

left bank the steep ground off Heddon Hill shows a change

of slope (lowering U.S. from 730' ~ below which the

slightly gullied till surface falls in to the stream line.

It is interesting to compare this strip of till infilling

with comparable ground west of Heddon Hill,for the. use of

an artificial conduit collecting and draining water to the

S.W. has inhibited the gullying, slumping and production

of 'catsteps1 seen along the left bank of the upper Lilbunn

Burn. (Paradoxically however, having offset this danger

the farmer has allowed the Ildertonmoor ground to run to

bracken!) To the northwest of Ildertonmoor the ground

rises -westward, but shows aligned swells and swales associ¬
ated with marginal meltwater cutting. By contrast the

right bank shows subdued topography rising gently to

650' east of Balder. Here the form and shape of the

detached OaMer sand and gravel spread suggests them to be

a cone due to, checking in the rate of meltwater flow

(meltwater coming off the higher ground checked by ice

front and/or rising ground - or merely a residual form'?).
W. and S.W. of Balder}too,the stream Is decidedly mis¬

fitted, .wandering aimlessly as little more'than a ditch

through superficial material. The containing banks rise

401 above present watarlevel and there are in addition two

terrace fragments 20* - 25' above streamlevel also. The
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intake to the Roddain Bog cut is gentle but soon the

sand and gravels form a 30' steep bank above the channel.

Along the stream course at Balder Dsan Ford the Roddam .

Dene conglomerate is in fact represented by flaggy, ripple

marked purple brown sandstone dipping gently west with the

stream working along the strike*. burning eastward the

burn flows 'through the hill" begins its present gorge

tract at 500' and quickly becomes incised to a depth of

100'. In the gorge the following features are of note

1. The conglomerate itself is variable, in some
exposures pebblelike whilst elsewhere showing
rounded rock fragments, fist to coconut size.
One feels sure that, given a different rock type,
the stream would have produced a slot gorge.
As it is,in one short stretch below a bench rem¬
nant the stream come's fairly close to producing
such a feature.

2. In two localities remnants of the former stream
floor occur. These small benches rise west¬
ward, the higher on the south bank rises 30' -
AO* above present water level, whilst the lower
downstream on the north bank rises to 20' above
present water level. (Former at c. 450' where
incision 100' the latter c.400* where Incision
estimated 70').

3.
. r^he lower end of the gorge about Dene lodge sees

the depth of Incision reduced to some 30',
alluvium is now present on the valley floor and
only a short distance downstream the overburden
is exposed in a river cliff. H©re on a 25' high
face thin sandy layers appear to have formed
hardpan whilst the gravels do seem to have their
long axes orientated W./E. (4s an indication

xFor details of local geology see Oeol. Survey Memoir
Alnwick District, 1930, p. 13-17.
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to the degree of cementation present in the
"pan" an undercut section 4' depth, 6' height
and. 8 length occurs at the west end of
section)

4. The lack of anomalous looking depressions along
the north side of the valley here is matched
by several on the south bank. it looks as
though Intake occurred on the north and south
sides of Dob's taw and there are depressions
along the S„W, side of Roddam Hall and east of
Broomy Hill,

The local topography south of Rodham Dene is without

parallel amongst the Chatton/Hedgeley sand and gravels.

A narrow cutting graded to 300' at hooperton leads west

into an elliptical shaped area x?hich is flanked by up¬

standing sand and gravel deposits. By dint of duplication
Vl\<L

these take the form of two sets of knolls on south and

west side, the outer and higher set being also the most

extensive whilst through them, falling and convergent upon

the central hollow come marked depressions (absent on east

side only). To explain these features two immediate

explanations spring to mindJ-

either 1. marginal meltwater cutting aided by convergent
transverse cutting was responsible

or 2. the large central depression is a large kettle
hole where sand and gravels have been let
down as the hidden ice melted. (Obviously
meltwater action could also be invoked here
and/or possible slumping of the overburden),

(See sketch)

Kingston Dean north of Roseden &dge represents another

west/east meltwater channel, abandoned but formerly intak-

Ing at Ilderton. This channel shows tributary cuts along

the left bank, was formerly graded to 500' and to-day is
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used by an insignificant burn. There are two points of

interest about the depressions in this area, firstly at

Ilderton there seems to have been a double intake, and

secondly meltwaters flowing west/east across the line of

the present S. Middleton Dean appear to have been respon¬

sible for the middle Lilburn ourn's alignment. bast of

Lilburn glebe there is again contrast in the local topo¬

graphy, whilst the lower Ilderton stream flows across a

N.N.E./S.S.W. trough then skirts a kettlehole to join the

the &oddam burn. One concludes that the triangular

spread of deposits between bast Lilburn - Woaperton - Mew

Bewick (approx) is deltaic, reminiscent of the Milfield
delta (northwards between Milfield ~ bwart ~ Ooupland) and

like it in showing numbers of distributaries,but dissimilar
in that the materials used are sand and gravel. It is

unfortunate that there is so little evidence on the east

side of the Hedgeley basin to support the view that the

lake level at 300' stretched northwards beyond Hedgehope

Hall^although water trimming may have produced the terrace

like facet (250'-3QG') at Old Bewick and the 300' feature

west of Bewick Folly may also be significant.

The Biipurn burn valley form and (part at least of)
its alignment like the Roddam appears to result from late

glacial conditions. . Reference has already been made to

its upper Threestone section, the temporary glacial diver¬

sion south at Heddon Hill and the occurrence of gullied

till and 'catstbps' south of S, Middleton moor. It is now



to be further>noted that as the stream flows along the

west side of Heddon Hill in an asymmetrical valley its

line appears to be moving off the lava on to till.

Turning to flow N.E. the stream continues to "be very ineised;
but because of working through unconsolidated material

a gorge-like form is absent (- the steep streambankings

slipping and sliding under gravity)} whilst stream grading
has been comparatively easier cp. Ro&dam burn. Down¬

stream from 400* the haughland broadens out noticeably but

it is the south bank which carries river cliffing consistently
to the stream1s confluence point. On the left bank about

S. Middleton moor the steep slopes from c. 1,100' flatten

out considerably between 850* - 800', presumably whex'e the

depth of overburden thickens. Downvalley to Lilburn Towers

the details of topography again are dependent upon the

forms displayed by sands and gravels, whilst beyond the

geomorphology again alters. On the right bank landforms

result from glaciation,ranging from the lee moulded form
of Heddon to the sand and gravels - channelled, kettled

or marginal to the 300' late glacial lake.

Meltwater intakes occur on either side of Brands His.

a single overflow cut on the west side but a series on the

eastern slope are of the marginal type. Tb.es© latter

types have grained the ground between 850*-700* towards

s. Middleton moor and it is particularly interesting to

note west of Old and S, Middleton one example of terracing
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produced "by meltwater on the flanking sand and gravels.

The transverse cuts are well developed, some still in use

by burns e.g. at Old Middleton and Middleton, and others

now dry e.g. 1,200 yards west of S, Middleton. These in

turn are replaced on the lower ground east and north by

southward looping channels e.g. south of M. Middleton and

S.E. of S. Middleton. Of all these channels those at Old

Middleton and S. Middleton merit further description. In

the former a transverse channel bifurcates, the northern

limb joining Coldgate valley having been subjected to back

cutting by the present stream,whilst the S.iS. limb is now

virtually dry. The northern limb has been graded to rem¬

nants of an incised meander at 300' which in turn hangs

above the present Joldgate valley floor. Just as diver¬

gence has occurred here, so too S.E, of S. Middleton the san©

phenomenon has occurred, but in addition,convergence of two

cuttings occurs at the western limit of the hamlet. Th.Qr>Q

can be little doubt that meltwaters crossed what is now

S. Middleton Dean in two localities, and probably helped to
determine the later Idiburn stream's course. A final brief

note is added concerning the sand and gravel deposits

stretching from N, Middleton towards Cooler. Some ..very

local small scale kettling had occurred along this well

defined strip, where the ground fluctuates between AGO1
and 350* and which has a terracelike aspect in places

(e.g. by N. Earle). In addition,the outlet to the deep



Wooler golf course cut (south Horsdon Hill) at 400' tends

to support the view that this strip represents a kame ter¬

race which lowers and peters out east of N, Middleton.

Downvalley,on the right bank of the Lilburn stream, two
marked ketfcleholes appear north of Liiburn Southsteads

whilst the topographic hiatus of the sands and gravels

upstream is replaced by a general surface, undulating and
falling eastwards to hOO'. On the opposite side of the

valley, alluvium fingers Out westward and northeastwards

from Liiburn Tower with the ground itself rising north¬

wards towards Westwood Moor and Triekley Crags. Whilst
it is comparatively simple (from the local topographic

details) to suggest that water flowed for a limited period

from the West to deposit the alluvium at Lilburn Tower

Farm, the reason for the depression rising up past Lilburn

Grange and its alluvial floor is not quite so apparent.

When followed northward this depression continues to rise

along the front of 'i'rickley scarp but then begins to fall

away N.E., past Fowberry Fark. Since the present form of

Trickley crags appear to result from glacial erosion, it
seems more logical to suggest that a former and larger

Coldmartin lough (rock basin but? shallow) had for a while

found outlet to the S.E. This view seems to be justified

when vertical air photos of the area are examined stereo-

scopieally. In addition,the air photos suggest that Cold-
martin farm lies in part of a meltwater cutting, and another

minor cubbing is suggested above Tower Martin, As for the



LiXburn Stream itself, the only small feature of note

lies between Newtown Mill and Idlburn where a residual

ridge of coarse material rises 40* above water level,being
fronted on the south side by what appears to have been

the former stream course.
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lUver 1111 (5KM.F p«lK2l,2J)
The Till flows a short distance northwards Into the

Ohafcton Basin before escaping westward;.: via the •••fcwood
Hill water gap to wander over HiIf1eld Plain, but it is

not until "beyond &tal that it flows over bedrock, through

a post glacial gorge. Tributary .development is meagre,•

on the right bank, apart from the Betton Burn, only the
-small. Bradford and Finger burns deserve mention, whilst

the Wooler Water, Humble ton burn and the River dien form
the chief left bank streams. The present Till course

first runs through superficial deposits covering the "nose"
of the Hetton Syneline then turns west to enter Kllfield

Plain by an obsequent tract. It flows next over the

great infilling of Hi1field in the general direction of

the Cementstone strike, shirts the Cornhill sands and

gravels and finally enters a gorge tract which in part3 is

also out along the strike direction. Before considering

the catchment In detail it would be as 'well briefly to

recapitulate some of the already published views on ports

of the area. MUfield Plain and part of the Chatton

Basin were held to be under a late or post glacial Lake

Swart standing at 900* by 0, Butler (Pres. Address

Berwick Nat. Club 1907 vol. 19) whilst Hi me Home

(Trans Royal Soe. Edinburgh vol, 27 pt, A) earlier had

postulated a 185' water-level fbr Hi Ifi eld." More recently

(Geol, Survey Hemoir 1932 The Cheviot Hills) the lake



level was assigned to 140' In Milfield,with th© gently

riaing ground southward Interpreted as deltaic and

produced by Hi Glen, Till and Wooler waters. The
Cornhill sands and gravels are interpreted as kettle

moraine; superimposed locally upon drunslina and held
responsible for the ponding back of this 140* lake. It
is striking that both these levels quoted for the lake

level should be in accordance with the late glacial

sea levels at 140' and V90* proposed by W. Anderson (tieol.

Survey) In his recent work e.g. Geol. Mag. 1939, British

Association (Newcastle. Matting) 1949. As- for the pre-

glacial course of the H. Till, Clough and Gurm (G-.S,
H«moir f&95 ^xplinatioh of sheet proposed that the

lower valley formerly stretched west froa Groofcham to.

Cornhill, subsequently being infilled by glacial -d'-posits
by

and narked, to— day only the anomalous ins burn de- •

press!on. Upon reflection, however, the author, suggests

that there is more to the Fa 11.insburn depression than,

merely the burying of a pre"glacial channel. %atnination
of the few overburden records available supports the idea

of a burled trough of' low • ground running, eastwards for a

short Ustance north of Branxton and then continuing 3.3.$
Into Milfleia Flain. Howovei? when the height of bedrock

above sea level is calculated (fran these bore records)

it would appear reasonable to -invoke ice gouginfe and

ovordeepening to explain the restflts. For example, at

Heart the trough floor is at the aoat 50' above' present



S.L, , iJranxtun vicarage field 63* above b.L»# At the

latter sit# two boreholes in close proximity show a

markedly different thickness of overburden and '.vheii

taken In conjunction with the outcrops on Branxton hill,

suggest that a fault lino scarp is buried locally under

glacial deposits. The real problem.,' however, is how to

reconcile the two conflicting directions of ice movement

at the N,B. corner of the massif, i.e. ice moving around
and ice driving Into the Cheviots from the went and north"

westjand yet still to explain the occurrence of.Milfleld
Plain.

■ The present Till valley is subdivisible into three •

distinct topographic units

J. The Chatton basin
S. Miifiold Plain, north to ford
3. Post-glaoial gorge and the Cornhill kettle

moraine
each of which will be considered in turn.

1. The characteristics shown by the lower Breamish

are maintained by the upper Till as it meanders misfitted

through the Ghatton Basin. About It the ground rises

quicMy to the west and northwest whilst to the east

an expanse of ground, lying at intermediate height gives

way to the pronounced scarp front behind. This well

defined topographic basin ends in the north at Ho1burn

along a line from @0Id®artin Bough - Xriekley drags ~

Qhllllrtghaa Park - Ros Castle in the south, and may be

subdivided further by the Chatton - Broomhou :>e ridge into

a north and south portion.
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For a short distance past Hewtown the river course

is constrained.between sand and gravel deposits on the

left bank and thinly veneered crude benchlitee features, on

the right. The .200' contour is important,for from above,

especially on the left bank, marked slopes falling river-'

ward are checked. On the right bank similar features

ar© observed though instances occur where the surface of

the glacial deposits appears-to be graded out to 2001,
Approaching Chatton the river first skirts the sand and

gravel mass (crossing it later doimvalleyi# and stream

.-.•oanders show decreased wavelength but increased amplitude

between Ghatton and the entrance to the watergap at

Veetwoodhill. Also beyond Ghatton incision into super¬

ficial deposits increases and the graded stream leaves tfce

basin through a comparatively short but narrow defile,

this gap at its maximum is c, 800* deep with bedrock ex*

posed at J50' A.S.L. at its outlet, but backing, the flood-

plain. Also on the north side of the water gap there are

two small benches at 250'/500' and 40G*/450* (The latter

lies at a slightly greater distance away to H.Tf, from the

gap JWhilst Weetwoo.ihlll farm Is Sited on the former).
Within the sand and gravel area by the river exposures .

are absent,but fortunately a borehole record for Hettonhouse
indicates that bedrock there lies at 98i' A.d.L,

(anomalous?). Interpretation of the water gap has to

contend with the following possibilities -
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1. That the gap is of pro-glacial origin and results
from headwater extension of an obsequent from the
west capturing a strike stream in the Ohatton basin.

a. It could be or late glacial origin resulting from
. raeltwater overflow. As such the 250*/3QQ' bench
in the defile could be assessed to be of -meltwater
origin with the cutting beginning -after the Shawdon
Deaft channel fell Into disuse (at*300')# Obviously
such an'overflow would tend to use any pre-existing
col or relatively low part of the crestline. As
a mass of ice moved southeast over llfield area,so
the guiding influence of topography would increase
as the thickness of ice diminished, in time#there*
forejice would tend to stream around the flanks-of
Weetwoodmoor quitting first the breach or col along

. the east side, and later withdrawing from the Wooler
gap. ; (A similar bifurcation of. the ioe stream
could be aaid to have occurred nearby at a slightly
earlier late to produce the Ohatton.-ioar gap, In
both cases ioe would be active but waning)

3. Linton's suggestion 1933)
of ah earlier Tweed stream flow W/S across upper
Mi'ifieicl plain - Veet wo^dhill gap - Ohatton

>or % ilso merits consideration* Whilst it
offers a solution to the siting of the two gaps,
in the author's opinion the suggestion rather negle ct®
the geological structure of the 0 nboniferoua sedi¬
ments, and furthermore the superimposed tract down
through K-iiham is more likely to have been produced
by ice diverted water.

Inspection shows that only in two localities
(in•the B, area) do major stream courses clash markedly
with underlying geological.structure, firstly east
of Bolton where the Ain crosses the Leamington
Anticline,and secondly here at Weetwoodhlll, It
would seem,therefore,that the.watergap is of compara¬
tively recent origin and preference is given now'to
to the second possibility.

•Eastwards from the Weetwood Moor area the ground

falls quickly below 450* but is soon checked at 550'/>0Q*

by the incoming of sand and gravel deposits? The

MWhIlst the bulk of the glacial sanda and gravels lie on
the-W, side of the Ohatton basin, those flanking the
Hetton burn rice to 400*/450* and are not so variable
01&. the lower lying southern mass,
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spreadlike character of these deposits seen about Chat ten -

Broomhouses Is replaced westwards and northwards by residual

forras}s g. between Newtown and Heatheryhall by mounds and
betwun am

knolls,AFowherry Mains and Wandon residual formsAof greater

aspllfehdo and apparently due to running rater rather than

Settling, whilst east of Clavering Cottage the, imposition
of the deposits change and dry H/S aligned depressions

occur. It has been suggested that the Chat ton deposits

represent a moraiale remnant Memoir "Beiford"^ and^
judged by the local topography thls may Well be the case.

S.ii, of Chat ton tae glacial till rising up to 300'
has been described as a.partially dissected plateau

(G-.S. Memoir Bel ford p. 133, 122? )y a Justifiable

statement^but now qualified by the suggestion that the
surface has been water trimmed and later followed by

the initial stages of stream development. Bast of

Chatton the same Memoir notes the presence of lake clays

c. 2301 and from field observation the writer proposes

that water stood still higher at an © rlier period at

30 :

From the north comes the Inciaed He ft.on burn2*, flowing

ewer solid and superficial material alike to Join the H*
Till near Hettontiouse. A narrow course is characteristic

f tae Hetton tributaries deserving mention,on© east of
Hettonlaw and that using Horse Bean both appear to
have formerly carried greater tro lures of water.



with small but noteworthy changes of valley form Occurring

south of Hoiburn mill and above Hettbnhall. At the former

the Goal burn traverses 300' lake strand remnants (?)

In a narrow 3°' incision with the Hetton Bean opening out

below as a shallow open stretch. i'his Is rather short

lively for nearlng Hettonhall banks begin to steepen and;
although flat and veneered by alluvium>the valley floor
becomes restricted. The details of topography on the

Hetton's right bank change from north - south and east «

west. In the north, ill drained moss and low undulating

topography associated with the Barmoor surface gives

way we tward to .higher and increasingly glacially grained

ground, 'culminating in hogbacked upstanding residuals.

Southward, too, glacial graining becomes .more pronounced

reaching an acme along a line from bod I*aw - Kedsleads,
in the lee of which stretches the rather featureless

sand and, gravel spread on Morton Moor. (presumably outwash

material). ' On the left bank the scarp crest is also

glacially moulded showing a series of aligned hogbacked

rocdrutnllns with long axes H.W.W./W,W, - S„S,Ji./S,Jfi,
The only minor feature worthy of mention is of doubtful

origin, being a small trough lying north of West Lyhpta
2. The Miifieid Plain is extremely well defined and.

not until north of Ford Is its topographical clarity



Impaired*. Over it the River Till, and its tributaries

meander excessively for gradients are low (and flood risks

high), only by Flodden Tileworks is the meander belt width

commensurate with valley width. Efforts have been and are

continuing to be made to control the Till, (lien and Cooler

water, but the scale of operations and. the techniques used
for conservation could stahd improvement. Since the plain

is of triangular shape It is proposed to consider it in

four parts - corresponding to the sides Ofthe triangle and

the el in itself,

(a) Southside

This side stretches westward from W'eetwood bridge to

Kirknew ton and besides including the (lien valley also

embraces that of Wooler water. The eroclonal scarp fro®

Weetwood bridge turning southward peters out near Haugh
head end is replaced across the Nobler valley by the

foothill zone of the- massif, Juet ao this foothill zone

is replaced westward by higher crests, so too the fringing
zone of glacial.deposits beneath the foothills diminishes

when traced westward from Wooler, From Afceld to Old

Ye'avering the faultline scarp Is at its best topographically,
*

for beyond the latter place incoming transitionary summit1

* Excellent accounts of Oilfield Plain in

&.o. Memoir ,1395 Sheet 110W p, 80
G-.S, Memoir 1939 The Cheviot Hills p. 138
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of fringing glacial deposits again offset its grandeur,,

West of Wooler.Water, too, numerous meltwater channels

ajjpear, especially within an area bounded by Akoid -

Waaler - Brand's Hill - Tom Tallon's Orag - Akeld.(fw.^
These features occurring in bedrock and superficial deposits

display considerable variation in form and size but grade

either eastward or southeastward. Whilst tributary

valleys* along the massif front are not very striking^they
tend to "hang" and show parallel alignment N.E./3.W, rather

than flow lines tangential to the marginal fault line.

Whilst the Geological Survey map the outer margin of

the glacial till along the Weetwood scarp foot as corres¬

ponding to a terrace margin, the feature is not especially

marked. Rather does the ground slope gradually increase

to 250*/300';above which the scarp face rises abruptly
(Author suggests that the terrace margin falling from 200'
- c. 140' is a residual deltaic feature). As for the

scarp front itself, one notes its N.E./S.W. alignment is in

sympathy with similar features nearby e.g. H.iS. of Doddlngton
and S.E. of Greendikes. These together with ice steepened

W. faces of Goddington Law, Fenton Wood and Chattonparfc
Hill suggest that ice moving S,E, was responsible for the

final detailsjof these scarp alignments.

ktit will be obvious that with the conflicting alignments of
normal tributaries and meltwater channels it is difficult
to assess,for example, to what, extent the Upper Humble ton
and Carey/Common burns are glacially determined.



40'/50' aeep convergent channels Join below "i'he ®ror#
to form the Humbleton burn rhos# waters first flow a short'

distance east before turning north to join the R. Glen.

In the upper Humbleton valley on© ia i®pressed "by the

termination of an open upper valley surface at 300' and

Ha replacement by an asymmetrical form below, A short

misfitted stream stretch between 750'- 650* is followed

by a narrow course resultin 'rem the burn,*® incising itself

through glacial till, Contrasts along the northward

stretch are afforded by the steepsided;flat floored section
above ', followed by the Incised gash through super¬

ficial deposits ichiefly) down to ZOO* aid filially the

feeble artificial stretch out over the plain beyond. 4
traverse along the northern watershed of the burn is dis¬

tinctive for too .reasons', firstly the ground rises and

falls by only small amounts e.g. Gains Lay I,041'
BUofe Law 1,035*, Scald Hill 1,006, and secondly for the

fact that every col encountered on this traverse shows a

ffieltwater intake upon its southern side. i'he southern

watershed is more robust and between Hart Heugh and &arle

Hill there is further evidence of s>. flowing meltwater*.

North from Goldberry the ground drops quickly to a "tread"

c. pOQ* Cwhere' bedrock ia replaced by moralnic looking-

debris) cefore. the marked slope begin... again between

Just north In the Humbleton valley meltwater fragments
occur especially Along the slopes of Wooler' Moor, all
convergent upon Harlehlllhead.
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Mumbleton and Low Humble ton. north-eastwards however, bi)L 8

tread la not marked, Instead there Is a gradual slope

towards Wooler. The key to the details of local topography

hereabouts is melfcwater^ for stemming from Harehop© and
Hubbleton hills come a series of channels which have pro¬

duced facets and cuttings In bedrock, knolls, swells and

marked depressions in the overburden. filers appear to '©

tee .several varieties of channels present locally and^'while
some of them fall east towards Wooler,others bypass the
town yla Wooler golf course or Barlehillhead* .Besides

„t may be termed the "master® cuts 'behind harehop©,

Humblefcoh and rsdon Hills, those rising toove "The Trows"

probably came away directly from the ice margin. %ain,
» Horsdon cut which has had both intake and outlet at its

north end (besides showing a hanging tributary cutting near

its south end) probably was crossed by a oubglacial chute

which was: later used bubaerially to produce the anomaly

at thenorthern ond.

To the west Akeld Burn rises between,Tom Tallon's

Crag and Scald Hill^and on leaving the high bevelled, sours©
area rapidly becomes Incised (e.g. by 900' 15 incision).

Bownvalley, glacial deposits along the valley sides partially

Offset the severity of the valley transverse section

though by 7^0' a sever© left bank and Increased valley depth
have asserted themselves. The only stretch "where stroao

gradients ease off occurs between 6oo'/5-- * but fear
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G-leadscleugto cottage (472*) the burn floor is again rough

as the stream works down through coarse deposits

obscuring the valley floor. Upstream fro* the cottage

20' overburden exposed,shows boulders up to 4' length,
clay is absent and Instead the matrix is of coarse gravel

and grit). Along the ere 31_, above the left bank, between
Tom Gallon's crag and Akeld Hill there are a number of

seltwatfr channels, but these, instead of coni'lning them¬

selves to the crests, fall part way into the valley itself.
One would have expected these channels to have ended at

heights suitably graded to intakes of meItem tor outs upon

the opposite crs s 111ne,

To explain these dditiec either

A, Ice stoodhigher to the west for a longer period
than to the east,so that water flowing east ran
down into the valley before escaping northward.

or B. Some of the water flowing over ice between the
outlet and intake of adjacent channels was also
able to - flow down under the ice on the outlet side.

or 0, Ihe meltwater channel crossing the Icq possessed
a floor that•was ungraded and deeper (in the lee)
against the outlet, allowing run ling water to
remain in contact with bedrock for some way down
the valley side.

Wqat from Akeld hill the high ground is dominated

locally by Nevton for, Bastor Tor and Xeaverlng Bell.

The latter,standing apart and possessing a fine conical

outline;is fronted by the Glen valley and partially separated
from the rain mass of high ground by a ore&centic shaped

depression. The horns of this depression rise southward

to a win&gap ( used by me-ltwater) and wallet the Bell
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may li-r/a "been detached -preglaclally, glacial agencies most

surely have-enhanced the effect.. ,(The-writer has noted

similar although mora di sfcinctly glacialI3 produced,

features up Deeslde)

•it from lew Humbleton the glacial deposits continue

to form a sons of transltionary slopes beneath the steep

ascending front of the massif as far west as ^fceld.

Beyond Akeld however the hill face is extremely ateep

with gradients only be. Inning to slacken Off between §00*
and 250'. On the glacial deposits the only minor feature

of note occurs west of Humbletop buildings where the 200J
contour broadly becomes associated with a•break of slope

*' V

and occasionally surmounts a quick snort riser.

(b) 3eat Hide

Along the western margin of the plain* , summit

heights lower northeastwards, the relative- index of

height declines from south to north and slopes tend also

to be steeper towards the couth. ' oouth of the HiIflaid -

Howtel depression the topography shows a greater compactness

Whilst to the north transverse ridge and furrow topography

(i.e. to '•*. i-lain) is character!stic. Present stream

development is in its initial stagee although the eye is

taken by the winlgap above W. Flodden as being a likely
outlet formerly used by the Silham burn.

Above Lanton the 8. Glen flow's come way on

bedrock and the steep U. rising slope above is almost levoid

of superficial deposits and topographic features alike,
£ For Geology see (Jheviot Memoir 1932 p. 58



there being only a slight suggestion of a shoulder

above the Bowmont/College t»onf luenee !§ 300* -330'.
Between Danton and bilfieldhill slopes between 65Q* -

250* are fairly constant and eastward, whilst at 220* -

350' flattening out occurs about Bandyhouse and north

of -lilfieldhill . The Sandyhouse Dean Is youthful and

shows an Incised course down to 320*. Dike the burns

cowing off Rape Hill and %pie plantation nearby (to' the

north),it continues the line of the shallow depressions
observed in the &llhas gorge, and although this, la a minor

point, ore wonders if there is some geological or •

icial reason for their b®Ottrrehoe» (Is there any connec¬

tion between their location and the widening out of the

Hai n} Bou.fch of Ml If 1 eld?) . When seen fro::: Brown Ridge to
the east, the ground rising from- Milfleld Flaln to West
Flodden looks'remarkably like a depositlonal fan, but

this illusion Is dispelled by closer examination of the

ground in question. Beyond W. Flodden the mindg&p is

bounded by breaks of slope.at 400* and whilst•the glacial

till locally is disposed in undttlatory manner, the writer

has insufficient information to state definitely whether

or not the forms are morainic in origin. (It would how-
1

ever be of interest to speculate on the 400* break of

slope being an indicator to the pre-glaelal height of the

mifield area, taken in conjunction with the 5eo' "hanging"

tributary valleys at the south enci and the Fen tonhi 11

"bench" ® 400* opposite). Northwards, the east end of



Flo:M©n Hill appears bo have been truncated, with the ground
there now falling quickly' to near flats at 1501 4p*

preaching Crookhan the clear cut western margin of Mllfield

Plain is lost because of lowering summit heights and the

incoming of sands and gravel deposits,. These latter first

appear as peripheral mounds and cause the plain to be

■bottleneck®'! east of a line from i&isampment farm -

•it. Pleasant - Old Heather laws, and they also lap up on

to the higher ground at Pace Hill (c. 250') due south of

Crooltham.

(o) ffast Side.

This side,like that-opposite,shows a general fall in
summit level from 3-N but otherwise it is distinctly

different8.. The west facing scarp front Is most

severe at Cod Law, for northwards fringing bench remnants

. at Whitehiil Cnr. Fentonhi11) and above Ford offset its

impreasiveness and also reduce the width of plain below.,

The scarp crest .too, i,a broken by . .. ,, diminishing in
size northwards and appearing H.b. of Dodulngton,

Rowtlng Lirm and north of Blaokchester Hill. t'JFhe
by

former pair may have been used preslaciallyAoboequent

tributary streams. All to-day are used by road lines).
Present lay obsequenta are few in number, being youthful

in character, and they use these gaps to drain off water

lying in the moss areas behind the scarp front crests.

- For G-eology aee Cheviot Memoir 1932 p. 62-64, 71-76, 34,



Deddlsgtott* hamlet is situated upon a small sand .

and gravel fan or terrace remnant now dissected by' the

youthful Doddington burn. Southwards the scarp foot lies at
about 200' and is fronted by fringing, sands and gravels

gr&dftd down to 150*• Whilst the Geological Survey con¬

sider that these deposits belong to a feettie moraine

spread extending up Miifiaid flain, the writer sees no ••

reason to ignore the possibility of their having been

part of a learn a terrace - or else trimmed by water first
st nriing c. 200'. To the north the scarp face begins at

300* and below' it at Fen ton Oca—5-1 jp tharo is a local develop-

stent of a 250e - 2°0' bench or terrace feature. By

Fentonhill, however, the duplication of scarp frontage

already mentioned has occurred, and the glacial graining

of summits becomes increasingly W/B la alignment beyond.

Although small, the Bradford burn displays several

Interesting features along its course. It rises on Ford

Moss, turns W.3.W. to plunge over a 30f fall in Howtlng
Linn (c. 340* - 300*). This short linn is about 40* depth

at Its maximum and is cut in reddish sandstone - thinly

bedded and flaggy near the base of the section,but becoming
coarse and erossbedded upwards. Only a short distance

downstream lies Howdenbanlr Dean, a steep sided cutting

Note Doddi eg ton bridge life© that at ilderton -Station
severely damaged by floods August, U4S.



some 60' deep, and upon emergence from- this the burn

grades out to 150'. At Kimmerston the waters- turn

K.N.W. to join the R. Till near Ford bridge § presumably

displaying a deferred tributary junction.

JEast' of Fordhill the ground rises with & constant- slope

up' to the crescent shaped dissected ridge at Ford Moss.
Like the Bradford, the Cannon burn flows' off Ford Moss*
and part of its upper course 'nay hatve carried meltwaters

(?), From the-R. Till fioodplain 'Itself the present road

line through Ford crosses a slight tread between J5C' t

4001 before climbing up on to Ford Common.

(d) The Fta tin

The Ml If1 eld Flain proper p§y be considered- to stretch

from Heather's Law in the north, southwest to Weatnewton ?

and S.S.B. to Weetwoodbridge,with small haughland appendages
attached to Ltal in • the north and Haugh Read in the south.

It lies almost entirely between 109* - 200' and displays

sufficient variation to bo considered in sections*-

(1) The area contained between Mllfield -Lwarfc '*•

L&nton represents a low deltaic spread, pushed out by waters

coming down the upper Grlen valley. Two i'-jrier distributaries

can still be traced to-day across this delta;tho first
stretches northward past Marley %owe - to -Oilfield, and
the second runs north-eastward froa near Oougland « '

3fc..
The peaty overburden present at its greatest depth is

32' .
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G&lewoocl. Although fcli© lass distinctive topograph!c&lly,
the former can toe clearly seen near Oilfield, for where

it grades out on to a terrace surface there is a topo¬

graphic break. Xhe latter although showing poor defini¬

tion in its upper reaches, becomes a sizeable feature

where it crosses the trunk road* and In its lower parts

appears to have undergone partial regra&ihg. * Slopes over . .

the delta surface are gentle -fc0- 1° (Abney) and, tend to toe

symmetrically disposed on either side of a Sou '

dalewood line, whilst the height of the delta surface falls
from e. 190* near Lanton to 140* at H. Chapel field

•, - rarti. She do'.' to* s shape al so deserves a comment for

its outer margin is.uncannily straight with slope'changes

frequently coincident with this line (c. 130*). fhe present

southern limit is clear cut, the narglji standing 15* abow

the Glen flood plain at ban ton, 30* beyond Ooupland and

23' n oar Aic®id a toads. Above and behind the delta,
+b

stretching from, Sandyhouse also st^anton^ lie sand • and
gravel deposits disposed in terrace form. The upper

surface of this terrace grades eastward' from o, 223' -

200* and its outer margin is separated toy a difference of

20' - 23', Whilst its present form is residual^ these
deposits may have formed part of a feaste terrace^or they
mayhave been Joined to similar deposits in the Glen Valley
as a iaore extensive spread^tout now largely reworked toy-
water.

t«^^ougi'dconh<ilt'iat.lfU#«i.asro ta' is



West from Akeld the surface of the superficial

deposits rises westward to Old Yeaverlng and also back up

to the hillfoot southward at 200'. Like the opposite bank

there Is n "ore h.>t"-vjo'a the argiu of these deposits and'

the present floodplain, a 'riser1 which increases in height
from 12* west of Akeld station to 30' - 40' between

Yeavering and Old Yeavering. Although terrace like in

general ippe.aranoe the in .or margin of these deposits show

odd depressions with generally 'northward- alignments,. Some
ofthese features, it Is true, are associated with burns

coining off the hillside but their general disposition looks

anomalous, ind. In the -.Titer's 0 mf l.« not the product
of kettling. Further, It is observed that incised bums

coming off the hill at Old Yeavering and south of Yeavering

pea- to have been primarily incised to 3001' and again two

nearby exposures of sand 1 0/0I (near the same two

places mentioned above) show .differing internal composition

and form. That near Old Yeavering (c, 213' A.S.L,)

appears to show foreset bedding dipping S.3.W. whilst tuat

at Yeavering contains a greater amount of silt and fine

material, is ritontally bedded and appears to result from

more normal fluvial conditions.

(2) The south-eastern portion of the plain lies

roughly within a quadrangle bounded by AllfielA -

Kimmorston - Doddington - Wooler * MlIfle Id, covering cin

area of lower ground mostly below J3Q' an5 gently sloping



in toward • the H. Till lino. However, at Woo lor one is
confronted by a eerie3 of cuttings which have bean graded

out to 200* at Lowburnhouae, Uottage Hotel and the £oth
which passes the remains of Wooler Pole Tower. Of tfeiftS*
the Humbleton stream at Lowburn appears.first to have bem

graded to 200' then 150* and now In the present cycle is

relncislng itself. Behind the Oattag© Hotel a dry channel •

grades out to 200* and is fronted-by remnants of a small,

delta. I'als delta in its turn has been partially eroded

by lateral cutting of the Wooler water, a 12.* - 15* scar

behind Wooler Auction Hart bearing testimony to this erosion.

Southwards from Wooler railway station a marked river-cliff

rises quickly to e. 40* but beyond the township reaches an

acne in a 15^' high bank I cut in superficial aat©rialJ,

Whilst the characters of the superficial deposits about

Ooddlngton have already been noted, observations about Fenton
and Kimmerston remain to be added» Between these two

places a very clear topographic break occurs just below

the 15 0* contour, and west of Kiarerston the flat bog

155* constitutes a truly negative area topographically.

la) The northerly portion of the plain is featureless

until the periphyral Cornhill aands and gravels are encoun¬

tered. Slopes are g©ntl©;falling rivorvmrdjbut bashing
up to a topographic break just below 130'. Hear Ford

bridge terrace edges stand some 13' above present water

level, and the stream itself.Is contained between 8'

bankings. (The hardpan described in the Geological Survey
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-"emolr occurring: north of tflodden Ttleworka was proved
ana sampled by the author in the course of field work
in this area).

(e) The lower fill valley rapidly Increases its

Incision beyond Ford Bridge ,90dn to flow in a gorge

reaching 100* depth below Twizol bridge. Along this

stretch the stream flows over bedrock, the gorge aides

only become sheer in the lower reaches and fragments

of river terraces 'appear at ot. Cubhbe'rt' s chapel field

icon?lu n• ■ point/, oast of Xilimouth lark and also at

Ltal, on the right bank. She sands tone scarp front turns

away li.h.L. from Bfal, losing definition as it goes but

bearing scars of heavy ice erosion* Drumlin like features

first appear west of buddo* and become the dominant clement

on the ground northwards. %st of laid do hamlet a very-

fine overflow intakes at 31-3' and terminates B.W.Jfi.

at Ancroft (e. 80'). This channel (Haydon Bean) was

considered by Butler to form the overflow of Lake Swart^
but Since there Is a slight anomaly between the 200* lake

level and the 21b' intake, his conclusion may be questioned.
On the left bank^ the river skirts the Cornhi11 fluvio-
glacial deposits before traversing drum!In tocography to

reach the River Tweed. The sands and gravels cover

Ssquare miles and are roughly, contained in a triangular

■■atf

'U-rindon Rlgg farm borehole records 40* overburden.
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area bounded by Cornhlll - Crookham - Mindruia railway

station. "The :.:trgina are ragged and irregular, with small

outliers from the main mass. It is a region of abrupt

hillocks, tumultously arranged, and with deep hollows between;

as such, it offers a remarkable contrast to the drumlin

country on either side, on which the gravel has been

superimposed"* Settling IS widespread with great varia¬

tion. in size and shape of kettlahole_,so that it is
difficult at first for the observer to see any ground plan

to the topography. Closer inspection however,shows that

the crests fall Into the Tweed valley near West Leurmonth,
with Fressen Hill, Broomy Knowe and Blakelaw drumlin like

mounds appearing above the general surface. The Wark

Kaim shows a residual form^for the Tweed flowing at a
higher level went south of the Kaim and on to•the terrace

eastwards, This terrace is backed' by an abrupt bowshaped

river cut bank between W&rk and Cornhill, with the crests to

ithward suggesting v/atcr. trimming to c, Vj>0% and 200',
Of the two burns flowing over this area, the Willow looks

more normal than that at kearaonth which appears to

occupy a channel out by a greater volume of water formerly.

Bastwards towards Till the spread be;r?o ■ more constricted

with the Bog, used by Tallin*S Burn^resulting either from

infilling of adjacent kettleholes and /or a line used by

aeitwatsr. Along the left bank of Till.west of the

Tlllmouth/Orookh- =.m road the local topography is more

vigorous?and 11the 'air,her grou-id on u.,c r:.,,at bank.
p. 126 G.S. Memoir "The Cheviot Bills'1 a full



shows a change In the alignment of glacial graining.

The Haydon dean channel is considered to have been

used by meltwater from Milfleld i'lain and also from the

area of io^d ioe at and near Branxton,and not from
Butler* o L&it# Swart. At a later stage - the lowor Till

tract came into use and the Haydon channel fell into dis¬

use. The reader will have noted that the Zoological

Survey Memoir refers to lateral' moraine ana dead piedmont

ice lying from Cornhill up the Till valley and, whilst

../porting these views, the writer considers that on topo¬

graphic evidence fragments of a laterai?moraLne remain at

Shldlaw, Warfc (?Kalm), front Cornhill to Pollln'e Burn,
faddon Hill and G-riadan Rigg. If this be bo; the Tweed
defile east of Coldstream may have been determined by

these worainie. . t f# Again, the 140' lake in. Wilfield
and also a higher level c. 200* may be also poet glacial

in origin, dating from a period when the lower Tweed was

flooded a a temporarily eetuarine* , (Rote the 2QQ*
"lake" level in the feviot valley near Crailing, also the

very marked break of slope about 200' -between Carbarn and

Bprousfcon).

(The author during field >rk >wered the Zouth bank of

the Tweed from Spinous ton - Tweedmouth but ob-.>--rvatlo ore

mad© OMLY on this wide. Sine# the nates made correspond

* Note, the cold water fauna recorded by Gunn in the lower
Tweed ,on the N. bank 90' above S.b.
See p. 34 G-.S. Memoir "Berwick on Tweed" 1926



closely with pari of those made earlier by -lino Home

the "0*1 tor considers it sufficient (at till3 atago) to

roprodu.ee a summary of Milne Home's observations and

Ills 11e;:r :■<»).
$te.MF. p&qc 2?.
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Hi, yap Aln 24-)

The comparatively short A. Aln flows in a generally

eastward direction ana has Its upper reaches separated

from the lower by a gorge tract. Between Alnham and

B&sslngton the stream flows along part of.the axis of a

well defined topographic trough, and,whilst the Ala's
source someunexpectedly in the two meltwater channels

above Ainham the -larger valley continues beyond. The
left bant tributaries of. the upper Ain ar© youthful, being

either of recent origin and/or using moltwater lines,ami
they contrast wlth the longer established right bank

tributaries over the same stretch. River terraces and

alluvium are not important features, occurring for the

most part between Whittingham and Hulrte Ajjbfy^ together with
restricted ueufthland development ©aat of Alnwick. *roa

Ruin© Ajjbey to Alnmouth the higher and aoenisally finer
c

ground occurs along the right bank;and over this same

stretchy£/glacial sands and gravels flanking th© stress
form various local topographic features. ^inallyuone notes

that within historic time the Aln abandoned Its former

mouth- and now turns east to join the sea past Alnaouth

instead of continuing to the S,S.S# (The old abandoned,

channel south of the present south can readily be seen in

the field)

1, Uprer vallev

The 'Aln is formed toy the confluence,nr, Alnhaaa



house}of streams flowing In convergent ineltwater channels.
The northernmost channel is 40' - $0* deep,, stretches from

Haselton Rig and has been subjected to partial reworking

by the present stream,together with dissection by very
youthful burns flowing off Horthfield hill. °I'h© other

channel extending from ^craln Wood,is gome 30' deep but
of greater width than that from Hazeltan Rig, Whilst the

Ala Itself is rather insignificant downvalley until

beyond Islington Hall,, the two sides of the valley are

contrasting. On the left bank, slopes quickly steepen up

as the margin of the ilnsiii is approached"jbut even so,'a

suggestion of a bench facet occurs at Horthfieldhead
700' # 750'; and at 3?rendwiefc, faulting together with

Cementatone overlap appear to hove aided the formation of

an indentation to this margin. Her® at trendwick there

is an Incipient centrifugal drainage pattern,with two of
the youthful streams fault guided. At Great %le a

coarse superficial veneer occurs on micaeoua flaggy sand*

stone where the present stream emerges from a valley

apparently of meltwater origin. However, there is a alight

anomaly In this valley, for whilst the meltwater intake

occurred .Just below 700' and the outlet Is at 600* t the

oversteepened **.*.. slope of Chubden Hill (adjacent) bears

traces of meltw&ter cutting at o. 700*, 670' and 600'.
If the Great Ryle channel was graded to those on OhuMen

then the ice must have been thicker westwards, or alter¬

natively the lower part of Great Ryle valley may have been



out subglacially or pre-existing, Beyond Great Sly la the

outcrop of the Igneous rocks. turns away northward at Mil©

Moor; and the present divide Is formed of sandstones be¬
longing to th© eementsfcone group. i'h© ground continues

at first to fall into the river line quickly,although

slopes do ease off eastwards and gradient changes occur

east of Islington Wall between 30Q'/a$Q*,

•Along the south bank, rocks of th© Cemeritstone group

pro trade through th® glacial till and these sandstones

form *the parallel escarpments which- ran between Whittinghasi

and Ainham" (p.tl G.S, Memoir Alnwick 1930), transitional

to th© high scarped front of th© £©ll sandstone above and

to the southeast. I'here in little of not© along this

stretch, th© general ground slop© 1® eastward to the scaip

foot, and boars & superImposed. graining. A fow cn-all

youthful burns appear in th© troughs}and only the Oallaly
burn appears to use an anomalous channel, now assessed to

be of ~©itester origin with intake at 500' near Lorbottle

hall.

At Ryle Mill th© Aia is contained by ?* - 3* bankings

(a height of bank roughly maintained for so.,© distance

downstream), and one further observes that from JKeefc lodge
lat 300*) virtually to th® %lingha® burn coni'lueriQ© the

present stream seems misfitted and displays small scale,

though closely packed, meanders. At £ast Rodge, too, low
residual mounds of ©and and gravel appear, especially along
th© north bank, and are fairly continuous features to the



Bridge of Ain. Similar deposits occur beyond at the

lower ends of the Ooe end Bdlingham valleys,Phil'st more

extensive spreads flank the Bhawdon dean north of Bridgend,
An these deposits occur below 3oo' and >apart from those
patches in the upper tfhawdon ^e&rt and. at the end of

Ealington highhlll ridge (i.e. at the confluence of Ain/

Oallaly streams) the bulk are below 230*. Since meltwater'

ceased to flow south through the Shawdon cut Just above

500' and undoubted lake clays occur at Xhrunton tileworks

(o# 320V330') there would, appear to be a.caa© for in¬

ferring the presence of a late glacial lake standing for a

time is .the upper Ain valley. . *he period, however,would
need to be long enough for lake clays to be deposited at

'ihrunton, a delta to be pushed out from the Shawdon channel

to Boitonfwhilst sands and gravels were depositee? at the
lake head. Examination of the %XIngham valley tends to

Support the notion of a late glacial'lake - for what better

agency could have produced the beautiful smooth surface

gently rising along the west side of this Valley from

Baasington past lough almost to the present village

site* together with the -clear cut break - of ..-.'lope at 3QQ1
beyond Hunterheugh crags?

Along the left bank beyond Glanton the Fell sandstone

is'eroded into two upstanding hill masses separated by a

fault line valley M.E. of Uitlington. l\i© mass to the

north shows a scarp front to. -the Br®ami sh and an over-

Steepened face to. Sitlington,whilst the gently south
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sloping summit shows the S.K.ia, graining about Beanley Moss

replaced by S.S.JE. glacial graining on Bean ley &oor. In

contrast, the southerly mass is more akin to an enlarged
roch® moutonnee aligned £,N.iJ»,/W.B■ Beyond these,

the j%iingham burn flows to join the Shipley bum

and though small and apparently offset, it occupies a

very marked trench below Shipley moor*. At the effective

valley head (i.e. just weat of %linghaia) the ground

rises suddenly to m area of confused uadulatory. and

hummocky ground west and north of Brooiahouse but. towards

Beanley Boor (S.W.) the surface appears to be sandier and

is more disposed to form northward, falling ridges, Aboil

figlingham the drift plugging in the lower BarChOpe valley
la still responsible for' offsetting the two tributary

burns, one of which flows into the Br«amieh and the other

becoming the Bglingham burn, Burnett^writing in the
Proceedings of the Berwickshire %t. Olub 193A on the

Longle®.Moor glacial deposits and development .of the lower

Shipley burn,notes that the %1 Ingham gap was used to drain
off some of the Hedgeley Basin meltwater befor© the

Shawdon. cut • came into us®» He adds "there is jtioweve'r, no.

well marked drainage channel to indicate a definite river

Hwher© the road from Shipley Law - Bast Bolton arouses the
bum, slight incision is shown into' the flat floor of
a wide and >3' deep trench.



bed" Inferring that no single course was used, across the

gap for any length. Of time.or else that water may have

escaped through 'or over the lee her©, Whilst this may have

been the ease,it might equally be true that water in
the Aln valley flowed'marginally through the hunt'erheugh

crags ,bringing Cheviot gravels Into the %l Ingham valley
that way, as well as,or instead of, over from, the Hedgeley
Basin at £glingha®. The detailed description of the

Longlee deposits provided in the article,together with
those in the G,8, Memoir "Alnwick and district", p. 94 - 97,
are wore than adequate for the reader. The Bhlpley burn

itself flows through a valley of contrasting parts. The

upper valley tends to be shallow, with the stream incision

becoming noteworthy below 350* On the right bank the
Old

oreStllne falls by a series of treads lower summit levelsI /N

between 500* - 650' are associated with damp moorland.

Th© writer considers that, prior to diversion by the %m©r
Till the Br«ami ah formerly flowed eastwards from %i Ingham

to 3. Charlton ,belng Joined by the upper Aqn and Titlington
as fault guided tributaries on its south bank with the

HarOhop© and Ret burns as loft bank streams. B&ier ea pture

by a dip slop® tributary of the Coquet,occupying the present
lower Aln course/ diverted the Ain to its present course

and the present lower Bhipley burn is probably therefore

of later (Xat© glacial?) origin.

Along the south bank the Aqn j.g joined by the Bwine,
th© Coo and idlinghas burns, and is bounded by higher
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and stronger topography. Th© Swine burn is short and its

left bank shows again the capacity for the Cementstones to

forw a ridge feature whilst on the right bank the scarp

face begins at the base of tti© Fell sandstones. The

Ooe valley approximates to faultlines flanking the

Leamington Anticline, and seems to have bean glacially
deepened upstream. Indeed, at or near the head of all

these three burns, io« driving southward appears to have

enlarged and deepened the upper valley reaches e.g.

Howaoor .plantation, Bough Castles and Bimside Moor*.
In the Coe vailey, th© most interesting features are
associated with the Thrunton Tiltwork© area. Til©

working face in the clayplt showed 20*_of blue brown

clay overlain by 6* of rather gravelly clays. Bock

fragments included in'the ©lay appeared to be- comparatively

fresh,varying fro® limestone and sandstone to and©sit©,

granite? and whlnsill?. The writer must acknowledge the

enthusiastic assistance given by the foreman who demonstrated
other depositions! phase* preaent^n the works. These
included more gravelly exposures vary!©g and wedge shaped

inclusions. One such wedge examined, showed silty sand
surrounded by clay, being sufficiently distinct to be

photographed. According to the foreman, the area of

ground, south of Learchild moor house, where the main road

*$ote the borehole record for Wandystead Farm on Himsi&e
shows 138* of overburden.



crosses the Ooe burn is constantly sinking and subjected

to constant attention by the road authorities. He

claimed the reason for this behaviour was due to there

being a great depth of running sand in the vicinity.

idlinghem valley at present shows youthful characteristics,
flowing M.S. and then north to Join the Ain. Where it

turns northwards, below ifiilinghasj Nation, the scarp front to
Moorlaw is fronted by ground which could formerly have

been graded north-eastwards toy! the preglaclal Streats, There¬
fore the present north flowing section sight be of tnorp

recent origin. North-northeast from "llrig bridge the

scarp face becomes severe, and off it,numbers of obaequent

'letches' flow to the Edlinghass burn in narrow ungraded

gullies, Nor Is the scarp front always a clean,clear cut

feature, for, in places, e.g. Corby's crags, a series of

crags and rocky knolls, clutter the rising front to produce

extremely rough terrain. At the valley headithe Wandy
burn flows more continuously over bedrock. ?he surface

gradient steepening up to New Moor also suggests that the

glacial deposits on Rltnside,whilst locally thick, thin out

rapidly to the north and east. 'i'he G.3. memoir for

Alnwick district describing %msid© Moor (p. 00 - . 100)

refers to small esker-llke mounds upon the peaty flat east

of Wandy Marshland suggests kettling of dead ice at a

aorainic margin to explain the nature of the local glacial

deposits. South-east of New Moor house the windgap has

been used by ice and later by meltwators flowing south.

It seems feasible to suggest that,at a slightly later data.
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this meltwater flowed marginally U.S. around Brlzlee

Hill then southwards again through Freeman* s Gap and the

Hawdon Grange gap (Alnwick Moor). If this be the case,

then the mossy floored feature M. N, W of Townslaw Uairn at

350' may be associated with the later phase.

2. Lower valley

On the south bank below the Aln/Shipley confluence the

high cuesta of Alnwick Moor le being dissected along the

line of strike by the Stocking Burn, whilst beyond the

Alnwiek hogback a well marked strike vale (B„W. - fj.Jii.)
ia bounded by the Shilbottle-Lesbury ridge to the east.

The sharp corner of the cueeta displays only a slight
I

"tread" at and west of Brizlee Tower (e.g. A 536), but

slopes become easier eastward, falling into the line of

the Stocking burn. Besides the two weltwater channels

already mentioned on Alnwick Hoor, another also occurs 1
mil® east of the Hawden grange out at Swanefield House

(€400*, at the head of Clayport bank, Alnwick). At
Alnwick the ground slope is checked Just below '300' in

Bailiffgate, Harrow gate and Bondgate within (A 188' lies

just west of theLouvre Cafe) grading out to a terracelike

stretch fronting the river. Hear the British Railway

station residual hillocks of sand and gravel ocour? being
replaced in turn to the S.R. by a spread whose eastern

margin is "dissected" (- all approximating to 200'),
The writer is uncertain whether the virtually dry de¬

pressions occurring at the margin result from running water



or are deposifcional In origin, "but similar features

also appear along the margin of similar deposits along tte
north bank to rivorward. Beyond Alnwick the south bank

shows first the strike vale> used by the Cawle&ge burn; then
the Bfrilbottle ridge,and finally the coastal plain,

'fhe stream course is restricts! downvalley with a

short stretch of heugh and terraced ground at Brialee

being followed by a narrow, incised tract. Prora Hulne

to the Lion Bridge at.Alnwick,the Aln shows gorgelike

characteristics where the stream flows over or against

sandstone rocks, but usually its course is immediately
confined by 6 - 10' bankings,upon which narrow ribbons i
of river alluvium are found. Beyond the Lion Bridge

the stream's flow is disturbed by numbers of artificial

weirs as far as Lesbury, together with short stretches of
rapids near Benwick Mill (where the Oxford limestone crosses

the river) and Bilton Mill ('where flaggy sandstones form

the river bed). Downstream too, heughland accompanying

an Incised meander belt appears, the river alluvium

being flanked by banks of glacial till and overlying sand

and gravel deposits* .

xIt will be observed that the upper margin of the fluvio-
glaclal deposits in the lower Aln falls consistently from
c» 250' at Hulne along the W, bank, whilst on the 3. bank
it rises to c. 350' in the D©er Park before falling east¬
wards. Again,whilst clearly plugging the lower pre-
glaclal Aln v&lley, the origin of the glacial deposits
east of Hulne is a matter of conjecture (see L.3. Memoir

Alnwflk p. 93-99)



The lower Ain has few tributaries, only the Uenwick
burn on the north bank together with the Stocking, Rugley
and Cawledge burns on the south. The Dgnwick burn appears

to have been deflected by the sand and gravel deposits and

flows eastwards past Denwlck quarry over bedrock in a J>Q'

deep, narrow incision. It is also suggested that it

formerly graded out to c. 150' and whilst ita present lower

tract to the Aln is south-westerly,it may formerly have

flowed S.S.JjI. £j& Hawkhill. (A dry depression rises to

the R.N.W, away from the river valley towards the Benwick

burn and looks rather anomalous). The characteristics of

the Stocking burn are fairly simply stated,for it shows a

youthful, incised and ungraded lower stretch in Alnwick
Parks with a young, though opener,valley form upstream. The
Oawledge and Rug/ley burns unite and join the Ain south of

Old Hawkhill. Of these,the latter shows two clearly
defined sections,separated by a >0' - 30' incised tract at
Rugley woods. Upstream In a shallow basin (rather poorly

dmined ground) between Hugley House and Hawden Orange,

the headwater streams are gathered together, whilst beyond

the incised tract a youthful stream is firmly incised into

gently sloping ground lying between 300" and 200'.
Whilst not showing such clearly defined topographic

units, the north bank possesses a wedge of higher ground
between 3, Oharl ton - Heckley House it Shipley, which is
separated from the Pepper Moor area by a shallow ILL-



defined depression north of Denwick* The Whinslll crags

at Ratcheugh* too, form a local bold feature and,like the
SWlbottle ridge^ serve to delimit the coastal plain to the
east. The valley side between Hulne and Alnwick rises

quicklynortbearda,wlth the line of a low S.S.E. aligned

troy^i from. Abbeylands appearing somewhat Incongruous*

Eastwards, too, the margin of the fluvloglaclal deposits
becomes Increasingly defined, the whole appearing as a

flat topped rilge (when viewed from the southland graded

out to 200* just east of Dsnwick. The wblnsill crags of

Ratcheugh have suffered from ice.erosion•with the "tail"

at bhell laws ridgelike (but with graded crestllne to

c. 150'?). West of the Little Houghton - Lesbury road a

virtually dry,but marked,north/south trough hangs above
the present river valley and is of doubtful origin. %aln,
the marked dip slope from Hatsheugh eases off first c. 200*
and again o. 150** whilst the smooth gently is. sloping

ground to Boulder is strongly suggestive of water trimming
(Andersons late glacial sea levels?^.

It would seem* therefore, that the lower Aln has only

in recent times ceased its incision into glacial deposits

lying in the line of the pre-glacial valley. Again

the higher sand and gravel deposits on the couth bank ray

be associated-frith an earlier depositional phase. Melt-

water on Amwick Moor drained southwards at -500* and 400*)
whilst the later Trobea Bene overflow at Lhllbottl© (intake

200*) probably was followed by removal of an ice (?) barrier



in the lower Ain valley to allow the resumption of eastward

drainage. Although the writer has not examined the ground

in great detail it may be tentatively suggested (on general

grounds) that a temporary ponding back of water occurred in

the lower Rugley and Oawledge valleys while the Irobes fen©

cutting was operative, and at this time so e transfer of

sands and gravels from the upper Ain basin occurred. (The

upper and lower Ain basins may have both shared at common

lake level for a time; . The removal of the barrier in the

lower valley would in Its turn lead to further reworking

of the sands and gravels and hence explain the train of

Cheviot material in the gravel deposits referred to by

J.A. Smythe 1912 Trans. Mat. Hist. Soc. Nld. i Durham.
In ;,his brief hypothesis on events in the lower Ain, the

author feelsbound to Include a reference to W. Anderson's

late glacial 190* and 140' sea levels and Woolacott's
130' post glacial raised beach (deol. Mag. 1921). There

seems to be sufficient evidence in the lower Ain valley to

suggest a late or post-glacial rla phase down from Alnwick,
with water standing c. 200' and 150*.
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CHAPTER. 5. |.j£
ASTAL PLA'PL ($M Mf. ^ 25) .

Tn tills section the area is sub-divided into portions

each of which possesses some individuality and 'characteristics

of its own*

ll in the WorthytSi© seaward end of Longrldge is being actively
eroded;but cliffing is soon replaced between Goswick and Budle

Point by a low lying depositions! area (marine and fluvial

deposition). Again0the lower ground in the Morth which merges

Westward into the lower Tweed valley becomes more res trie ted

Toutii.wn.rds with the appearance of the major cuesia.

2) South from Budlo point to Howick it is the Whlneill which

la associated with stronger coastal feature©, although low

sea-cliffi ng occurs en arched sedimentary rocks at Seahouses*

Inland, the pocket of lew lying ground at Belford is pinched

out by Lueker,and the Waren Mill - ChatMll depression has

already been referred to in an earlier chapter. (p-39)
3) from Howlck to Alnmouth the Whinsill'a absence removea

character■from a low cliffed coastline. To the Weet,the

Whinai 11 outcrop in the Id ttlehoughton area and the Shilbottle-

Lesbury ridge form the Inner limits to the plain.
Northern

^ iHie coastline South from initial is extremely interest! m
PORTION

and ©hows a variety, of features, some of which unfortunately

in time will cause abandonment of some existing lines of

commentcati on,unless firmly cheeked IMME'DIATELT. Spittal is

built on a, low raised beach fragment between the steep seaward

slope of Longridge and the present ©hore^but from, the South end
of the town to Saltpan rock© the coast show© 60 - 00* cliff!tig.
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These cliffs do not form a continuous feature,but are

interspersed between broken rock piles and slumped faces, the

whole standing above a wave cut platform which continues

alongshore to Seremerston limeworks. The cliffs are unstable^
for high seaward rock dips (30-35°) and rhythmic bedding in the

sediments are Conducive to eliding (undergravity) of sandstones

upon waterlogged shales. Besides wav© action at the cliff

base, rock jointing, local small faults ancl numbers of springs

probably speed up the process of cliff recession. The wave cut

platform Is best seen near the Doupster oil shale outcrop ancl

here, too, differential erosion on shales, ssts. and 1st.has

occurred* On the more massive sandstone houthw&rd the shore

is rougher with a tendency to .have potholi ng,and again the lime-*

stone rocks usually form oarrs** Cliff recession has already

cloned a secondary road above Saltpan rocks, and must already

threaten the Bdinburgh«»Hewca stie railway to the Berth*

Wrom the cliffs South of Spittal looking Northward the

ground between Berwick and present shore seems to have been

water trimmed at 50) and Southwards, too, in the Sereawreton

limeworks area a similar process seems to have occurred*

Amongst the limestone workings,variable amounts of reddish clay

and blown sand upon bedrock are fronted by email skerro and

beach (the greatest thickness of till seen by the writer being

9*). Forth from ftoswlck, first low multiple sand dunes then 4Q-50"
\

M It was presumably an offshore extension of one ouch
limeaton© carr which 3/3 Hack struck near Scremersion ■
Li aeworks.
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hillocks back the beach}whilst the damp HNW/SSB swales inshore
of these features indicate that the underlying clay lies close

to the surface. Beyond Goswick Railway station the reddish

till is replaced by Khaki coloured alluvium lying as an

extensive flat to Baggerston and B©al. Drab topographically,

and drained by artificial, occasionally interlaced, water

channels (i.e. Lows), this area is separated from the tidal

Holy Island sand flats by a narrow sliver of feloxra sand only

10 - 20' high.

To the West, the rising crest level in a .trough of

relatively lower ground (Cheswick-Beal-Felkington-Korhara)
is accompanied by increasing definition of druslin features.

On the seaward side the subdued topographic graining leads the-

observer to suggest that depositional drumlins or drumlin "tails"

had subsequently been modified by erosion. The rocdrualin

fronts look down onto the lower Tweed valley and about their

bases i11-drai ned, boggy patches of ground occur. The Southern

side of Longridge sho\*/s a slight topographic break at 100'

between Cheswick and Nobhill,and towards Billy Law and

Richardson Steads there may have been slight bevelling at 250'

and 200*. The Allerdean stream certainly appears to have

carried away water that formerly was penned in the Thornton,

Longridge and Burton bog areas and probably was connected at

some period with the Murton Dean35 overflow channel.

* Murton Dean channel shows a two way talweg, leading out onto

a bog at its 3E end, 150-125* and a terrace - to the HI at
175-150'.
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A further possibility to be entcrtained,io that meltw&ter
temporarily flowed from the foot of art ndon Rigg (upper

Finger burn) v»a Grl eve«tea.d Moor and Jlhoreewood bog into

the Thornton area (insufficient time however has prevented

the writer cheeking this latter suggestion) • The ahoreswood

ridge erest on the south bank of the AUerdean burn averages

SiO/SfO'and* rises sporadically to 300*. Since bedrock

Is sufficiently in evidence along the ridge erest and also

on gently sloping ground to the South,It may be suggested

that an easterly sloped surface between 300*850' formerly

occurred locally. Between Shorewwood and Buddo the drtrailn

topography continues, but South of Puddo it is the scarp

front which has been ice eroded# At Budde there are two

email roehen moutonneea,whilst south of the Haydon Dean
intake the watershed from .Tack's Law A 884 rises quite

suddenly at Berryhill, Whilst the rapid fall in surface

level llorth of Woods!do Moor and the gentle fall in summit

level along the right bank of Ray el on Bean may be glacial

effects, they may initially have depended upon a provincial

stream flowing over the area, This stream would have the

Till as a tributary,and my have been the lower 11 ne of Twe<zd/
Bowmont (or Tevlot if the preglaclal Tweed ran eastward

along the south aide of longri-fige?). It is noted that the

larger of the present streams are, decidedly inoisod at or

jttot below 100* (depth c30*). Again^ the low seems to have
been graded to 150* formerly whilst the narrow incised raid die

tract of the Berrington burn ceases suddenly at Worth
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Harrington J tint under 150*. Several of the present burns

can readily be seen to follow the rock strike #*#» Drydean burn,
Liokar burn,and all are convergent on the Waggerston flats.

Hast of Bowsden the numbers of crests c200* are to be mentioned,

e.g. forth and South of landyford bridge, Liekar farm., and

presumably reflect water trimming. The lorfh end of the major

coesta is breached, and SB of Kentotone farm meltwater has used

the gap to flow seawards. The lower end of this channel

(now used by the "Dean burn) hangs slightly above what may have

been a later channel cut along the §w side of FenbasihiXl..-

Beal and Fonhamhill are both small;conical ice moulded hills,
but both show anomalous,alluvium floored depressions along their
western flanks# Although speculative, the wfriter tentatively

suggests that miter,from either or both the Haydon and Allerdean

channels,first flowed through the Kentstone channel;and later
flowed obliquely across the Nagger«ton area,along the west side
of FonhamMll and then later between Beal hill and PehhaaMXl.

houth from Beal Point a shingly shored is backed by a clayey

banking of variable height (e.g. Villi telee letch 20* brown clay

bank shows 25*30° seaward slope) and the Holy Inland sand flats

change their character beyond the South Low,to become mudflats.

Approaching Re## links,the clay is last seen at Ooekly Knowoe
as it passes under blown sand,in a section showing 10* blown sand
overlying 2® grey clay, and to seaward sand flats reappear.

The characteristics shown in the Goswick area are repeated by the

* Hot© however the snail exposure of set. on the shore,
II. of 'Elwick farm (dip SB 3°)
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blown sand depoal Is on Tioas M nks * though on a larger scale.

Ridges and hillocks stand highest, to the North (I.e. between

Jack's Waste * lookout hot 34),parallel to the shore,losing
t and definition southwards• landwards to the South-West,

swales and swells appear}with hhe NW/SB waterlogged hong Bog

especially noteworthy, (this feature is almost one rails in

length). The inner margin of hoes Links is fairly well defined

by two alluvial flats which flank a low continuation of

Royalways swell ending at Kirkley Hi 11,Ross. A hooked spit

forms the northern margin of Budle Bay and the sandy flats
it

about are replaced by mud of the Chesterhi11 Slake,serosa the
Ttoss Low.' The shoreline NW of Waren Mill is unusual, for the
Inner margin of the mudflats shows pits of variable shape —

several yards in length,2*3' width and averaging 1' depth.

Hxssaination of several such pits produced sections, with c5*

black organic,rather sandy mud underlain by c?n brown clay* As

for the low banking above H,w. mark,the bent section occurs

where Ross Low enters the slake showing

V noil,

3* brown silt,

1* brown clay with three thin dark rust-
coloured pan layers,

2* gray clay.

Along the south shore of the bay a narrow shingle band from

Waren Mill to Kiln Point lies between the mudflat and a

bedrock face which is capped by superficial deposits, -t Kiln

Point considerable numbers tof boulders appear to have been

burled beneath the blown sand,and this may be indicative of
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an old atorm beach* From Kiln Point to Heathery cottages

vbrupt cliffi tig of superficial deposits rises above

shingle*whilst beyond Heathery cottages sandstones' replace

limestones in the snore section* Approaching Black Rock fro®

the fcjil numerous springs issue from the base, of the sand

clif?s,whllot on Black Book the upper rock surface shows a

pattern of eroded Joints contrasting with marginal sandblasted

serrated edges and fIstings*
Inland, the 100' contour, eseow5 ay 5E from Fenwiek stead

separates Buckton Moor and the higher ground of the Vhin Sill

fro® an area of gentle slopes and minor topographic' features.

Faulting and erosion have resulted in the U'hiit showing' a triple

echelon of crags aligned eastwards and whilst crags are south

facing east of Belford, to the beat they generally face South

of Wes1»S*The three echelons are of variable width,the firs',
|

occurs between Betehant - Middleton, the second from - 1.ddloton **j
Belford is pinched out at Ohesterhl 11*and the third begins

near Belford B.H. station to run out to sea at Budle Point*

The shallow depression of Buck ton Moor is bounded to the west

and South by. strong features, although a small terracelike
feature at Betchant (19CeX90s falling W - 12} and the small

area of flattish ground behind Buckton farm (185-180*) are

to be noted* |i
■■ ' IS
« For a fuller description of raised beaches locally see

Belford Memoir p. 157-159.

ffft the exceptions between Betchant lodge « Belford Borthbank, ;
and at BongMlls (Belford B») where a near crag and tall
occurs are due to severe ice erosion and for® of outcrop.
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Then© features^together with the local topography, suggest the
former presence In the Backton Moor area of gently B sloping

facet between. 200-180®, South of Betehant Lodge the Whin

locally shows a 30* eantfacing cliff,but nearing Belford

(about Chester©) it in the breaks of slope at 500* and below
I

1S<0® which take the eye. 'Between. Bneington and Chesterhi XI

the cheeking of Northward slopes at 100® is apparent whilst

the Whin outcrops above have been heavily scored arid plucked by

southward moving ice# The crest line here is much more ragged

than to the east of Waren burn where Whin summit a are higher

and more accordant (between 250-200*). West of Waren burn-

steep seaward slopes ease off eastwards and the only minor

topographic features lie Bast of f/arenhouse.1 Here the fault

line and rock strike (under the Whin) are associated with a

small depression and crude benchlike fentores, also South of

Budle farm a short dry depression lies on the inner margin

of a former terracelike feature (,18Q'-132*).
There is little of note in the stream development over

this area# The Kiwi ok burn is incised 20® where it crosses

A.1. road, flow® over bedrock for a short way past

Baalngtongrange "til and then as the Hose Low flows over •

superficial materl al bet\veon,&mlQ banks. Its tributary the
Middleton burnpehowe-•'WMtfMneleus stretch past Sfflhhee farm,

and at Piddle*.on bridge the 12* narrow incision into bedrock

upstream is replaced by a short stretch of rani da downstream#

M# Whilst it may be considered artificial to consider only
the N. facing Whin slopes between lasington and Birdie
Polnt, in the least it is convenient.)
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CO MTAL IIP TP continued-.

50UTHER.M 2. Hear Black ftoek the seaward end of the Vhln outcrop
PORTION .

corresponds -to coastal cllffing and earrs,. but southwards

the coastline becomes more subdued with only local features

occurring at B&mburgh Castle rock ami the truncated low ridges

from Burton * Oroenhi11 and forth Sunderland - Ssahouses*

Between Black and Il&rkess Rocks the Whins! 11 appears to have
■

been trimmed at SO*,: then veneered by blown sand}and from
this narrow bench a, steep (o409) banking of sandy and aeree

material lets down onto skerra and beach below. The Burkes®

Rocks» for their part, are geologically quite fantastic wi 1h

complex sect!ons-wthe details of many of them of a so minute

character that no plan or section, unless on a very large scale,

can give a faithful representation of the remarkable instances

of Intrusion here to be observed, some of which have been

mistaken for dykes" (p.114 0.1. Monadr Belford district) •lt
Tn the present essay it is sufficient to note that "hast of

Black rocks Lighthouse a louth facing; Whin exposure overlies

shale^limestone (or cal. sudstone) and sandstone, furthermore;
the sea has eroded out & roughly horseshoe shaped area louth

of this Whin reef to expose sediments Included in,or lying

underja locally thinner portion of the sill. To the Morth_,
the comparatively smoother surfsee of the WMnaill slopes to

the sea Worth and Bast, whilst southward the Rhinoil! surface,

is gently undulating.

9t For full description see same volume p.115-116
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In the enclosed area the details are varleel but produce

a rough fumble of rocks e.g. At Stag rock the underlying

sediments have been eroded out by the sea. so that the sill,

ban a slight overhang ,whilat nearby, a Whin exposure displays'
a. dyke-like character amongst sandstones (see photos). Nearby,

too,there is another but much n-sailer area where bedrock has
been eroded out. It lei hast of a 3* high hlnsill bench

(on H.W.'M. )and its form suggests that the crest of a small

local flexure has been eroded by the sea. Beyond Karkeas

a fine beach appears and this is fringed by blown sand,first
y*

in a spread form,b\>t as aandhilis about Bamburgh Castle rock.

Bamburgh Castle is built upon a NW/se ridge formed of Whinsill

capping the underlying sandstone and shale. The ridge is
\

aligned with ice stria fcions found-.on the local golf course W

of Banburgh, ldoks wedgelike in plan and elevation, so its

present form is probably due to Ice erosion. However, at its

northern end the ridge terminates in a cliff (40* height) which

upon examination shows several interesting features.
t.

1) The dolerite appears to show a transition from top to base.

In the uppermost part of the section columnar form is shown^but
the columns appear to radiate. Thic upper portion passes

through a transit!©nary aone to the lowest section whore

columnar structure is replaced by spheroidally weathered rock.

2) In the lowest portion of the section a fragment of purple

sandstone 2-3 thi ck, 2* length pipping 45° seaward , is to be
observed.

These facts together with the narrow width of the Whin

exposure raise doubts on the Whin here being a sill; insteadj
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it seems to be transgressing as a dyke and only just beginning

to become sill like along the eastern margin of the outcrop.

Again, are the three zones seen at the North end merely the result

of erosion upon a single flow? The writer unfortunately was

unable to examine legitimately the ridge within the Castle walls,

but it does appear to be crested at 100s. The West facing crags

of Castle rock have been illustrated and described in past

literature on numerous occasions, the only comments now added are

that there is a marked termination of the Crags at 50'A.S.L.,
and jtowards the 3outh,a wedge of underlying sandstone duplicates
the frontage. On the Bast side,occasional craggy faces overlook

the adjacent sandhills. The fine,near white sands of Bamburgh
beach continue 311 along the coast almost to Seahouses, though

alternating with skerrs and carrs at Islestone, G-reenhill and

Shores ton. The large sandhills /too, extend SB almost to

Seahouses, but the width of the sandhill zone narrows considerably

southwards from Greenhill. In a traverse from Bamburgh to

Seahouses the observer is impressed by the way in which the

sandhills lie athwart of,and seal,shallow topographical hollows
or basins. Examples of these shallow hollows with their mossy

patches and alluvium are to be found at Armstrong Cottages

(25* and mapped as Raised Beach by Geol. Survey) and. South of

Monk*s House. (These features appear again southwards,and are

characteristic of the coastline between Bamburgh - Dunstanburgh) .

At Seahousesjthe Tumbler rocks stretch along the shoreline below

a low cliffing (c20*height) but beyond the harbour the cliffs are

more pronounced, higher (c40*) and unstable. The instability
i

of cliffing behind Broadcarr rochs results from fairly rapid
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undercutting of low dipping rocks. Whilst the shore is

platform like,the gently dipping rocks are not perfectly

planed but gently serrated instead,because of lithological
variation and differential erosion. There may formerly have

been a low promontory locally, for at the South end of the

harbour breakwater a stack remnant la suggested# Again, marine

erosion seems to have been somewhat selective, for the present

harbourage is fault bounded to the Southland the Brai ds tone Hole

if in a breached and eroded low anticline or dome# On the golf

course South of the village the ground slopes gently SE from

A 56' to A 46', whilst to the h'est, between ST# hunderland and
Southfleld farm,a small dry depress!on grades out to 45*.
Between Snook and Beadnell Points the coast first shows the

sequence of alluvial flats, sandhills and beach again ;but these
become progressively excluded Southwards as the amount of rocky

shore increases. The alluvium terminates at Anjiotead farm,

the blown sand at Beadnell Square (although the sandhills end

at Lihkhouse),v?hi 1st the beach fringe South of Beadnell Haven
is replaced by bedrock, boulders and shingle to Beadnell Harbour.

The Annstead flats, like those in BSft&nsll Bay, are more

extensive than comparable features Worth of Seahouses or South

of -'ewton Point. The Annstead alluvium lies in a shallow

depression^and,as its surface lowers lHward,it nay be deltaic.
Such an interpretation makes the facile assumption that the

sandhills are homogeneous, but the author prefers to assess these

features as being of doubtful origin. On the shore Worth of

Beadnell ,the rock outcrops are tangential to the const with
limestones forming low carve. Wave trimming has not.
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resulted in perfect planatlon,nor has the sea entirely removed
rook, debris. The excellent shore section at Bead cell was

examined In detal 1and 7>articular attention paid to the Great

limestone which showed email scale features illustrating the

effects of marine erosion and solution. The 15 - £0* cliff

which bounds the South side of BeadDell Haven continues to

Beadnell Point with but small variations in its height.

Approaching the fault which lies on the south side of Bell Point

the cliff exposures show slight corrugations, whilst on the shore

si and 3 aligned fissures, vesicles and veins appear. The South ;

side of Bell Point shows pronounced vei ning associated wife the

fault (plus localised brecciati on), and the shoreline looks akin

toMcraay paving'with blocks 1-4* width, 4-6' length producing

a slightly knobbled surface. Nacker Hole is eroded out of

sandstone and shales, with the former more prominent North of the

w/E ifeinstone dyke which cuts across the area. The wall-like

dyke is 10* width, rises to 10* height,and now forms a natural
breakwater for a small anchorage inshore. The dyke.has produced

thermal effects upon adjacent sediments and the breach in it most

probably is man mad©. Separated from Hacker Hole to the North

by a limestone (Sandbanks) reef, 7&dy*s Hole is bounded to the
South by a 20* cliffing founded upon the Groat limestone,and
therefore appears to have resulted from the easier erosion of the

intervening sandstone and shales# East of Beadnell harbour,

boulders and coarse-sand are soon replaced, first by blocks, and
then by a gently HR dipping outcrop of the Great to Beadnell

t H

Point. Hear H.W.liu the outcrop tets been ripped up into blocks,

whilst at l.v/. -. a slight nip is suggested but more important
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atill, the observer can distinguish surface zoneejparallel to the
atrike;which change down dip. The characteristics shown by each
zone are now gummarized;and it will be apparent that quick
variation in mechanical and solution effects are reflected by

surface changes on the limestone. (W photo. kMo|> Foldev)

Zone 1. Width variable. Just on and above H.W.M. the limestone

surface is smooth,but shows large Southward trending
fissures.

Zone 2. Width 17*. Blocks with sides measuring 1 - 2* length

occur. M/s and l/W rock pointing picked out, and in places
small pits §•" deep occur giving rugosity.

Zone 3. Width 5fc'. Here fissures 1* depth and 3 - 4* width.

Again;sm&ll potholes developed, being 1-2* diameter and

averaging 1* depth.

Zone 4. Zone 3 merges into this zone, estimated to be 5^f wide.

Fissures now 6" - 1* width and the potholes are replaced

by pits 2 - 3M diameter. Surface is now coarsely scarred.

Zone 5. In some places a transition from Zone 4, but elsewhere a

clear cut change. Width 9*. A surface of small nobbles.

The larger upstanding 1st. margins have now been reduced

almost to the level of the fissure floors and pits 2-4"

width, 3" deep, become finer seawards.

Zone 6. Width 24* and corresponds to the seaweed line. Surface is

now almost smooth, there being only small crenulatione.

Here fissures are few in number, widely spaced anywhere

present,vary in depth from 6" to a mere trace.



Zone 7. Width 24'. Virtually on L. W.M., the surface completely
smooth.

Whilst it may he of no significance, it is to he noted that

hones 1 and 2 are grey in colour, tinged with brown and black,

Zone 3 is dark grey / to near black and zones 4-7 Khaki brown

in colour.

Irescentic Beadnell Bay has a fine beach,backed almost
continuously by sandhills and,more sporadically, alluvial deposi ta -

South of Beadnell Green and North of Hewton Links House. Just

Bast of Beadhell Harbour a few water-trimmed skerrs are soon

replaced by fine sand,whilgt in the bay itself waveout rocks emerge
and are visible at low water. The sandhills continue to rise to

heights between 50-60' (a limiting value?r* but,as at Annstead, they
are stream breached. The Newton Links flats are extensive^nd may
formerly have been continuous with the patch northwards. Hie

lowest ground Is liable to flooding, the Long Nanny and Brunton

burns form small tidal creeks in their lower courses;whilst the
whole suggests that silting up of shallows behind a bar has occurr¬

ed. Other points of interest concern the streams flowing into

the area, for they appear formerly to have graded to 25' A3L. Also

the Long Nanny at one period may have flowed eastwards to the sea

at Millers Hick,for North of Tughallmill a low shallow swale falling
seaward is discernible. At the South end of the bay Football Hole'5

1. Note, however, the one exception on Bunatanburgh Links,where
the sandhills reach 86' ASL,but probably rising off drift.

2. For Oeol. description see G.G, Memoir "Belford etc." page 83.
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lies between adjacent Whin/Great limestone outcrops striking

FS and in echelon about ^ mile apart. The Hole appears to result

from selective erosion by the sea of the weaker sediments in a

locally faulted area.

Southwards from Newton the Whinsill makes its presence felt

in the topography of the coastal area,and since the rock strike
matches the general direction of ice movement in places ■

hereabouts, the landscape shows a NMW/ssB graining® Between

Newton Point and Hunsianburgh,beach and skerrs alternate on the
3hore, fringing sandhills appear together with small alluvial

patches behind. % contrast, the coast South of Punstanburgh to
Cullernose is dominated by the Whlnsill, and then to Howick by
sedimentary rocks,wi th the virtual exclusion of sand. Southwest
of Newton Point gently dipping limestone rocks on the shore show

only jointing and staining, perhaps the absence of other features

comparable to Beadnell is due to the Great here grading down to

limy sandstone. Above O.T.H.W.M, email planated skerrs are

replaced by a transit!onary slope (18* width) to the base of a

12* high banking,and above this the ground quickly rises
Northwards. The geological relationships .in Mewton Haven

practically duplicate those shown at Football Hole,and it seems

likely that th© Haven was formerly a horseshoe shaped embayment,

but because of erosion it is now gradually coalescing with

Ifcableton links.A depressed marshy area 12-20* A.sa*., South of

Newton Seaiiouses ,is separated from a similar alluvium patch near
Nmbleton Golf Club House by ice grained Whinaill. About 250 yds.

SW. from the Club House,too,the lower Nmbleton burn is now



 



incised c30but by the Club House it may formerly have graded

out to 25*. SB of Enable ton the beach is replaced first by a coarse

boulder storm beach (Whin)ywa& then by disturbed limestone at
Gray Mare Rock. The limestone forms a low, narrow carr, but is
rucked up to form a small knee-shaped flexure - probably an effect

associated with the adjacent fault. At Dimstanburgh^ the Whinsill

overlies sandstones and shales^and is distinctive from the main mass

to the Couth because of the Cushat stiel fault and erosion. The

Castle stands at clOO* on the summit of this mass which shows crags

to the west and cl:i ffing to the sea Northwards* writing on

Dunstanburgh Castle in "The Bnglish Gate55 (p.155) Wills comments

on the noise created by the sea as it thunders in a deep cove

"Rumbling Churn" to the ftorth of the Castle,and continues to
describe a blowhole in the Northern cliff. "It ia as though

a whole octagonal column of rook had been worn out of the basalt

and left a deep hole with an opening at the bottom. At times

an advancing wave strikes the foot of the cliff and sends a white

column of water like a jet of mighty foam soaring high into the air.

During the day, that is spectacular; but at night it is terrifying,

weird and fantastic." Southwards the '-est facing hin crag® and

the seaward dip slope are most impressive. The creatline to

Croster^, whilst at a constant height, is discontinuous, for

several breaks (shairds) occur along the scarp front and these in

some cases match "holes" e.g. Oxberrylaw, Liverpool holes eroded

1. lor geological description see Alnwick O.c. Memoir p..75-78.

2. "The strata in this district (i.e. Duns tan and Greater) are
arranged in a, "Horst" p.48 Ibid.



fry the sea along the foreshore. Some of these breaks are fault

guided e.g. Cushat stiel, Greater Harbour, but it is doubtful
whether they all result from faulting, crushes or jointing • could

they not have been produced in the earliest phase of glaeiation

when the ice moved eastwards, or again might they not result from

asltwftter action in the later stages of gleciation? At the
/

Northern end of the Whin crags between the Due and Castle rock

lies a small patch of alluvium,!nfi111ng glacially over deepened
ground, whilst to the Wen t_, low swells and ridges converge upon

Ho wick to the South. The foreshore does not reveal any clear cut

jointing, instead the rock surface looks like'crazy paving/and
above a slight nip,a low banking leads up onto the clip slope*

Seen from the Couth,the Castle rock shows two small topographic
breaks on the dip slope, and it is suggested that similar

features occur on the dip slope of the Whin North of Craster. (The
writer did not have time to cheek whether these features were due

to marine or glacial erosion,.', their origin and extent uncertain).
South of Craster the dip slope of the Thin still dominates the

coast to Cullernose, and at - this latter spot a classical geological
section is exposed. Before turning to Cullernose Point, the writer

wishes to refer the reader back to Craeter. Here a faultline is

associated with the harbour on one side of the village and a narrow

cutting through the U'hinaill on the other. If the depression

running SSB from Emfrleton Glebe carried meltwater at one time

Southwards, then the Graster ga,p in the SMn may be an associated

feature.

The description and diagram of Dr. J.A. Smythe of Cullernofce
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ere included}together with the writer*a own notes and semi-

diagrammatic sketches of the locality. It will be observed that

the only divergence concerns the two Whin exposures on the Forth

side of Cullernone fault - the writer considering them to be t^yke
feeders whilst Saorthe appears to interpret them as part %f the sill

proper. v

P.G.A. Vol. 42 (1931) page 273.

MThe limestone at the South end (of the (Jullernose section) is

the Four Fathom or Sight Yard, over which lies boulder clay charged

with large Whin boulders. The limestone and associated, shales are

faulted down to the South against the thick garnetiferouo

Dunstanburgh sandstone across which the Whin is breaking. A dyke,

15, flanked by breccia, occupies the fault. large fragments of the

sandstone have become detached and have floated away in the magma,

some maintaining their original orientation, others being tilted on

end, or possibly reversed in position. These fragments are

penetrated in places by thin strings of the igneous rock (shown in

black). The horizon of the Whlnsill is a little below that of the

Great limestone and its base can be seen, a short distance from the

position in the section, resting on sandstone.1*
The east dipping Whinsill emerges from the sea at Gullernose X^oint

and shows aboqt 40' of quart? dolerite in a South facing cliff.
*V; /

The cliffing i o \teep, showing a columnar struc ture ,and Jtt the
columns are^any indicators of dlpjthen the latter seems to irjerease
seawards. The shore immediately beneath the cliffs is boulder

strewn and rises to the foot of an Fast facing Whin cliff which

contains sandstone and shale Xenolithe, The continuity of thia
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of this cliff ia broken by a 10* wide bank of lower height

(approximating to the faultline); South of which lies a narrow dyke^
then limestone and ah ale. On the shore ytoo, Southward there is
a change from the bouldery shingle to gently undulating limestone

rocks. The remai nlng section of coast between the Cullernose

section and Howick burn continues to be cliffed, fronted by a

shingle and rocky shore where the rock strike broadly parallels the

coast. A section extracted from the Alnwick Memoir is included to

show the faulting locally;and mention is also made of the recordings
of buried forest remnants between tide marks off Howick^ (p.105

Alnwick Memoir).

Turning next to the coastal plain inland, the ground there will

be described systematically, in so far as this is possible. From

Pucker northwards a wedge of low ground between Pucker - Belford -

V/aren is bounded by the WMnsill to the Horth, plain at a higher

level to the East, and the major euesta to the West. W of Belford

the Y/hinsill crests lie between 4-300' and,because of heavy ice

erosion^now show a series of West facing crags aligned.
In contrastj the Whin outcrops from Easi ngton to Ghesterhill are not
so high, having been even more roughly handled by the ice, whilst

the Longhills show a "tail" stretching SE towards Bradford. On the

leeside of the Whin, the ground slopes gently South from Belford Ball
into a shallow basin where several low mounds rise 10-15* above the

alluvium floor to crests between 141-145*. whilst tills basin is

bounded to the West by a change of slope at 200*, to the itouth the

ground begins to rise from 150' to reach a benchlike facet South of

Hew Moussen.

X§ for fuller information on the geology of Howick area and the
coast section see Alnwick 0. Memoir p.49-50. 56. Appx. I (23)

p .126-127



Hast of Bel ford Station**, a partial bench (Part- noild/part- till)
lies between Ma sing ton Farm and A139' B*K. station, Whilst the
"tai 1'' of Longhills is a low swell forcing a minor watershed. The

line of the Whins! 11 most likely coincided with a watershed in

pre-glacial times, but of the three ice breaches at Belford, Waren

and Inner Bound the first two are now used by the raj Iway track and

Waren burn respectively. (The Belford gap presumbly had ice in it

long enough to prevent the establishment of a stream line through it

Horthwardg^for It is now virtually dry). If this be the case }then
the present Waren burn affords an example of drainage reversal

becauseI of glaciation, and its lowest portion was probably used
sub-glacially. The present War©n burn crosses the Whins!11 in

a stretch of rapids .. 4 at Waren Mi 11; whilst upvalley to Bradford a
fierce stream incision into ground lying between 150-100' A.S.L. is

noteworthy3. It is joined by two small anomalous tributary valleys,

the first of %ahich - Chesterhlll Bean - appears to have been used

formerly by a larger stream arising S3W of Outohester, whilst the

second joins the main valley South of Spindlestone crags. The

second results from the union of a rneltwater channel which runs

around the northern side of South Hill and a depression of more

doubtful origin which continues the line of Ipng Barracks ridge*

Above Bradford the Waren burn is joined by the Newland and Unlaw

burns wbich flow in exactly opposed directions (the lewland flows

"82 whilst the Winlaw flows St). Both tributaries are small and

2, Mote overburdens Belford Rly. itn. 45jp. Bradford 65'. Hoppen 40*.
5. 50' Incision at Swindles tone Mill with sides sloping at c250,

30' inci uion at Bradford where burn 20* into bedrock.



and serve simply as links between alluvium and peaty tracts South
of Bedford, West of Bradford in one case, Bableton'e Bog and

lough Bog in the other.

The next area to be considered lies lfiast of the Waren burn and

is bounded.to the South by the long Manny stream. It is well

enough defined with V.Mn crags to the forth, upstanding glacial

deposits to- the West and represents a .gently undulating plain

falling Southwards and Hantwarda. Above' Budle Bay -the crest of

the Whin outcrop lowers Eastwards ,and although South Hill and
Brada Hill both possess SSB aligned "tails" the other outcrops show

variation in the forms produced by ice erosion but all possess

South facing crags. On the leeside of spindles tone Crags, in
addition to the meltwater cut there is the" Spindles tone" Itself,

stack-like in appearance-the stone is approximately 2q# in height,
with aides 4* and 6-8' respectively. it is difficult to suggest

how it could have been formed and preserved during glaolatioti and

probably it results from post glacial weathering. To the Bast in

the Bamburgh Golf course area, the Vihin crags appear to have been

nipped or slightly trimmed at 200* in placet^and all store marked
changes of slope at 150* (the scarp foot). furthermore,it is
noted that the marked )though short,depression which isolates
Kittling Hill is at about the correct height and in alignment with

the two small drift spreads Gouth of the crags and Test of Hamburgh*

from Spindles ton# crags South .-to Happen the right bank of the 'Toren

burn is grained NHI/SSK by outcrop (occasionally)» till and drift

features, culminating in the esKor like hong liarracks —>
Pigdon Hill discontinuous ridge and drumiln-like forms of Lidderton

Hill, Bradford Golden Hi11 and Cockle Hill. Upon these
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latter features,which lie to the Bast of the esKer ridge,there are
variable amounts of sand and gravel. It is a matter of opinion

whether the' drumlins be considered as such} or as moralnic
residuals, nor i© it proposed at this stage to consider the

details of the Bradford Kails,si nee these are provided elsewhere.
Sufficient at present to note the occurrence of this double ridge

between South Hill and Hoppen, in some parts distinct and separate,

in others almost coalescing# Topographically the features are at

their best E and SB of Bradford farm,petering out at the North end
near South Hill and merging into a till ridge East of Hoppen.

South of Hoppen the drift deposits soon reappear, first as a spread,

but nearing Hewham disposed in Nl-SE troughs and ridges. Apart

from small drift patches near the intake of South Hill channel and

excluding the lower esKer-like portion, the glacial deposits asaoc:

iated with the Bradford Kaim South to Mewham crest below 200*.

If the nearby drift patches of Burton Oolden Hill and Hi ford be

included 5the crest heights are found to range between 170-195*#
Behind the Kalm and to the east;3urton BoldenHi11*ridge introduces
a local transverse element into the landscape. (Similar occurrences

art

found at llford and Swlrihoe to the South, but considering the
K

geology of the area one would have anticipated the wje element to be
more frequent in the landscape). At Burton farm a dry depression

from the West peters out at clOO* contour and probably saw slight

use by meltwater. South of the farm,where the overburden is being

stripped for limestone extraction /the rock head is slightly torn
in places, but as the rock surface is undulating the ice probably

1. Bee 6.3. Memoir Belford for description of local
superficial deposits p.148.



moved SSf over this locality. Whilst the ground ME of Glororum

slories away gently MB] to the sea, the "tail" features from the

Whin are replaced to the SW by the low lying alluvial ground of

Wet Reins. Wet Reins is probably associated with the adjacent

Kaim to the '.'ent and the Burton cut to the East* Southwards,

the Elford mound forms an upstanding local feature last of the

main drift area, and about 700 yds. Couth of the steading the

Crackerpool burn may be considered excessively incised (to be

normal) where it crosses the 100* contour. The Southern

continuation of the Bradford Kaim to Hewhaa is a distinctive

feature, being bounded by peaty flats to the West and a low swale

from Newham Hall - Newborn Mill (92') on the last. Whereas the

the base of the drift is fairly constant on the West flank at

el4G1, on the feast it is more variable^and the underlying till
at its southern end (Newham Hive Acres locality) appears to have

been eroded. The crest line lowers Southward and from the drift

at Newham an esKer~like; though discontinuousjand sinuous ridge
emerges to continue Southwards towards the next drift spread area

at Boxford. Along the railway track through Rewham there is

continuity between the Lough Bog and more Setitherly Crutch Bog,,

but this is probably artificially produced. More natural

looking, and suggesting water trimming, are the crests between

Newham and Chat Hill which display two distinctive levels i.e.

on Ghat Hill, Horse Hill and S. Wewham, whilst amongst the
O

artificial terracing on the West side of Ghat Hill at least one

appears to have been naturally formed, presumably when water was

ponded back up the Long Manny valley to the Couth.

Bast of Chat Hill the ground is locally near flat at 90-100*



A.S.Li and then begins to slope gently eastwards towards Readnell

Bayjbut separated from the Annstead shallow basin by the low

Svdhhoe watershed. The only other minor feature refers to the

Shoreaton - North Sunderland area;where the twin depressions

flanking 1. tunderland are likely to have resulted from temporary

meltwa tor .action, the water flowing Southwards and its course

traceable Northwards to near Shoreston Hill.

Hast of the main railway and South of Tughall the surface

rises up onto higher ground associated with the Whinsill outcrop

between Bmbleton and Hew ton point, whilst West of Sable ton the

gentle featureless expanse of Rmbleton Moor rising louth is

replaced by the triple ridge outcrops of the Belwell, Acre and

Sandbanks limestones. At "imbleton itself the Whinaill forms

a ridge whose crest reaches 150* A. S.L.,and to the West of it
a shallow depression, alluvium floored, rises Northwards and

probably is a meltwater feature. To the South, the line of
Stamford Oast and Stamford Bog separates glacially grained

topography to the east from the W/E Prickly Rigg"*" and the locally

undulating ground South of it. West of the railway track the

esker-llke continuation of the Khim loses definition where it

bifurcates at Preston,although the narrow flats which lie to the
'"est become more and more anomalous looking upvalley. Ag in the

North,a drumltn-like feature lies Bast of the esker near Preston^
but because of other local peculiarities the writer is discouraged

from subscribing to a drumlin interpretation. Between Poxford

(1. Mote the rather similar disposition of this feature to the
Kaim ep. Burton Golden Hill)



and Charlton Hall the spread is dissected in places by the present

streams^and probably was also by ice me-ltwater* In the
southernmost extension the drift between Charlton hall and West

11nkhall suggests Kettling^similarly on part of Longleo Moor
Kettling is also seen. Between these two localities there is

the meltwater cut at 3. Charlton, to the east of which the drift

forms small topographic features.

At Preston two low hillocks lying between Preston Mains

and Couth Broomford terminate the comparatively featureless

ground South from Chathill. South of these two hillocks an

alluvial area is flanked by a sharp bluff along the east side of

Preston "drumlin", and;as the line taken by the present road past
the hamlet could have, been water formed,!t looks as though these
features about Preston result from marginal phenomena. Pyora

Broomhouses (on the Charlton burn) the ground rises Southwards

to what appears to be a surface at 300* +• behind Rock Moor House.

The rise is not continuous, for South of a small area of

comparatively level ground at West Fallodon there is a slop© into

the Kittycarter burn prior to the ascent to Shellrig. Southwards

along this traverse W/B topographic graining insinuates itself,and

one also observes the line of a depression (of doubtful origin)
W of Shellrig bridge.

SW of Rock the ground rises up to the wedge of higher crested

terrain referred to in the Aln valley desei-iption, whilst to the

SBjalluvial patches in the sweep of low ground toward Howick Hall
are a feature. These, together with occasional drift patches

dotted on the sides of the Stamford burn valley suggest that

glacial influence has dictated the line of the Stamford burn



and the origin of the Stamford Bog. Of similar origin are the

S. Charlton bog and Hock Middlemoor areas, for both have had
impounded water which first escaped Southwarda through Hinding

Bean#

The streams in this Southern area .do not merit lengthy

description. "Tie 1*0ng iianny is normal upstream to Crutch bog,

but Southwards towards Boxford it is markedly misfitted. As

mi tit be expected, portions of the Charlton and Shipperton burns

above Doxford are severely incised as they flow through the drift

deposits,or along drift/till margins. The Siwbleton stream, for
its part, is incised to the Prickly bridge area,whilst to the South
the Stamford burn flows first over a wide shallow area SE of Hock,

but its valley is bottlenecked beyond Bittlemill and incised

(Proximity to base level and nearness of Whin outcrop). finally,

it is of interest to note (p.55 ff.S. Memoir Alnwick) that in dry

weather the Great limestone causes stream disappearance for a

short, distance near Bedstead (Howick).

Above the coastal plain,South of Lucker, the ground coming off
the cuesta is crudely and discontinuously stepped. One notes for

example ;the chain of hillocks stretching South from Bankshill
with summits between 330-3701. The inner margins of these

features in some cases,have been used by meltwater,and South of
Warenford they appear to belong to a former bench which looks down

onto a lower tread between 250-215'. Keltwater features along

this zone marginal to the plain grade Southwards .and apparently

form series. In the Borth, saltwater probably Just flowed SE

from near Swinhoe farm past the Banks( Bankahi11^then later,
on passing the West side of tfewlands, turned eastwards along



the Worth side of Hew Mo use en (see Belford G.s. Memoir p.150).
The next series to the South are higher arid cone in West of Waren*

ford cottage to grade SRward and end near A.l. road ii. Charlton.

(Meltw&ter features in the S. Charlton area have already been

mentioned).

(3) There seems to be little point in repeating the

description given for the H. bank of the lower Aln valley under

the guise of •'coastal plain" and for further information on the

coastline itself the reader is referred to the G.S. Memoir Alnwick

p. 56 and Appendix I (22) p. 124*126,

THE To complete the landscape description^ t is proposed briefly
MAJOR.

to consider some of the features shown on the cuesta between Kyloe
HESTA. M-Fpzqe.15

and Shipley. A traverse over the northern part of this area shows

clearly how the ice flow direction changes from ESB to ssb. The

abundance of hogbacks, low discontinuous scarps and Westward facing

crags as single,or closely spaced multiple, features,often
separated by mossy depressions, is astonishing. Besides ice

breaches and icegouged depressions there are probably meltwater

channels in the area^but these are difficult features to interpret
satisfactorily. Again,the Holburn Moss with its continuation
towards Middleton Moor is distinctive enough to suggest that water

had been temporarily ponded in this stretch. Particular features

noted are now listed in summary form.

1. There is striking duplication of sandstone and Whinsill crags

in the Kyloe Hills area and West of Oreym&re Farm.

2. Weathered rock Joints in the sandstone are often of

considerable proportions e.g. in the Fell sandstone HE of

Shepherds Kirk Hi 11;near Due Heugh,a joint ISO* length, 15*20*



depth, 1-3* width is easily followed northwards^ on the West side
of Greensheen Hill a burn rises from a Joint 3-9* width, 100 yds

length, 30-40' depth. Besides vortical features they occasionally

give caves1 e.g. St. Cuthbert'a Cave^where the lower part of a 40*
exposure shows a cave 15' depth, 12*~4* height.

3. The ability of the Fell sandstone to form wpariH and impede or

check runoff,referred to by W» Anderson p.25 "A Physical land
Classification of Northumberland & Durham", seems applicable to some

of the other sandstone rocks in this area.

4. At Colour Heugh Crags there is a clear demonstration of the

KF/sw faulting, which, together with ice erosion, gives the scarp

front so much of. its character. Here the crags rise Southward to

50* and suddenly are truncated at the line of faulting.(Slickens

and some brecciation can still be seen at this truncated end).

5. Clear cut meltwater features lie in the nor Hi and South of this

areaj two channels Just South of West Kyloe grading Hastwards^&nd twc
channels Couth of Y/arenton grading SPouth then Fast. Between these,

there may be others falling M in the scarp front area and grading

SE along the eastern margin, but, since they are coincident with the

strong glacial grain! rig, it is a matter of opinion to decide whether
the depressions result from ice or water erosion.

The highest ground to the South tends to become rather

monotonous topographically once east of the scarp front. Whilst

the scarp front between Hepburn and landyford Moors shows glacial

1. Longheugh crags,of Sereaerston sandstones,shows similar
tendencies under weathering,but here there is the extreme
example of a perched block produced by weathering along
jointing.
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graining NOT/3SB^there is not the same rapid alternation of
features as to the Northland the graining itself becomes less
pronounced and .southerly near Shipley. Small basins of moss

and shallow damp depressions are a feature of Bewick Moor,

Q,uarryhouse Moor and Middle Moor, giving a bleak character to this
exposed area. Once again, it is difficult to interpret features
as being truly rneltwater in origin, e.g. MS/SW depressions on Amei^i!

:side Moor, Southward trending depressions on Middlemoor, whilst

the origin of Rosebrough Moor is doubtful • preglacial capture

of the 3andyford burn or ice erosion on Sandy ford Moor diverting

Sandyford burn?



CHAPTER 6. 202.

Gvlactation. ( See CA-F. paqes 2^2],28).
The writer presents,in general terras, the results of

previous workers over the area,together with findings of
his own field work. A good general account of glacial

events on a regional basis is given by A, Raistrick p. 281
P.O.A. 193', and more detailed statements are to be had

in the G-.S. Memoirs covering the area, In this section,

too,the writer has deliberately refrained from excessive

repetition of features already described in previous parts

of this work,

general Quaternary deposits and effects in the area studied
statement.

have already been described, firstly by workers like Cloughj
Gunn and Pate,and later by men like Garwood, Smythe, Gregory,
Burnett and Carruthers - to mention a few of the many.

Naturally as time has passed the volume of literature has

grown(and yet in some respect it shows dfeffielencies.
e.g. 1, Kendall and Muff earlier recognised the raeltwater

channels around the margin of the^massif, and the
later extension of their work by Smythe and
Geological Survey officers is only partially
completed.

2, Little has been written on the possible changes
that may have occurred to the drainage pattern
because of glacial effects.

3, The occurrence of features resulting from weather¬
ing under periglacial or colder climatic condi¬
tions merits closer attention.

Writing in B.R. Geology "Northern England" Eastwood

briefly and simply states the opposing opinions on the sub¬
ject of glacial advance and retreat over A.E. England.
There are those who maintain that there was one period of
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glaciation with changes of ice flow direction occurring

during this coverage. Others consider that the following'
events occurred:-

1 . -Che Scandinavian icesheet advanced and impinged onthe Durham coast first, to he followed'by a
period in which loess like deposits were
formed.

2. Two advances of Cheviot, Tweed and E. Scotland
ice occurred into the S. Northumberland and
Durham coastal areas, but were separated by an
intervening period when ice fromJ"S.W. Scotland,
the Lake District and local centres flowed
east to the coast.

All seem agreed that it was the Scandinavian ice sheet lying

off the coast to the east which induced eastward moving ice

to turn south. Turning to the more particular now, we find
that there is general agreement on the main directions of

ice flow around the Cheviot area at maximum glaciation.

Carruthers notes how ice coming from the west was split

into two streams by the Cheviot massif "the branches

creeping around the flanks of the hills to meet once again

on the southeast" (p. 121 "The Cheviot Hills" G.S. Memoir

1932). Centres of ice dispersal affecting the Cheviot

country include the Ettrick - Yarrow - Tweed headwater

area, S.W. Scotland35 and the Lake District. Whilst the

latter stream did not actually impinge on the massif, it

seems to have caused southward moving ice in the N. Tyne and

Rede areas to be deflected eastwards (p. 285 P.G-.A. 1931

Raistrick). As for the Cheviot itself forming a local

x

H. Miller records Crifell granite at the W. end of the
Simonsides (Rothbury). Cheviot Memoir 1888 edition.



centre of dispersion, we find the ranks of opinion divided.

Clough held that whilst the higher parts ofthe Cheviot
were never overridden by foreign ice it acted as an indepen¬
dent centre. West of Cheviot,Hugh Miller noted that the

hills on the south side of the Rede (north of Biakehope)
show no evidence of foreign ice from the west having crossed

them, and he considered that there was a local ice cap on

Carter Fell. More recently the concept of ice accumulation

and dispersal from a Cheviot centre has been challenged

(p. 125 G.S. Memoir "The Cheviot Hills). Field observations

tend to support the view that Cheviot did MQT, indeed could

NOT, supply the amount of neve" to form a'.local ice centre.

Furthermore, the "corries" of the Henhole and Bizie can

scarcely be said to display typical features, and. the writer

considers them to be deep nivation hollows. Consider,too,
their height above sealevel - are they not too low to be

corries, considering ,too, their longitude? Then again,
there are numbers of shattered tors on the higher parts of

the massif which form noteworthy features in the field and

appear to result from intensive' frost action, above the

general ice level.

If the Cheviot behaved as a nunataK , then to what

height did the icesheet rise flowing around it? Plough
records granite boulders near the Shivering Stone* on Bloody-

The writer as yet has not checked, this record in tne field
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bush Edge (1,900') and this is the greatest height recorded

for erratic material in the area. Elsewhere ,however, the
writer considers that at its maximum ice covered up to 1,750 '
,and probably stood at this height for only a relatively
£hort- period,..if the number of shattered crags below this

height and above 1,100' are any indication. The ±ce level

does seem to have remained at 1,100' — 1,000' for a consider¬

able period of time, judging by the great meltwater channels

along the margin of the massif and also the "carry in", from
the north,of carboniferous material on to the eastern flank

of the massif. When H. Miller wrote "The dispersal of

Cheviot porphyrite may point to the joint action of ice in

the valleys and ice on the Fells, the valley ice bearing the

boulders outfrom the hills and the upland ice distributing

them eastwards" (p. 105 Cheviot Memoir 1888) he probably

gave a correct interpretation, provided "valley ice" .is

read as ice coming from an external source picking up rock

fragments as it was driven through and/or over the Cheviots*

The distribution of glacial deposits is indicated on

the map (MEplfe) provided whilst, another ( MF. 27 ) records

overburden depths and glacial striae. More than adequate

descriptions of the glacial deposits are available in the

current G.S, anr[ there can be little doubt that much

KSrnythe notes towards the end of Cheviot ©laciation, ice flow
was from the north-west.
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of what R. Carruthers saw in the -N.R. counties has been

embodied in his recent papers on the part played by bottom

melting in glaciers,during ice recession (e.g. Q.J. Geol.
Soc. 1939:Proc. Yorks G. Soc. 1947) In brief, we find two

boulder clay types over the low ground, the upper is generally
of a reddish colour and shows far carried small rock frag-

whilst tha lower clay confabs local, angular rock fragments

raents^and generally has a colour in keeping with the local
rock types. In the igneous area glacial deposits are

decidedly deficient in clay, usually being composed of angular
or subangular blocks set in an arenaceous matrix - but

nevertheless, quite closely packed. Colour in these deposits
is variable, dependent upon the local lava types. Ihe
drift deposits have already been described in varying detail

in the previous chapters and their distribution is now

tabulated.

1. Cornhill - Mindrum - Crookham.
2. Marginal strips about Milfield Plain and in the

lower Bowmont valley.
3. West bank of the Wooler water merging southwards

into the Hedgeley deposits.
4. Chatton area and the Hetton burn valley.
5. Occasional dumps in the Bearxley - Rglingham area.
6. In the Ain valley, near Whittingham and downstream

from Hulne.
7. Ihe Bradford Kaira and associated deposits, between

Spindlestone - Longlee Moor (Shipley burn
valley)

Ag the result of fieldwork over the Cheviot country

the writer concludes

1. that the ice has been selective in its erosion,
both in time and place,

2. that the ice for a considerable period of time
formed a protective cover in adjacent valleys.

If the observer*begins on Tweedside and visits each valley
3£m

0 av°i£ repetition, details recorded in the valley
descriptions are not restated.
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of what R. Garruthers saw in the R.JB. counties has he en

embodied in his recent papers on the part played by bottom

melting in glaciers;during ice recession (e.g. Q.J. G-eol.
Soc. 1939:Proc. Yorks G. Soc. 1947) In brief, we find two
boulder clay types over the low ground, the upper is generally
of a reddish colour and shows far carried small rock: frag-

whilst Ch2 lower clay Contains local, angular rock fragments
ments^and generally has a colour in keeping with the local
rock types. In the igneous area glacial deposits are

decidedly deficient in clay, usually being composed of angular
or subangular blocks set in an arenaceous matrix - but

nevertheless, quite closely packed. Golour in these deposits
is variable, dependent upon the local lava types. Ihe
drift deposits have already been described in varying detail
in the previous chapters and their distribution is now

tabulated.

1. Gornhill - Mindrum - Crookham.
2. Marginal strips about Milfield Plain and in the

lower Bowmont valley.
3. West bank of the Wooler water merging southwards

into the Hedgeley deposits.
4. Ghatton area and the Hetton burn valley.
5. Occasional dumps in the Beanley - Bglingham area.
6. In the Ain valley, near Whittingham and downstrean

from Hulne.
7. The Bradford Kalra and associated deposits, between

Spindlestone - Longlee Moor (Shipley burn
valley)

conclusions as the result of fieldwork over the Cheviot country

the writer concludes

1. that the ice has been selective in its erosion,
both in time and place,

2. that the ice for a considerable period of time
formed a protective cover in adjacent valleys.

If the observer*begins on Tweedside and visits each valley
0 av"°ir} repetition, details recorded in the valley

descriptions are not restated.
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in turn south to the Aln he cannot fail to note the different

form displayed "by each one. In the north the valley of che
Bowmont shows troughlike sections in parts,whilst that of

College is more troughlike throughout. However, the Hart-
hope and Breamish are contrasting,with the Aln valley ringing
further changes in valley form. The writer suggests that

some ice erosion occurred in these valleys as the ice went

into them, but once installed, the valley ice formed a

cushion over which ice flowed during maximum glaciation.

There 'may have been some extrusion flow by the lower layers

of ice in the cushion,or it may have been non-effective, and

furthermore, the active upper icelayers would flow along

lines different from those beneath them. Once past the

maximum phase of glaciation^the ability of ice to override
the higher ground of the massif would be reduced, and there

probably was some movement of ice again in the Bowmont and

College valleys (The ice in the Aln valley, like that in

Tweedside, behaved rather differently, forboth lay in the

lines ofthe main ice stream) The writer considers that

similar features to those described by R.F. Sharp (B.

Journal G-laciology Oct. 1948) on extrusion flow etc. might

be invoked to explain glacial flow during this post maximum

glaciation phase within the massif, e.g. Fleehope and Fawcett
Shank. Again, at the period of maximum glaciation the ice

streaming around the Cheviotnunatak must have been comparative-*

ly clean for "foreign" erratics are absent. "Foreign"
erratics occur only along the massifs margin{and date from
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a later period when the ice thickne-ss had been reduced.

The work of the ice as it moved over the higher ground seems

to have been the uplifting of weathered igneous rock fragment;^
local erosion to produce glacially aligned cragSjand the
widening of "bottlenecks" along the line of ice flow. A

more general effect wasprobablythe subduing of hill outlines

over the "tread and riser" terrain between Cheviot and Wooler.

The writer suggests that Chamberlin's diagram of ice moving

over a projection in the bed of a glaciermight, with modifica¬

tion, serve to illustrate what occurred on the E. Cheviots
'

. I
during maximum glaciation (see fig. opposite).

Whether one considers the area has been glaciated but

once or several times, it will be agreed that ice flow
.

direction has been subject to large and small scale fluctua¬

tion. In the former case it probably was the Scandinavian
I

icesheet which called the tune, whilst in the latter, ice

thickness and topography exerted additional controls.

(The lavas,because of their mode of weathering,do not hold
glacial striations, so that the writer has been forced to

rely more exclusively upon topographic features, in assessirg
iceflow directions in the igneous area). The notion of the

of icz moving in one diirsch'on and Hie upp&r layers
lower layersAof the same sheet moving'"another is not new, and
seems to be applicable to this area. Again,a comparison of
observations made concerning the ice "high water mark"

suggests that the upper surface of an ice sheet passing throigi
hill ground is more tolerant to height differences than water
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(i,e. ice does not seem to strive to maintain its own

level as water would.). One concludes that ice first

streamed down Tweedside and along the Ain valley prior to

deflection southwards. -A-t this early period ice may have

flowed north-eastwards along the valley lines north of the

present College /Glen line. The next phase saw the main

Tweed valley ice being deflected southwards over the low

ground, whilst in the hills the direction of ice flow

became first oblique, and later probably tangential to what

it had been along the north side of the massif. In this

phase the right bank of the present Bowmont became heavily

scored by ice moving into and over the Bowmont/College
watershed. Iceflow in the lowerlayers of valley ice

either ceased or was reduced to small scale extrusion flow

whilst the higher parts of the massif became nunataks.

In this phase, too,the flow of ice down the Ain valley was

probably first checked and then deflected southwards. At
a later period, however, the Ain ice may have partially
re-asserted itself, for during the earlier phases of ice

recession the behaviour of meltwater channels along the

upper Ain - Breamish divide suggests that the Ain ice was
thicker temporarily than ice coming from the north. We
have the coincidence here^along the Apn—Bneamish divide} of
a watershed which also was an ice divide.

Whilst later stages of glaciation have left a com¬

parative abundance of evidence around the periphyry of the
massif Isee meltwater diagram ) in the form of fluvio -

M.F. p28.
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glacial deposits and meltwater channels, along the
coastal plain the evidence is not so readily apparent
We overburden map however). The volume of superficial
material laid in the Oilfield, Chatton and Hedgeley "basins

must be considerable and points to infilling of glacially

overdeepened areas, with the Eglingham and Ain gravel trains

presumably the outcome, amongst other things, of ice lying
to the north of Hedgeley and Alnwick. The presence of

dead ice, during the recessional stages, south of Cornhill

proposed by Geological Survey officers is readily acceptable -

but unfortunately the story is incomplete. There is a

lack of recent work in the ^erse and whilst the writer has

done some work in the Jedburgh55 area, little is forthcoming

on the Hownam area. In his recent article on the "Retreat

stages ofthe last ice sheet in the British isles"(Irish

Geography 1552) bynge provides a map Cp.169) which is

incomplete between Stage 1 and Stage 5 along the east coast.

The writer suggests that the counterpart to Synge's second

stage in Cumberland lies around the eastern margin of the

Cheviots from Cornhill - Hedgeley basin and north side of

the Aln valley. Furthermore, Synge's suggested mode of
drumlin formation (or is it mode of drumlin preservation?)

deserves consideration - for what better way is there of

©ixplaihihg the course of the Tweed below fjeaderfoot than.

XMeltwater features certainly occur south and south-east
of Jedburgh but it is as yet uncertain whether they are
linked to the series north—ecist of Ybtholm.
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to postulate diversion by "dead ice'"?

On the coastal plain the sand and gravel deposits
associated with the Bradford Kaim are judged by the authcr
to result from several factors. firstly, esker-like
remnants have been preserved near Spindlestone ilong Barracks)
between Newham and -Prestonjand a small fragment occurs on

Longlee Moor (3. Charlton). The presence of the Waren

gap and S. Charlton gap recall similar features seen near

Burn of Vat, Deeside, associated with eskers* . Amidst

terminal ice deposits an esker is seen rising eastwards

towards a minor watershed. The esker peters out but is

replaced immediately by a meltwater channel which continues

the esker alignment. By analogy then, the Waren gap was

probably used by subglacial meltwater, as,too, was the 3.
Charlton gap. The writer does not imply that water borne

deposits were laid contemporaneously alongthe line from

Spindlestone - Longlee Moor, for the composition of the

long Barracks esker suggests it formed late and was formed

from material carried but a short distance from its source.

However, the very alignment and form of these sands and

gravels suggest they were formed after the coastal section

of the icesheet had separated from that inland, and the

following interpretation is offered to explain them.

The coastal ice terminal-d along the north side of the
a

The writer wishes to thank Dr. K. Walton, Aberdeen Univers%
for drawing his attention to this relationship.
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Ain, and being in the piedmont phase showed an expanded

foot. The retreat of ice to the northeast would be accom¬

panied by attempts of meltwater along the western margin to

repeat the phenomenon seen in the ^edgeley basin. However,
with small catchment areas to draw upon and smaller water

volumes, ttie meltwaters coming away off the cuhsta would

not be able to deposit such extensive areas of drift,and
probably they reworked parts of the esker and esker cones

as they emerged at the ice margin. By this means the drift

deposits would show esker-like stretches interrupted by

spreads, whilst any meltwater channels preserved would be

convergent on the drift deposits ->• which is a fair descrip¬

tion of the present day distribution of thesefeatures. One

would expect, further, to find the drift deposits variable «

in placesshowing clear bedding, in others;where the drift is

of glacieluvial origin,the bedding not so apparent. North
of Newham (see photo) very clear bedding is seen in a sand

exposure, whilst S.W. of Newbouses ,in a silage pit, the

deposits are coarser, gravelly and show cruder bedding.
In the stil\ later stages of &ee recession or in post

glacial times a temporary transgression may have occurred,
\

with water standing first at 200' A.s.L. and later 150* A.SL
Sufficient has been seen over the area studied to support

the views of W. Anderson (British Ass0c. Newcastle. >940),
D. Woolacott' (Geol. Mag. 1921 The Interglacial Problem)
and Mr. Knox (Geol. Survey, Edinburgh ) who find signs of

transgression at this height elsewhere in the North country.
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Following upon this transgression there was a relative lowering of
sea level again to below present day level, followed in turn

by another rise of the sea to its present mark: - recorded

by the submergedwforests" (e .g. Howick) along .the Northumbrian

coast. But even so, the writer maintains that present day S.L.
is relatively above what it was in preglaeial times, for

surely the Ain was formerly a tributary to the Coquet just

as the Whiteadder joined the Tweed formerly south-east of

Berwick»
Meltwater channels found over the area range widely in

their definition and form. The meltwater diagram (M.F. p.28)
was constructed from field maps and is the most comprehensive

map of these features at present available. Whilst reference

has already been made to some of the channels in passing (e.g.

P. 69, 70, 72, 73, 81, 92, 96, 97, 98, 103, 112, 116, 118, 120,

122, 125, 127, 129, 131, 1*6, 1^6, 160, 163, 166, 170, 17*f, 176,

I89, 192, 198, 200) it is now considered appropriate to dif-
ferentiate the different types.

1. "Master""channels. These lie along iue~mashirks "margin
in particular between Kirknewton and Farle. '£hey
are' extremely deep (lQQr+- ), cut through bedrock and
besides carrying a substantial volume of water must
have been long used. In some cases, e.g. Cooler
golf course, they show multiple intakes, two way
talwefcs and hanging tributary meltwater cuts.
Several of these"master" channels are associated with
convergent series of lesser channels which suggest
unequal rates of ice margin retreat e.g. Kilham,
Kingston Dean.

2. In and out"channels appear on valley sides in several
localities e.g. Goldgate valley and Carey valley.
In many cases jfchese, too show two way talwegs, cut in
bedrock.

3 Marginal footings appear on same of the periphyral slopes
e?g. Humbleton Hill, and whilst some may be present

* THE. mhM is ALS3) REFERRED To THE Aid Photos I INSET DIAGRAM p 17 MF. (Also A'ir/Wt>\
5009 /
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oil the major cuesta scarp crest, they are not clear
cut features and have been left unplotted on the
diagram.

4i Direct meltwater flow cuttings, coming away directly
irom the ige margin seem to be represented by
channels on the south side of the Scald Hill 1,066*
V Common burn J - G-ains Haw and Coldberry watershed
for example.

5. Subglacial portions of tneltwater channels appear up
Akeld burn, Pinkie Shank (Harthope), Breaves Ash/
Dunmoor (Breamishj areas. Other features probably
of similar origin appear on the Hedgeley drift deports
and probably In some cases were used subaerlally
following upon subglacial use,

6. Beaded types. In some cases,It would appear that
meltwater did not merely flow along a single channel
continuously. Instances occur where two adjacent
channels occasionally Interlace to give a beaded
effect e.g. near the Trows, south side of Mid Breamish
valley. In most cases, however, one of the channels
appears to have become dominant and hence is deeper
or moreclearly defined than the other.

In addition there are those which are more normal and sever

spurs, whilst one particular line used by meltwater can show

partial developments of more than one type of channel.

The longitudinal section of these meltwater channels is

variable^for, besides some showing two way talwegs, others are
graded in one direction only, whilst others show most irregular

ungraded floors, In transverse section too, much seems

to depend upon the material through which the meltwater

passed,and subsequent weathering too has subdued the channel

sidesfin many cases,by the production of screeing.
In many instances to-day one finds that the upper

section of a tributary burn lies in one of these meltwater

channels,and,without doubt, sections of the major streams would
be swollen by meltwaters during ice recession. Mention
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has already been made of the Kale and Bowmonb diversions,
the use by the present R. Till of the Weetwoodhill gap and

the plugging of an overdeepened valley line from Wark
towards Tallinsburn. It is further suggested that the

lower Tweed has suffered diversion because of glaciation,
but since the present ^weed course between Kelso and Leaderfoo t

has not been examined in detail the extent of diversion is

not yet fully ascertained. The reader is referred to the

map showing present stream characteristics for a visual

summary of the main effects of glaeiatlon upon the streams.

Turning next to weathering features produced under

colder climatic conditions, the writer has formed the.
*

Opinion that most of the features suggested might be peri-

glacial in origin. Without experience and field knowledge

of true periglacial features the writer has relied upon

descriptions and illustrations in published papers and is

conscious of these shortcomings. Already the number of

shattered tors and markedly weathered crags have been noted

in the massif. One wonders >t0Oj to what extent man has

aped nature and improved her solifluctional terracing and
modified her stone polygons to give hut circles? Certainly
some of the cultivation terraces up Rowmont have difficult

sites and incorrect exposures to be originally man made.

Again^the numbers of discontinuous facets along some of the
valley sides in the massif may be altiplanation features.
Good, solifluction terraces are seen along the S.E. side of

Treston Rill and S.W. side of Broadhope hill. Finally
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there are evidences of nivation hollows in various stages
of development around Cheviot and the high ground south of

it.

THE It only remains to provide, a more detailed account of
BRADFORD

Kaim form shown by the drift deposits lying between Bpindlestone
and Longlee Moor.

Near to,and east of, Splndlestone farm, the Long Barracks

ridge virtually terminates on the south side of the roadline.

Between the road and Spindlestone crags are low terrace

features 10-20 yrds. width, 6-9' height, which lie along

the western foot , of South Hill. Above the terraces, a,

short train of large Whin boulders is to be seen, and these

are obviously not far removed from their source. Below,
near the road, there is a small waterlogged depression,

backed by a low mound, which probably forms the northern

end of the Long Barracks. Above all these features on the

N. side of the road, the ground is first hummocky, but

becoming smoother as one moves onto the sand and gravels

between South Hill - Crookhill.

Long Barracks looks very esker like, at its northern end

about 6* height, but quickly rising to 30-40', before

lowering again southwards to about 20 height. In places
the ridge is symmetrical, but elsewhere is hogbacked, with
the longest slope to the west, and. the sueepeso slope to the
east The ridge contents seem to oe variable, foi in one

locality, 1"-2" rock fragments in a |"-a" gravelly matrig,
contrast with another section seen at the Bi^adiord road



cutting. In this cutting erratics to head size occur,
altciough most rock fragments tend to be fist size and

partially rounded. Included were Whinsill,' Chesterhill
fhc..n Lst., sandsuone, Dun(?) 1st. and gray limestone material
'J-'ae width of the Long Barracks ridge is variable, probably
3C-4-0 yards atits greatest, and about 70' at the roadcutting

mentioned. To the west of the ridge lies a hillock of

limestone blocks, flat crested, paralleling the rid,ge

alignment and separated from it by a NNW/SSE aligned

depression. South of this feature and closer into the

Long Barracks lies another, though less defined, feature.
It is a low ridge, (ice eroded outcrop), which first

parallels the esker ridge, then turns into it southwards,
and as it converges so it loses definition.

Well Hill/lying east of G-oldenhill farm,continues the

Long Barracks ridge, also being steepest on the E. flank,

and showing the longest slope to the west. On the east

side of Well Hill another depression, like that ht the north

end of Long Barracks, appears, but is of greater dimension

here. A kettlehole is suggested, and two former strands

show above the present pond level. West of Well Hill,

there is the tendency to have repetition of the ridgelike

features seen south of Spindlestone, and west of the Kaim.

East of Hoppen Hiln, sinuous ridge remnants wind south¬
wards to Pigdon Hill, where the sands and gravels merge into
a till ridge from Hoppen. Between these features and
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Bradford Goldenhill to the east, lie flats with small

remnants of former water levels present. Again, the content
of the ridge features still seems variable, for pure sand
in quantity was observed in one locality, whilst elsewhere
on the north side of Figdon Hill bedding was seen,with
indications of grading having occurred.

The writer does agree with the Bedford Memoir that, in
the north, the Long Barracks ridge was late formed,and not

by strongly running water. Southwards, however, the presence

of sand and some bedding suggest that running water was

relatively more important. For fuller details, the reader

is referred to the Bedford Memoir p13^-pl52.

As already mentioned, the observer may judge the upstanding

till deposits on the east side of the northern part of the

Bradford Kaim as drumlin or possibly moraine (lateral?).
South from Hoppen to Newham, the sand and gravel deposits

appear now to be in residual form, but are assessed to have

been formerly a spread. Variability in character still

seems to be typical, for two sections separated by about

1300 y ards arc contrasting (see photos.). The section SW
of Newhouses shows occasionally bedded lenses in gravelly

deposits (see sections opposite), whilst near Newham 6' of

sandy dark brown laminated clays overlie 3' (exposed) fine
grained light sands, also bedded. (Note: Included coal

fragments helpful in showing bedding.)
Emerging from the sand and gravel mass at Newham, another
esker like stretch continues southwards. Ghat Hill is



sinuous in form, flat crested and terraced on the western

flank. The lowest terrace, however, at c. 125' appears

to be natural, and possibly dates from a period when water

stood in the Long Nanny valley southwards. An exposure

on the SE side of the hill showed gravel particles, pea to

egg sized, rounded but without any signs of sorting or

grading visible. Topographic definition is maintained

southwards to near Preston but, beyond, the sands and gravel

deposits reappear in force near Doxford. In this area,

Dunstan Hill camp is located on a flat topped mound of coarse

sandy gravel. Fragments of the Ghesterhill Dean 1st.,

Whinsill and sandstone are noted in the deposits, whilst

meltwater probably was responsible for cuttings on W. and E.

flanks of the hillock. Between Doxford and Charlton Hall,

the Shipperton burn is deeply incised between the drift and

till junction, with 30' high bluffs present along the drift

margin. West of Doxford, too, a topographic depression

west of Combe plantation links the Charlton and Shipperton
burn lines, and suggests meltwater activity. In the North
Charlton area and near West and East Linkhall the drift

deposits have been used in earlier times for settlement sites.

* See G.S. Memoir Alnwick District p95-p97 for further
details.
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As a result, many of the features displayed now are of

artificial origin, but natural kettleholes still appear.

The kettling displayed on the drift deposits near Worth and

South Cnarlton is clear but on a much smaller scale than

that displayed in the Till catchment (i.e. Hedgeley and

Cornhill).

Whilst in agreement with Burnett on the details of the

sand and gravel deposits lying near S. Charlton on Longlee

Moor, and their connection with the Bradford Kaim, the
writer prefers a slightly different interpretation for the

production of the whole Kaim (already described).

*See Proc. Berwick Nat. Club, 1934.



CHAPTER- 7.

A SHORT GEOGRAPHICAL APPRECTATICP .

The Cheviot Hills, at their eastern end, rise above the

lower ground of the Till/Breamish and Aln valleys in horst

like fashion, being partially encompassed to seaward by a

euesta of essentially arenaceous sediments. They forma
t ,,r. . ■

barrier to lines of communication and in large part, are

inaccessible except by foot or on horseback. The cuestas,

major and minor, form less formidable barriers , but channel

present roads and railways into topographically more favoured

routes. To the north, lies Tweedside and Teviotdale, where the

ground is lower and more open, but subject to social and

administrative anomalies because of the national boundary line.

In the past, the inaccessibility of the Cheviots has been

used to advantage by earlier people who established themselves
*

in the Bowmont, College and Breamish valleys. In later times,

the pele towers and castles erected to protect the "English

The exception is afforded by the earliest settlement near
Wooler. Here settlement was on and about Humbleton Hill, but
it is of interest to note that, as time passed, people came
off the Hill to the footslopes at Humbleton, and later moved
down to the present site at the neck of the Wooler Water Cap
and above the heughland. One wonders to what extent these
earliest people indulged in seasonal migration with their
livestock, and the writer queries many of the "forts" shown
on the topographical maps of the area as being such. Instead,
it is suggested that many of these forts" could have been used
for the protection of animals grazing on the hill. Finally,
there is the need for the "cup and ring" markings, commonly
found over the sandstone country, to be systemwAtically
checked and considered as rock maps (as suggested by F. A.
Wills in "The English Hate").
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Orate" show a marked appreciation of topography in their siting.
The I. Cheviots rise into the upstanding core hy "tread and

riser" topography, but, whilst the northern flank has been

dissected by streams to the ridge state, to the south of the K.

Glen a dissected plateau like aspect reraains. Along the

southern flank, too, there is a dissected plateau like

character, but to the west in Upper Coquetdale the sedimentary

cover has not been stripped back so far as elsewhere. As a

result, the ground here also looks plateaulike but dissected

into scarplike features. Who, travelling southwards, by road,

over the Carter Bar, has failed to be impressed by the change

in the landscape south of the Border upon coming off the O.B.g.

rocks onto the Carboniferous? Flowing out from the Cheviots

come the Bowmont, College, Harthope and Breamish streams, in

deep valleys possessing distinctive characteristics. The

Bowmont and College valleys are floored by glacial deposits

to a greater extent than the others, whilst in the Harthope

and Breamish it is those sections nearest the massif's margin

which have the most glacial deposits present. These deposits

are deficient in clay content and the stream alluvium is often

coarse. In the Bowmont valley there is a considerable amount

of heughland available for agriculture, but in the College,

Harthope and Breamish coarseness of superficial deposits and/or
bad management (i.e. reduction of carrying capacity due to

establishment of bracken) are to be noted. The future of the

hill area depends upon several factors. Inaccessibility and

exposure are most important considerations, whilst the "flashy"
tendencies of the streams add complications. Even if, by
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public demand, the area is set aside for recreational purposes,

there is still the need to have nearby trunk roads Improved,

However, since the lower hill slopes and stretches of the

valleys have been planted, it seems reasonable to suggest that

the area under timber could be increased.With nearby rural

districts without really satisfactory and reliable water

supplies, it seems logical to look to stretches of these

valleys as likely sites to he impounded for water supply.

Tn the low lying areas periphyral to the igneous massif

there is the need for more positive methods of flood prevention

than those shown at present. Here, as one might expect, the

limits of agriculture, (at the upper margin} have fluctuated

with the fortunes of this industry. The writer mentions

areas of ground up the Humbleton burn valley (Wooler Moor), up

the Hreamish near Chesters, Hartside and Linhope which have

been improved formerly, but now appear to be reverting.

(Abandonments occur at Humbleton, Gld Middleton, and Wooler Moor)

On the sandstone cuestas, minor and major, the twin curses

of impeded drainage and wrong exposure must he faced if the

land is to be improved. On these areas it is the cold HE and

E winds which are most unfavourable, whilst below the surface

"pan" layers probably require destroying. The uses of shelter

belts in the Barmoor area would probably do much to offset its

present bleakness, whilst on the major cuesta the Kyloe and

Betchant timber stands show what could he done elsewhere on

this largely negative area. On both these cuestas, coal was

formerly extracted by bellpitting and there may be a good



topic for research here. Certainly, some of the older local

inhabitants can recall some of these pits working in their

youth.

To the east on the coastal plain, conditions generally are

more favourable, but here, too, the cold Nor'Saster and haars

introduce harsher elements into the climate. Windbreaks near

the coast, immediate conservation of the cliffs south of Bpittal

and at Seahouses, and the introduction of long term reclaimation

projects for the Holy Island area and Budle Bay, should be

considered. It would seem that Highland cattle are being

tried in some of the more exposed coastal tracts, whilst, on

the hill, cattle seem to be more numerous on the Scottish side

of the Border than on the Bngliah side.

Two maps are provided to accompany this short section, and

in both cases the limiting factors of clarity in

representation and ease of interpretation have been

considered. (s<r«M.F pqqcs 29,5o.).
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APPENDIX I

(a) ■ Data for llypspftraphlo Curve

'i'otal area considered 939.08 sq. miles

Contour Area in sq. miles Percent, Pofcal

100' 340.52 39.5
200 712.28 75.3
300 584.64 62,2
400 494.32 52.6
600 Si. 83 8.7
300 52.77 5.6

I 000 33*48 3.4
1,250 18,90 2.0
i,5000 7.57 0.3
1,750 1.08 0. 1 1
2,000 0.73 . Q.Qd

2,250 0.52 0.05
2,500 0.15 0.01

Cheviot stimmit 2,676*
(Goradi planimeter employed for measurements)

(b) Construct!on. of the Cllno^rabhle curve

Average slope angles calculated as follows

tan 0 a - fa
R - r

Where 9 is the average angle of slop© between
two adjacent contours,

h Is the contour interval in feet

R-r is the difference in feet of the radii
of circles for adjacent contours
drawn at equivalent areas to the true
area
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0 - 100* 102 r 10 -

1 - 200 0:05c 1,250 -
2 - 300' 00°46' 1,500 -
3 - 400 jO 1,750 -
4 - 600 0001 a 2,000 -
0 — 300 2°9' 2,250 -
8 -1,000 * 2°42/ 2,500 -

1,250'
1,500'
1,750
2,000
2,250
2 500
2,'676'

5° 10'
5°
2°45'

28°19'
27°2 1 '
i4°7*
8°42*

For the convenience of -plotting 3 is taken to be the • constant
factor i.e. multiply these angles by 3.

Data used In assessing average slope values

R - r values (x5,280 to make unit constant) Correspond¬
ing h.
values.

R 17.29
r 16.36

0.93 r« 15.06
1.3 r" 13.64
1.42 r1,1 12.54_
1. 10 pV 5.104
7.436 r" 4.099
j *005 j*»V( 3.302
0.797 VV" 2.453
0,849 -p vm 1.552
0.901 ya »V 0.5862
0.9658 r* 0.4983
0.18(33 jniKi 0,406b

y»X" 0,213-5

e.g. consider angle between 300' and 1,000'
tan 8 s 200

.797x5200

100'

200'

v VI
r - r : 4.099 - 3.302

0 2°42'
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Figures for Aitj metric curve

UD U ?ased on P^ov. 1/25,000 sheets
2, 50' closed contours used for grouping

Helsht Totals Height Total Height Total Height Tatal

50 42 750 4 i 1,450 20 2, 150 0
i 00 .( 53 800 48 1,500 19 2,200 0
150 45 850 28 1,550 13 2,250 0
200 149 900 52 1,600 13 2,300 .

1
250 70 950 24 1 650 14 2,350 2
500 93 1,000 53 1 \ 700 9 2,400 2
350 26 1,050 36 1,750 12 2,4p0 Q
400 63 1,100 28 1,30 14 2,500 ©
450 27 1,150 40 1,850 2 2,550 0
500 79 1,200 15 1,900 0 2,600 2

.

550 40 1, 750 36 1,950 3 2,650 0
600 81 1,300■ 17 2,000 3. 2,700 0

650 48 1,350 19 2,050 • 0
j;

700 65 1,400 23 2, 100 1

(iii) In an effort to compensate for the failure of the

alti'metric curve at higher altitudes, the writer has

attempted to employ an index number. A'his number is ob¬

tained by dividing the number of summits at a given altitude

by the area of ground at the same height above b,L. (.Reference
made to the hypsographie curve for the height areas).

,0;'

It is suggested that a small index number will reflect,

either a small scale of dissection, or, be the outcome of

only a small area being available,on the ground. %ain,
constancy of index utumber over a height range may reflect
a similarity in.stage of dissection. Furthermore, a surface

initially graded, then uplifted and subjected to subaerial
erosion,might well show a decrease in index value with
height prematurity. Fost maturity, the reverse case might
be anticipated. With these possibilities in mind the indices

^ It <S V* rfifcr?sf~ .9 (OMflise fa's technique tjrfc 1kat QrtpoCeb by O.T. JorSff ftrc tt/fy lfS2
bet KjSi
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?irere calculated and are duly tabulated. The results

show the following features.

(a) i3roni 250 - 450'a low number,, progressively decreasing
and followed by 500'and 550'values strikingly
similar,but of Increased amount,

(b) From 650 - 950'alternate values markedly similar,
and at the upper end of this scale the Incoming
of new and higher values about 10.

(c) Finally at 1,450 and 1,750 marked changes In
index values again occur.

SelKht Index Height Index Height Index
* ft. A-

too 0.64 650 6.4 1 200 6,6
150 0.54 700 9.6 1 250 18
200 1.96 750 6, 8 1 300 9 7
250 1 05 800 8.7- 1 350 12.6
500 1.48 850 6 .2 t 400 18
550 1.6 900 12.2 1 450 10.2
400 1.2 950 6.4 1 500 24
450 0.9 1 000 17 1 o30 24
500 2.65 1 050 12 1 600 36
55O 2.2 1 100 10.2 1 650 56
600 9.3 1 150 16 1 700 53

1 750 109

Oheet £i. Relative relief.

The pilot area was bounded by Thirlstan© Hill

(just west of Hownam) and Cairn Hill (Cheviot H. side/

on the south^with H@thpool and Coldsmouth Hill oh the north,
The eastern boundary was straight (between Hethpool and Cairn

Hill) but the western ran from Coldsmouth to the source of

the Curr Burn^hen west to Morebattle Hill to turn south
to Thirlstane. The assessment of relative relief was

carried out on 15 25,000 sheet 41/64 S.JS, using rectangles
with 1,000'yard sides, ' Hven an adjustment to rectangle



aides of z,0OO yards still produced disappointing results.

63 0 550 600 300' 500
650 430 600 700 1200
450 430 330 600 900
600 630 730 700 500

300-530 470 600 530 410 350 430 900 300 500 600 700 500 730
250 410 450 900 750 270 430 700 300 930 1j00 735 500 700 700
300 430 530 720 750 590 550 600 640 600 900 900 900 1003 1078
250 350 350 430 400 400-530 650 500 410 630 637 1050 800 316
478 470 400 400 350 680 470 450 300 250 .609 63t 880 682 JQ6

25 30~~ 3 ' " " "4©
'

Ref. Sheet 41/6 4S.£.

The assessment of. slope values was baaed on the technique

ou&lined by Wentworth. The conclusion reached from the

"pilot area" was that in the area of the Cheviot voloanlcs

it only afforded soaie index to relative relief and state of

dissection.
I

The extreme $.R. corner of sheet 81 (1" 0,§-»3.| was

grid-led to produce rectangles with 1" sides. The results

are tabulated below but in addition the actual directions uf

slope are included. It is this last factor more than anything

else which discouraged further work in this area though

the writer is prepared to admit that with relatively simple
1,uniforms largely uttouched by subaerial erosion the technique

probably does give satisfactory results e.g. scarp and
dip slopes on a cuesta.
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X'i
Overburdens : (Sources - Geol. Survey, N.England Institute

Mining Engineers.)
Barmo or Red House 7'
Bel ford Rwy. Stn. 4 5$-'
Net ton House 31 tP
Bradford Farm 65'
Lowick (west of:) 5j
Cornhill Agric. Hostel 12'
Reikington Farm . 2'
Grindcnrigg 48'
Gallowlawhill Wooler 35'
MiIfield Hill Birn 34'
Brackenside Farm. Ford 10'
Bowsden Moor Farm 7'
Grindon Farm. Norham 6'
Tithe Hill Farm. Corrihill 110'
Ford Moss 22'

-Branxton 1. 57' and hit boundary fault
2. 135'

West Boweden Farm 6|-' , ,

Alnwick Dispensary St. 51-617
Ti tlington Hall 13|-'
Brunt on 14^-'
Boulmer 14'
Wandystead Farm. Bdlinghara 138'
Stamford Farm. Bunatanburgh 22'
Gallowmoor Stamford Farm 8'
Alnwick Clayport *27'
Nether ton Pike ( SW of Yetlington) 6§-'
Powburn(lm. south) 10'
Acklington Town 44'
Allerdean Esta e Ancroft 14'
Belford nr.'Sionside 191-'
Brownridge Lowick 12'
Brownridge Moor Etal 1.-4. 5'-8'
Chris ton Bank 5|-'
Elwick 32'
Bshott -44' (Estate)
Felkington Colliery 1'
Holy Island 13'
Longframiington (Adl. Mitford's Royalty) , 6'
Newton on the Moor 36'
Twizell (Estate 4'
Scremerston Jack Tar Pit 4'

Fngine Pit 19'
Shilbot'tle %rn House Sh. Colliery 27'

Tile Sheds 1.-17. 16-28'
Alnwick, Moor 1. 7'

2. 4'



X\n

Overburdens (eont.)

Alnwick Toor 8'
Stable Yard 55§-'
Howick St. Brewery 43'

Ancroft '"oor 1. 7'
2. 4'

Bamburgh (coal pit) 10'
Brunt on 1. 9' ^ uncertain of2. Ill' ) location
Bshott 21'
Felkington Old Pit 9'
Yord 1.-4. 4' -12'
Gatherick 9'
Alnwick Greensfield 24'
Greenlawwalls 7'
Holburn 71'
Longframlington John Pit 127'

Yanny Pit 71'
Hov/ey Pit 84'

H. Sunderland nr. Snook Pt. 6'
nr. Old Engine Pit 13'

Pennington "state 1.-3. 5'-21'


